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Title 4—DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Division 240—Public Service
Commission

Chapter 20—Electric Utilities 

4 CSR 240-20.010 Rate Schedules
(Rescinded April 30, 2003)

AUTHORITY: section 393.140, RSMo 1986.
Original rule filed Dec. 19, 1975, effective
Dec. 29, 1975. Amended: Filed May 16,
1977, effective Dec. 11, 1977. Rescinded:
Filed Aug. 16, 2002, effective April 30, 2003.

4 CSR 240-20.015 Affiliate Transactions

PURPOSE: This rule is intended to prevent
regulated utilities from subsidizing their non-
regulated operations. In order to accomplish
this objective, the rule sets forth financial
standards, evidentiary standards and record-
keeping requirements applicable to any Mis-
souri Public Service Commission (commis-
sion) regulated electrical corporation
whenever such corporation participates in
transactions with any affiliated entity (except
with regard to HVAC services as defined in
section 386.754, RSMo Supp. 1998, by the
General Assembly of Missouri). The rule and
its effective enforcement will provide the pub-
lic the assurance that their rates are not
adversely impacted by the utilities’ nonregu-
lated activities.

(1) Definitions.
(A) Affiliated entity means any person,

including an individual, corporation, service
company, corporate subsidiary, firm, partner-
ship, incorporated or unincorporated associa-
tion, political subdivision including a public
utility district, city, town, county, or a com-
bination of political subdivisions, which
directly or indirectly, through one (1) or more
intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or
is under common control with the regulated
electrical corporation. 

(B) Affiliate transaction means any trans-
action for the provision, purchase or sale of
any information, asset, product or service, or
portion of any product or service, between a
regulated electrical corporation and an affili-
ated entity, and shall include all transactions
carried out between any unregulated business
operation of a regulated electrical corporation
and the regulated business operations of a
electrical corporation. An affiliate transaction
for the purposes of this rule excludes heating,
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) ser-
vices as defined in section 386.754 by the
General Assembly of Missouri.

(C) Control (including the terms “control-
ling,” “controlled by,” and “common con-
trol”) means the possession, directly or indi-
rectly, of the power to direct, or to cause the
direction of the management or policies of an
entity, whether such power is exercised
through one (1) or more intermediary enti-
ties, or alone, or in conjunction with, or pur-
suant to an agreement with, one or more
other entities, whether such power is exer-
cised through a majority or minority owner-
ship or voting of securities, common direc-
tors, officers or stockholders, voting trusts,
holding trusts, affiliated entities, contract or
any other direct or indirect means. The com-
mission shall presume that the beneficial
ownership of ten percent (10%) or more of
voting securities or partnership interest of an
entity constitutes control for purposes of this
rule. This provision, however, shall not be
construed to prohibit a regulated electrical
corporation from rebutting the presumption
that its ownership interest in an entity confers
control.

(D) Corporate support means joint corpo-
rate oversight, governance, support systems
and personnel, involving payroll, shareholder
services, financial reporting, human
resources, employee records, pension man-
agement, legal services, and research and
development activities.

(E) Derivatives means a financial instru-
ment, traded on or off an exchange, the price
of which is directly dependent upon (i.e.,
“derived from”) the value of one or more
underlying securities, equity indices, debt
instruments, commodities, other derivative
instruments, or any agreed-upon pricing
index or arrangement (e.g., the movement
over time of the Consumer Price Index or
freight rates). Derivatives involve the trading
of rights or obligations based on the underly-
ing product, but do not directly transfer prop-
erty. They are used to hedge risk or to
exchange a floating rate of return for a fixed
rate of return.

(F) Fully distributed cost (FDC) means a
methodology that examines all costs of an
enterprise in relation to all the goods and ser-
vices that are produced. FDC requires recog-
nition of all costs incurred directly or indi-
rectly used to produce a good or service.
Costs are assigned either through a direct or
allocated approach. Costs that cannot be
directly assigned or indirectly allocated (e.g.,
general and administrative) must also be
included in the FDC calculation through a
general allocation.

(G) Information means any data obtained
by a regulated electrical corporation that is
not obtainable by nonaffiliated entities or can
only be obtained at a competitively pro-
hibitive cost in either time or resources.

(H) Preferential service means information
or treatment or actions by the regulated elec-
trical corporation which places the affiliated
entity at an unfair advantage over its com-
petitors.

(I) Regulated electrical corporation means
every electrical corporation as defined in sec-
tion 386.020, RSMo, subject to commission
regulation pursuant to Chapter 393, RSMo.

(J) Unfair advantage means an advantage
that cannot be obtained by nonaffiliated enti-
ties or can only be obtained at a competitive-
ly prohibitive cost in either time or resources.

(K) Variance means an exemption granted
by the commission from any applicable stan-
dard required pursuant to this rule.

(2) Standards.
(A) A regulated electrical corporation shall

not provide a financial advantage to an affili-
ated entity. For the purposes of this rule, a
regulated electrical corporation shall be
deemed to provide a financial advantage to an
affiliated entity if—

1. It compensates an affiliated entity for
goods or services above the lesser of—

A. The fair market price; or
B. The fully distributed cost to the

regulated electrical corporation to provide the
goods or services for itself; or

2. It transfers information, assets, goods
or services of any kind to an affiliated entity
below the greater of—

A. The fair market price; or
B. The fully distributed cost to the

regulated electrical corporation.
(B) Except as necessary to provide corpo-

rate support functions, the regulated electri-
cal corporation shall conduct its business in
such a way as not to provide any preferential
service, information or treatment to an affili-
ated entity over another party at any time.

(C) Specific customer information shall be
made available to affiliated or unaffiliated
entities only upon consent of the customer or
as otherwise provided by law or commission
rules or orders. General or aggregated cus-
tomer information shall be made available to
affiliated or unaffiliated entities upon similar
terms and conditions. The regulated electrical
corporation may set reasonable charges for
costs incurred in producing customer infor-
mation. Customer information includes infor-
mation provided to the regulated utility by
affiliated or unaffiliated entities.
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(D) The regulated electrical corporation
shall not participate in any affiliated transac-
tions which are not in compliance with this
rule, except as otherwise provided in section
(10) of this rule.

(E) If a customer requests information
from the regulated electrical corporation
about goods or services provided by an affil-
iated entity, the regulated electrical corpora-
tion may provide information about its affili-
ate but must inform the customer that
regulated services are not tied to the use of an
affiliate provider and that other service pro-
viders may be available. The regulated elec-
trical corporation may provide reference to
other service providers or to commercial list-
ings, but is not required to do so. The regu-
lated electrical corporation shall include in its
annual Cost Allocation Manual (CAM), the
criteria, guidelines and procedures it will fol-
low to be in compliance with this rule.

(F) Marketing materials, information or
advertisements by an affiliate entity that share
an exact or similar name, logo or trademark
of the regulated utility shall clearly display or
announce that the affiliate entity is not regu-
lated by the Missouri Public Service Com-
mission.

(3) Evidentiary Standards for Affiliate Trans-
actions.

(A) When a regulated electrical corpora-
tion purchases information, assets, goods or
services from an affiliated entity, the regulat-
ed electrical corporation shall either obtain
competitive bids for such information, assets,
goods or services or demonstrate why com-
petitive bids were neither necessary nor
appropriate.

(B) In transactions that involve either the
purchase or receipt of information, assets,
goods or services by a regulated electrical
corporation from an affiliated entity, the reg-
ulated electrical corporation shall document
both the fair market price of such informa-
tion, assets, goods and services and the FDC
to the regulated electrical corporation to pro-
duce the information, assets, goods or ser-
vices for itself.

(C) In transactions that involve the provi-
sion of information, assets, goods or services
to affiliated entities, the regulated electrical
corporation must demonstrate that it—

1. Considered all costs incurred to com-
plete the transaction;

2. Calculated the costs at times relevant
to the transaction; 

3. Allocated all joint and common costs
appropriately; and 

4. Adequately determined the fair mar-
ket price of the information, assets, goods or
services.

(D) In transactions involving the purchase
of goods or services by the regulated electri-
cal corporation from an affiliated entity, the
regulated electrical corporation will use a
commission-approved CAM which sets forth
cost allocation, market valuation and internal
cost methods. This CAM can use bench-
marking practices that can constitute compli-
ance with the market value requirements of
this section if approved by the commission.

(4) Record Keeping Requirements.
(A) A regulated electrical corporation shall

maintain books, accounts and records sepa-
rate from those of its affiliates.

(B) Each regulated electrical corporation
shall maintain the following information in a
mutually agreed-to electronic format (i.e.,
agreement between the staff, Office of the
Public Counsel and the regulated electrical
corporation) regarding affiliate transactions
on a calendar year basis and shall provide
such information to the commission staff and
the Office of the Public Counsel on, or
before, March 15 of the succeeding year:

1. A full and complete list of all affiliat-
ed entities as defined by this rule;

2. A full and complete list of all goods
and services provided to or received from
affiliated entities;

3. A full and complete list of all con-
tracts entered with affiliated entities;

4. A full and complete list of all affiliate
transactions undertaken with affiliated enti-
ties without a written contract together with a
brief explanation of why there was no con-
tract;

5. The amount of all affiliate transac-
tions by affiliated entity and account charged;
and

6. The basis used (e.g., fair market
price, FDC, etc.) to record each type of affil-
iate transaction.

(C) In addition, each regulated electrical
corporation shall maintain the following
information regarding affiliate transactions
on a calendar year basis:

1. Records identifying the basis used
(e.g., fair market price, FDC, etc.) to record
all affiliate transactions; and

2. Books of accounts and supporting
records in sufficient detail to permit verifica-
tion of compliance with this rule.

(5) Records of Affiliated Entities.
(A) Each regulated electrical corporation

shall ensure that its parent and any other affil-
iated entities maintain books and records that
include, at a minimum, the following infor-
mation regarding affiliate transactions:

1. Documentation of the costs associat-
ed with affiliate transactions that are incurred

by the parent or affiliated entity and charged
to the regulated electrical corporation;

2. Documentation of the methods used
to allocate and/or share costs between affili-
ated entities including other jurisdictions
and/or corporate divisions;

3. Description of costs that are not sub-
ject to allocation to affiliate transactions and
documentation supporting the nonassignment
of these costs to affiliate transactions;

4. Descriptions of the types of services
that corporate divisions and/or other central-
ized functions provided to any affiliated enti-
ty or division accessing the regulated electri-
cal corporation’s contracted services or
facilities;

5. Names and job descriptions of the
employees from the regulated electrical cor-
poration that transferred to a nonregulated
affiliated entity;

6. Evaluations of the effect on the relia-
bility of services provided by the regulated
electrical corporation resulting from the
access to regulated contracts and/or facilities
by affiliated entities;

7. Policies regarding the availability of
customer information and the access to ser-
vices available to nonregulated affiliated enti-
ties desiring use of the regulated electrical
corporation’s contracts and facilities; and

8. Descriptions of and supporting docu-
mentation related to any use of derivatives
that may be related to the regulated electrical
corporation’s operation even though obtained
by the parent or affiliated entity.

(6) Access to Records of Affiliated Entities.
(A) To the extent permitted by applicable

law and pursuant to established commission
discovery procedures, a regulated electrical
corporation shall make available the books
and records of its parent and any other affili-
ated entities when required in the application
of this rule.

(B) The commission shall have the author-
ity to—

1. Review, inspect and audit books,
accounts and other records kept by a regulat-
ed electrical corporation or affiliated entity
for the sole purpose of ensuring compliance
with this rule and making findings available
to the commission; and

2. Investigate the operations of a regu-
lated electrical corporation or affiliated enti-
ty and their relationship to each other for the
sole purpose of ensuring compliance with this
rule.

(C) This rule does not modify existing
legal standards regarding which party has the
burden of proof in commission proceedings.
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(7) Record Retention.
(A) Records required under this rule shall

be maintained by each regulated electrical
corporation  for a period of not less than six
(6) years.

(8) Enforcement.
(A) When enforcing these standards, or

any order of the commission regarding these
standards, the commission may apply any
remedy available to the commission. 

(9) The regulated electrical corporation shall
train and advise its personnel as to the
requirements and provisions of this rule as
appropriate to ensure compliance.

(10) Variances.
(A) A variance from the standards in this

rule may be obtained by compliance with
paragraphs (10)(A)1. or (10)(A)2. The grant-
ing of a variance to one regulated electrical
corporation does not constitute a waiver
respecting or otherwise affect the required
compliance of any other regulated electrical
corporation to comply with the standards.
The scope of a variance will be determined
based on the facts and circumstances found in
support of the application.

1. The regulated electrical corporation
shall request a variance upon written applica-
tion in accordance with commission proce-
dures set out in 4 CSR 240-2.060(11); or 

2. A regulated electrical corporation
may engage in an affiliate transaction not in
compliance with the standards set out in sub-
section (2)(A) of this rule, when to its best
knowledge and belief, compliance with the
standards would not be in the best interests of
its regulated customers and it complies with
the procedures required by subparagraphs
(10)(A)2.A. and (10)(A)2.B. of this rule—

A. All reports and record retention
requirements for each affiliate transaction
must be complied with; and

B. Notice of the noncomplying affili-
ate transaction shall be filed with the secre-
tary of the commission and the Office of the
Public Counsel within ten (10) days of the
occurrence of the non-complying affiliate
transaction. The notice shall provide a
detailed explanation of why the affiliate trans-
action should be exempted from the require-
ments of subsection (2)(A), and shall provide
a detailed explanation of how the affiliate
transaction was in the best interests of the
regulated customers. Within thirty (30) days
of the notice of the noncomplying affiliate
transaction, any party shall have the right to
request a hearing regarding the noncomply-
ing affiliate transaction. The commission may
grant or deny the request for hearing at that

time. If the commission denies a request for
hearing, the denial shall not in any way prej-
udice a party’s ability to challenge the affili-
ate transaction at the time of the annual CAM
filing. At the time of the filing of the regulat-
ed electrical corporation’s annual CAM filing
the regulated electrical corporation shall pro-
vide to the secretary of the commission a list-
ing of all non-complying affiliate transactions
which occurred between the period of the last
filing and the current filing. Any affiliate
transaction submitted pursuant to this section
shall remain interim, subject to disallowance,
pending final commission determination on
whether the noncomplying affiliate transac-
tion resulted in the best interests of the regu-
lated customers.

(11) Nothing contained in this rule and no
action by the commission under this rule shall
be construed to approve or exempt any activ-
ity or arrangement that would violate the
antitrust laws of the state of Missouri or of
the United States or to limit the rights of any
person or entity under those laws.

AUTHORITY: sections 386.250, RSMo Supp.
1998, and 393.140, RSMo 1994.* Original
rule filed April 26, 1999, effective Feb. 29,
2000.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1963, amended
1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995, 1996
and 393.140, RSMo 1939, amended 1949, 1967.

4 CSR 240-20.017  HVAC Services Affiliate
Transactions

PURPOSE: This rule prescribes the require-
ments for HVAC services affiliated entities
and regulated electric corporations when
such electric corporations participate in affil-
iated transactions with an HVAC affiliated
entity as set forth in sections 386.754,
386.756, 386.760, 386.762 and 386.764,
RSMo by the General Assembly of the State of
Missouri.

(1) Definitions.
(A) Affiliated entity means any entity not

regulated by the Public Service Commission
which is owned, controlled by or under com-
mon control with a utility and is engaged in
HVAC services.

(B) Control (including the terms “control-
ling,” “controlled by,” and “common con-
trol”) means the possession, directly or indi-
rectly, of the power to direct, or to cause the
direction of the management or policies of an
entity, whether such power is exercised
through (1) one or more intermediary enti-
ties, or alone, or in conjunction with, or pur-

suant to an agreement with, one (1) or more
other entities, whether such power is exer-
cised through a majority or minority owner-
ship or voting of securities, common direc-
tors, officers or stockholders, voting trusts,
holding trusts, affiliated entities, contract or
any other direct or indirect means. The com-
mission shall presume that the beneficial
ownership of more than ten percent (10%) of
voting securities or partnership interest of an
entity confers control for purposes of this
rule. This provision, however, shall not be
construed to prohibit a regulated electric cor-
poration from rebutting the presumption that
its ownership interest in an entity confers
control.

(C) Fully distributed cost means a method-
ology that examines all costs of an enterprise
in relation to all the goods and services that
are produced. Fully distributed cost requires
recognition of all costs incurred directly or
indirectly used to produce a good or service.
Costs are assigned either through a direct or
allocated approach. Costs that cannot be
directly assigned or indirectly allocated (e.g.
general and administrative) must also be
included in the fully distributed cost calcula-
tion through a general allocation.

(D) HVAC services means the warranty,
sale, lease, rental, installation, construction,
modernization, retrofit, maintenance or
repair of heating, ventilating and air condi-
tioning (HVAC) equipment.

(E) Regulated electric corporation means
an electrical corporation as defined in section
386.020, RSMo, subject to commission reg-
ulation pursuant to Chapter 393, RSMo.

(F) Utility contractor means a person,
including an individual, corporation, firm,
incorporated or unincorporated association or
other business or legal entity, that contracts,
whether in writing or not in writing, with a
regulated electric corporation to engage in or
assist any entity in engaging in HVAC ser-
vices, but does not include employees of a
regulated electric corporation.

(2) A regulated electric corporation may not
engage in HVAC services, except by an affil-
iated entity, or as provided in section (8) or
(9) of this rule.

(3) No affiliated entity or utility contractor
may use any vehicles, service tools, instru-
ments, employees, or any other regulated
electric corporation  assets, the cost of which
are recoverable in the regulated rates for reg-
ulated electric corporation service, to engage
in HVAC services unless the regulated elec-
tric corporation is compensated for the use of
such assets at the fully distributed cost to the
regulated electric corporation.
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(A) The determination of a regulated elec-
tric corporation’s cost in this section is
defined in subsection (1)(D) of this rule.

(4) A regulated electric corporation may not
use or allow any affiliated entity or utility
contractor to use the name of such regulated
electric corporation to engage in HVAC ser-
vices unless the regulated electric corpora-
tion, affiliated entity or utility contractor dis-
closes, in plain view and in bold type on the
same page as the name is used on all adver-
tisements or in plain audible language during
all solicitations of such services, a disclaimer
that states the services provided are not regu-
lated by the commission.

(5) A regulated electric corporation may not
engage in or assist any affiliated entity or util-
ity contractor in engaging in HVAC services
in a manner which subsidizes the activities of
such regulated electric corporation, affiliated
entity or utility contractor to the extent of
changing the rates or charges for the regulat-
ed electric corporation’s services above or
below the rates or charges that would be in
effect if the regulated electric corporation
were not engaged in or assisting any affiliat-
ed entity or utility contractor in engaging in
such activities.

(6) Any affiliated entities or utility contrac-
tors engaged in HVAC services shall maintain
accounts, books and records separate and dis-
tinct from the regulated electric corporation.

(7) The provisions of this rule shall apply to
any affiliated entity or utility contractor
engaged in HVAC services that is owned,
controlled or under common control with a
regulated electric corporation providing regu-
lated services in the state of Missouri or any
other state.

(8) A regulated electric corporation engaging
in HVAC services in the state of Missouri five
(5) years prior to August 28, 1998, may con-
tinue providing, to existing as well as new
customers, the same type of services as those
provided by the regulated electric corporation
five (5) years prior to August 28, 1998.  

(A) To qualify for this exemption, the reg-
ulated electric corporation shall file a plead-
ing before the commission for approval.

1. The commission may establish a case
to determine if the regulated electric corpora-
tion qualifies for an exemption under this
rule.

(9) The provisions of this section shall not be
construed to prohibit a regulated electric cor-
poration from providing emergency service,

providing any service required by law or pro-
viding a program pursuant to an existing tar-
iff, rule or order of the commission.

AUTHORITY: sections 386.760.1, RSMo
Supp. 1998 and 393.140, RSMo 1994.*
Original rule filed Dec. 17, 1998, effective
Aug. 30, 1999.

*Original authority: 386.760.1, RSMo 1998 and 393.140,
RSMo 1939, amended 1949, 1967.

4 CSR 240-20.020 Residential Electric
Underground Distribution Systems
(Rescinded August 15, 1983)

AUTHORITY: section 386.310, RSMo 1978.
Original rule filed June 28, 1971, effective
July 14, 1971. Amended: Filed Oct. 26,
1971, effective Nov. 4, 1971. Amended: Filed
May 27, 1975, effective June 6, 1975.
Rescinded: Filed Jan. 12, 1983, effective
Aug. 15, 1983.

4 CSR 240-20.030 Uniform System of
Accounts—Electrical Corporations

PURPOSE: This rule directs electrical corpo-
rations within the commission’s jurisdiction
to use the uniform system of accounts pre-
scribed by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission for major electric utilities and
licensees, as modified herein.  Requirements
regarding the submission of depreciation
studies, databases and property unit catalogs
are found at 4 CSR 240-3.160 and 4 CSR
240-3.175.

(1) Beginning January 1, 1994, every electri-
cal corporation subject to the commission’s
jurisdiction shall keep all accounts in confor-
mity with the Uniform System of Accounts
Prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees
subject to the provisions of the Federal Power
Act, as prescribed by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and pub-
lished at 18 CFR Part 101 (1992) and 1
FERC Stat. & Regs. paragraph 15,001 and
following (1992), except as otherwise provid-
ed in this rule. This uniform system of
accounts provides instruction for recording
financial information about electric utilities.
It contains definitions, general instructions,
electric plant instructions, operating expense
instructions, and accounts that comprise the
balance sheet, electric plant, income, operat-
ing revenues, and operation and maintenance
expenses.

(2) When implementing section (1), each
electrical corporation subject to the commis-
sion’s jurisdiction shall—

(A) Keep its accounts in the manner and
detail specified for electric utilities and
licensees classified as major at Part 101 Gen-
eral Instructions 1.A. and paragraph
15,011.1.A.; and 

(B) Assemble by July 1, 1996, and main-
tain after that, a property unit catalog which
contains for each designated property unit, in
addition to the provisions of Part 101 Gener-
al Instructions 6. and paragraph 15,016—

1. A description of each unit; 
2. An item list; and 
3.  Accounting instructions, including

instructions for distinguishing between oper-
ations expense, maintenance expense and
capitalized plant improvements. 

(3) Regarding plant acquired or placed in ser-
vice after 1993, when implementing section
(1), each electrical corporation subject to the
commission’s jurisdiction shall—

(A) Maintain plant records of the year of
each unit’s retirement as part of the “contin-
uing plant inventory records,” as the term is
otherwise defined at Part 101 Definitions 8.
and paragraph 15,001.8.; 

(B) State the detailed electric plant
accounts (301 to 399, inclusive) on the basis
of original cost, estimated if not known,
when implementing the provisions of Part 101
Electric Plant Instructions 1.C. and para-
graph 15,051.1.C.; 

(C) Record electrical plant acquired as an
operating unit or system at original cost, esti-
mated if not known, except as otherwise pro-
vided by the text of the intangible plant
accounts, when implementing the provisions
of Part 101 Electric Plant Instructions 2.A.
and paragraph 15,052.2.A.; 

(D) Account for the cost of items not clas-
sified as units of property as it would account
for the cost of individual items of equipment
of small value or of short life, as provided in
Part 101 Electric Plant Instructions 3.A.(3)
and paragraph 15,053.3.A.(3); 

(E) Include in equipment accounts any
hand or other portable tools which are specif-
ically designated as units of property, when
implementing the provisions of Part 101 Elec-
tric Plant Instructions 9.B. and paragraph
15,059.9.B.; 

(F) Use the list of retirement units con-
tained in its property unit catalog when
implementing the provisions of Part 101 Elec-
tric Plant Instructions 10.A. and paragraph
15,060.10.A.; 

(G) Estimate original cost with an appro-
priate average of the original cost of the units
by vintage year, with due allowance for any



difference in size and character, when it is
impracticable to determine the original cost
of each unit, when implementing the provi-
sions of Part 101 Electric Plant Instructions
10.D. and paragraph 15,060.10.D.; 

(H) Charge original cost less net salvage to
account 108., when implementing the provi-
sions of Part 101 Electric Plant Instructions
10.F. and paragraph 15,060.10.F.; 

(I) Keep its work order system so as to
show the nature of each addition to or retire-
ment of electric plant by vintage year, in addi-
tion to the other requirements of Part 101
Electric Plant Instructions 11.B. and para-
graph 15,061.11.B.; 

(J) Maintain records which classify, for
each plant account, the amounts of the annu-
al additions and retirements so as to show the
number and cost of the various record units
or retirement units by vintage year, when
implementing the provisions of Part 101 Elec-
tric Plant Instructions 11.C. and paragraph
15,061.11.C.; 

(K) Maintain subsidiary records which
separate account 108. according to primary
plant accounts or subaccounts when imple-
menting the provisions of Part 101 Balance
Sheet Account 108.C. and paragraph
15,110.108.C.; 

(L) Maintain subsidiary records which sep-
arate account 111. according to primary plant
accounts or subaccounts when implementing
the provisions of Part 101 Balance Sheet
Accounts 111.C. and paragraph
15,113.111.C.; and 

(M) Keep mortality records of property
and property retirements as will reflect the
average life of property which has been
retired and will aid in estimating probable
service life by actuarial analysis of annual
additions and aged retirements when imple-
menting the provisions of Part 101 Income
Accounts 403.B. and paragraph
15,404.403.B. 

(4) In prescribing this system of accounts, the
commission does not commit itself to the
approval or acceptance of any item set out in
any account for the purpose of fixing rates or
in determining other matters before the com-
mission. This rule  shall not be construed as
waiving any recordkeeping requirement in
effect prior to 1994.

(5) The commission may waive or grant a
variance from the provisions of this rule, in
whole or in part, for good cause shown, upon
a utility’s written application. 

AUTHORITY: sections 386.250 and 393.140,
RSMo 2000.* Original rule filed Dec. 19,
1975, effective Dec. 29, 1975. Amended:

Filed April 26, 1976, effective Sept. 11, 1976.
Amended: Filed Feb. 5, 1993, effective Oct.
10, 1993. Amended: Filed March 19, 1996,
effective Oct. 30, 1996. Amended: Filed Aug.
16, 2002, effective April 30, 2003.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1996 and 393.140, 1939, amended 1949, 1967.

4 CSR 240-20.040 Minimum Filing
Requirements
(Rescinded October 10, 1993)

AUTHORITY: section 393.140, RSMo 1986.
Original rule filed Dec. 10, 1979, effective
Sept. 1, 1980. Rescinded: Filed Feb. 4, 1993,
effective Oct. 10, 1993.

4 CSR 240-20.045 Electric Utility Applica-
tions for Certificates of Convenience and
Necessity

PURPOSE: This proposed rule outlines the
requirements for applications to the commis-
sion, pursuant to section 393.170.1 and
393.170.2, RSMo, requesting that the com-
mission grant a certificate of convenience and
necessity to an electric utility for a service
area or to operate or construct an electric
generating plant, an electric transmission
line, or a gas transmission line that facilitates
the operation of an electric generating plant.

(1) Definitions. As used in this rule, the fol-
lowing terms mean:

(A) Asset means: 
1. An electric generating plant, or a gas

transmission line that facilitates the operation
of an electric generating plant, that is expect-
ed to serve Missouri customers and be
included in the rate base used to set their
retail rates regardless of whether the item(s)
to be constructed or operated is located inside
or outside the electric utility’s certificated
service area or inside or outside Missouri; or

2. Transmission and distribution plant
located outside the electric utility’s service
territory, but within Missouri;

(B) Construction means: 
1. Construction of new asset(s); or
2. The improvement, retrofit, or rebuild

of an asset that will result in a ten percent
(10%) increase in rate base as established in
the electric utility’s most recent rate case;

(C) Construction does not include: 
1. The construction of an energy gener-

ation unit that has a capacity of one (1)
megawatt or less; or

2. The construction of utility-owned
solar facilities as required under section

393.1665, RSMo;
3. Periodic, routine, or preventative

maintenance; or
4. Replacement of equipment or devices

with the same or substantially similar items
due to failure or near term projected failure
as long as the replacements are intended to
restore the asset to an operational state at or
near a recently rated capacity level.

(2) Certificate of convenience and necessity.
(A) An electric utility must obtain a certifi-

cate of convenience and necessity prior to—
1. Providing electric service to retail

customers in a service area pursuant to sec-
tion 393.170.2, RSMo;  

2. Construction of an asset pursuant to
section 393.170.1, RSMo; or

3. Operation of an asset pursuant to sec-
tion 393.170.2, RSMo.

(B) The commission may, by its order,
impose upon the issuance of a certificate of
convenience and necessity such condition or
conditions as it may deem reasonable and
necessary. 

(C) In determining whether to grant a cer-
tificate of convenience and necessity, the
commission may, by its order, make a deter-
mination on the prudence of the decision to
operate or construct an asset subject to the
commission’s subsequent review of costs and
applicable timelines.

(D) An electric utility must exercise the
authority granted within two (2) years from
the grant thereof.

(3) In addition to the general requirements of
4 CSR 240-2.060(1), the following addition-
al general requirements apply to all applica-
tions for a certificate of convenience and
necessity, pursuant to sections 393.170.1 and
.2, RSMo:

(A) The application shall include facts
showing that granting the application is neces-
sary or convenient for the public service;

(B) If an asset to be operated or construct-
ed is outside Missouri, the application shall
include plans for allocating costs, other than
regional transmission organization/indepen-
dent system operator cost sharing, to the
applicable jurisdiction; and

(C) If any of the items required under this
rule are unavailable at the time the applica-
tion is filed, the unavailable items may be
filed prior to the granting of authority by the
commission, or the commission may grant
the certificate subject to the condition that the
unavailable items be filed before authority
under the certificate is exercised.

(4) If the application is for authorization to
provide electric service to retail customers in
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a service area for the electric utility under
section 393.170.2, RSMo, the application
shall also include:

(A) A list of those entities providing regu-
lated or nonregulated retail electric service in
all or any part of the service area proposed,
including a map that identifies where each
entity is providing retail electric service with-
in the area proposed;

(B) If there are ten (10) or more residents
or landowners, the name and address of no
fewer than ten (10) persons residing in the
proposed service area or of no fewer than ten
(10) landowners, in the event there are no res-
idences in the area, or, if there are fewer than
ten (10) residents or landowners, the name
and address of all residents and landowners;

(C) The legal description of the service
area to be certificated;

(D) A plat of the proposed service area
drawn to a scale of one-half inch (1/2") to the
mile on maps comparable to county highway
maps issued by the state’s Department of
Transportation or a plat drawn to a scale of
two thousand feet (2,000') to the inch; and

(E) A feasibility study containing plans
and specifications for the utility system, plans
for financing, proposed rates and charges,
and an estimate of the number of customers,
revenues, and expenses during the first three
(3) years of operations.

(5) If the application is for authorization to
operate assets under section 393.170.2,
RSMo, the application shall also include: 

(A) A description of the asset(s) to be
operated;

(B) The value of the asset(s) to be operated;
(C) The purchase price and plans for

financing the operation; and
(D) Plans and specifications for the asset,

including as-built drawings.

(6) If the application is for authorization to
construct an asset under section 393.170.1,
RSMo, the application shall also include: 

(A) A description of the proposed route or
site of construction; 

(B) A list of all electric, gas, and telephone
conduit, wires, cables, and lines of regulated
and nonregulated utilities, railroad tracks,
and each underground facility, as defined in
section 319.015, RSMo, which the proposed
construction will cross;

(C) A description of the plans, specifica-
tions, and estimated costs for the complete
scope of the construction project that also
clearly identifies what will be the operational
features of the asset once it is fully opera-
tional and used for service; 

(D) The projected beginning of construc-
tion date and the anticipated fully operational

and used for service date of the asset; 
(E) A description of any common plant to

be included in the construction project;  
(F) Plans for financing the construction of

the asset;
(G) A description of how the proposed

asset relates to the electric utility’s adopted
preferred plan under 4 CSR 240-22;

(H) An overview of the electric utility’s
plan for this project regarding competitive
bidding, although competitive bidding is not
required, for the design, engineering, pro-
curement, construction management, and
construction  of the asset; 

(I) An overview of plans for operating and
maintaining an asset; 

(J) An overview of plans for restoration of
safe and adequate service after significant,
unplanned/forced outages of an asset; and

(K) An affidavit or other verified certifica-
tion of compliance with the following notice
requirements to landowners directly affected
by electric transmission line routes or trans-
mission substation locations proposed by the
application. The proof of compliance shall
include a list of all directly affected landown-
ers to whom notice was sent.

1. Applicant shall provide notice of its
application to the owners of land, or their
designee, as stated in the records of the coun-
ty assessor’s office, on a date not more than
sixty (60) days prior to the date the notice is
sent, who would be directly affected by the
requested certificate, including the preferred
route or location, as applicable, and any
known alternative route or location of the
proposed facilities. For purposes of this
notice, land is directly affected if a perma-
nent easement or other permanent property
interest would be obtained over all or any
portion of the land or if the land contains a
habitable structure that would be within three
hundred (300) feet of the centerline of an
electric transmission line.

2. Any letter sent by applicant as notice
of the application shall be on its representa-
tive’s letterhead or on the letterhead of the
utility, and it shall clearly set forth–

A. The identity, address, and tele-
phone number of the utility representative;

B. The identity of the utility attempt-
ing to acquire the certificate;

C. The general purpose of the pro-
posed project;

D. The type of facility to be con-
structed; and

E. The contact information of the
Public Service Commission and Office of the
Public Counsel.

3. If twenty-five (25) or more persons in
a county would be entitled to receive notice
of the application, applicant shall hold at least

one (1) public meeting in that county. The
meeting shall be held in a building open to
the public and sufficient in size to accommo-
date the number of persons in the county enti-
tled to receive notice of the application. Addi-
tionally— 

A. All persons entitled to notice of the
application shall be afforded a reasonable
amount of time to pose questions or to state
their concerns; 

B. To the extent reasonably practica-
ble, the public meeting shall be held at a time
that allows affected landowners an opportuni-
ty to attend; and 

C. Notice of the public meeting shall
be sent to any persons entitled to receive
notice of the application.

4. If applicant, after filing proof of com-
pliance, becomes aware of a person entitled to
receive notice of the application to whom
applicant did not send such notice, applicant
shall, within twenty (20) days, provide notice
to that person by certified mail, return receipt
requested, containing all the required infor-
mation. Applicant shall also file a supple-
mental proof of compliance regarding the
additional notice.

(7) Provisions of this rule do not create any
new requirements for or affect assets,
improvements, rebuilds, or retrofits already
in rate base as of the effective date of this
rule. Provisions of this rule may be waived by
the commission for good cause shown.

AUTHORITY: section 386.250, RSMo 2016.*
Original rule filed April 5, 2018, effective
Nov. 30, 2018.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1996.

4 CSR 240-20.050 Individual Electric
Meters—When Required

PURPOSE: This rule prescribes individual
metering for new multiple occupancy build-
ings and new mobile home parks for all elec-
tric corporations under the jurisdiction of the
Public Service Commission. This rule is
aimed at compliance with Sections 113(b)(1)
and 115(d) of Title I of the Public Utility Reg-
ulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), PL 95-
617, 16 USC 2601.

PUBLISHER’S NOTE: The secretary of state
has determined that the publication of the
entire text of the material which is incorpo-
rated by reference as a portion of this rule
would be unduly cumbersome or expensive.
Therefore, the material which is so incorpo-
rated is on file with the agency who filed this
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rule, and with the Office of the Secretary of
State. Any interested person may view this
material at either agency’s headquarters or
the same will be made available at the Office
of the Secretary of State at a cost not to
exceed actual cost of copy reproduction. The
entire text of the rule is printed here. This
note refers only to the incorporated by refer-
ence material.

(1) For the purposes of this rule—
(A) A building is defined as a single struc-

ture, roofed and enclosed within exterior
walls, built for permanent use, erected,
framed of component structural parts and
unified in its entirety both physically and in
operation for residential or commercial occu-
pancy;

(B) Commercial adjacent buildings are
defined as buildings on a contiguous plot of
land owned by one (1) person, which build-
ings are occupied and used by one (1) person
for single type of commercial operation. A
person for the purpose of this definition
includes any type of business entity;

(C) A commercial unit is defined as that
portion of a building or premises which by
appearance, design or arrangement is nor-
mally used for commercial purposes, whether
or not actually so used;

(D) Construction begins when the footings
are poured;

(E) A mobile home park is defined as a
contiguous parcel of land which is used for
the accommodation of occupied mobile
homes;

(F) A multiple-occupancy building is
defined as a building or premises which is
designed to house more than one (1) residen-
tial or commercial unit; and

(G) A residential unit is defined as one (1)
or more rooms for the use of one (1) or more
persons as a housekeeping unit with space for
eating, living and sleeping, and permanent
provisions for cooking and sanitation.

(2) Each residential and commercial unit in a
multiple-occupancy building construction of
which has begun after June 1, 1981 shall have
installed a separate electric meter for each
residential or commercial unit.

(3) Each mobile home unit in a mobile home
park, construction of which has begun after
June 1, 1981 shall have installed a separate
electric meter for each mobile home unit.

(4) For the purposes of carrying out the pro-
visions of sections (2) and (3), the following
exceptions apply and separate metering will
not be required:

(A) For transient multiple-occupancy
buildings and transient mobile home parks—

for example, hotels, motels, dormitories,
rooming houses, hospitals, nursing homes,
fraternities, sororities, campgrounds and
mobile home parks which set aside, on a per-
manent basis, at least eighty percent (80%) of
their mobile home pads or comparable space
for use by travel trailers;

(B) Where commercial unit space is sub-
ject to alteration with change in tenants as
evidenced by temporary versus permanent
type of wall construction separating the com-
mercial unit space—for example, space at a
trade fair;

(C) For commercial adjacent buildings;
(D) For that portion of electricity used in

central space heating, central hot water heat-
ing, central ventilating and central air-condi-
tioning systems;

(E) For buildings or mobile home parks
where alternative renewable energy resources
are utilized in connection with central space
heating, central hot water heating, central
ventilating and central air-conditioning sys-
tems; or

(F) For all portions of electricity in com-
mercial units in buildings with central space
heating, ventilating and air-conditioning sys-
tems.

(5) Any person or entity affected by this rule
may file an application with the commission
seeking a variance from all or parts of this
rule (4 CSR 240-20.050) and for good cause
shown, variances may be granted as follows:

(A) The variance request shall be filed in
writing and directed to the secretary of the
commission;

(B) If the commission deems it in the pub-
lic interest, a hearing may be held by the
commission as in complaint hearings before
the commission; and

(C) A variance committee consisting of
two (2) members of the commission’s utility
division staff and a member of the commis-
sion’s general counsel’s office shall be estab-
lished by the commission within thirty (30)
days from September 28, 1981. The public
counsel shall be an ex officio member of this
committee.

1. The variance committee shall consid-
er all variance applications filed by utilities
and shall make a written recommendation of
its findings to the commission for its
approval.

2. Each applicant for a variance shall
have ten (10) days from the date of the vari-
ance committee’s findings to either accede or
request a formal hearing before the commis-
sion.

3. If applicant accedes, the commission
may adopt the variance committee’s findings
or set the matter for formal hearing upon the

application of any interested person or upon
the commission’s own motion.

(6) The commission, in its discretion, may
approve tariffs filed by an electric corporation
which are more restrictive of master metering
than the provisions of this rule.

AUTHORITY: section 386.250, RSMo  Supp.
1991.* Original rule filed March 13, 1980,
effective Dec. 15, 1980. Emergency amend-
ment filed May 13, 1981, effective May 31,
1981, expired Sept. 28, 1981. Amended: Filed
May 13, 1981, effective Sept. 28, 1981.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991.

4 CSR 240-20.060 Cogeneration

PURPOSE: This rule implements Sections
201 and 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory
Policies Act of 1978 with regard to small
power production and cogeneration. The
objective of Sections 201 and 210 of Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act is to provide a
mechanism to set up a cogeneration program
for Missouri for regulated utilities. Addition-
al requirements regarding this subject matter
are also found at 4 CSR 240-3.155.

(1) Definitions. Terms defined in the Public
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
(PURPA) shall have the same meaning for
purposes of this rule as they have under
PURPA, unless further defined in this rule.

(A) Avoided costs means the incremental
costs to an electric utility of electric energy
or capacity or both which, but for the pur-
chase from the qualifying facility or qualify-
ing facilities, that utility would generate itself
or purchase from another source.

(B) Back-up power means electric energy
or capacity supplied by an electric utility to
replace energy ordinarily generated by a
facility’s own generation equipment during an
unscheduled outage of the facility.

(C) Interconnection costs means the rea-
sonable costs of connection, switching,
metering, transmission, distribution, safety
provisions and administrative costs incurred
by the electric utility directly related to the
installation and maintenance of the physical
facilities necessary to permit interconnected
operations with a qualifying facility, to the
extent those costs are in excess of the corre-
sponding costs which the electric utility
would have incurred if it had not engaged in
interconnected operations, but instead gener-
ated an equivalent amount of electric energy
itself or purchased an equivalent amount of
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electric energy or capacity from other
sources. Interconnection costs do not include
any costs included in the calculation of avoid-
ed costs.

(D) Interruptible power means electric
energy or capacity supplied by an electric
utility subject to interruption by the electric
utility under specified conditions.

(E) Maintenance power means electric
energy or capacity supplied by an electric
utility during scheduled outages of the quali-
fying facility.

(F) Purchase means the purchase of elec-
tric energy or capacity or both from a quali-
fying facility by an electric utility.

(G) Qualifying facility means a cogenera-
tion facility or a small power production facil-
ity which is a qualifying facility under Subpart
B of Part 292 of the Federal Energy Regulato-
ry Commission’s (FERC) regulations.

(H) Rate means any price, rate, charge or
classification made, demanded, observed or
received with respect to the sale or purchase
of electric energy or capacity or any rule or
practice respecting any such rate, charge or
classification and any contract pertaining to
the sale or purchase of electric energy or
capacity.

(I) Sale means the sale of electric energy or
capacity or both by an electric utility to a
qualifying facility.

(J) Supplementary power means electric
energy or capacity supplied by an electric
utility, regularly used by a qualifying facility
in addition to that which the facility generates
itself.

(K) System emergency means a condition
on a utility’s system which is likely to result
in imminent significant disruption of service
to consumers or is imminently likely to
endanger life or property.

(2) Arrangements Between Electric Utilities
and Qualifying Cogeneration and Small
Power Production Facilities Under Section
210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies
Act of 1978.

(A) Applicability. This section applies to
the regulation of sales and purchases between
qualifying facilities and electric utilities.

(B) Negotiated Rates or Terms. Nothing in
this section—

1. Limits the authority of any electric
utility or any qualifying facility to agree to a
rate for any purchase or terms or conditions
relating to any purchase, which differ from
the rate or terms or conditions which would
otherwise be required by this rule; or

2. Affects the validity of any contract
entered into between a qualifying facility and
an electric utility for any purchase.

(C) Every regulated utility which provides

retail electric service in this state shall enter
into a contract for parallel generation service
with any customer which is a qualifying facil-
ity, upon that customer’s request, where that
customer may connect a device to the utility’s
delivery and metering service to transmit
electrical power produced by that customer’s
energy generating system into the utility’s
system.

1. The utility shall supply, install, own
and maintain all necessary meters and associ-
ated equipment used for billing. The costs of
any such meters and associated equipment
which are beyond those required for service
to a customer which is not a qualifying facil-
ity shall be borne by the customer. The utili-
ty may install and maintain, at its expense,
load research metering for monitoring the
customer’s energy generation and usage.

2. The customer shall supply, install,
operate and maintain, in good repair and
without cost to the utility, the relays, locks
and seals, breakers, automatic synchronizer, a
disconnecting device and other control and
protective devices required by the utility to
operate the customer’s generating system par-
allel to the utility’s system. The customer
also shall supply, without cost to the utility, a
suitable location for meters and associated
equipment used for billing, load research and
disconnection.

3. The customer shall be required to
reimburse the utility for the cost of any equip-
ment or facilities required as a result of con-
necting the customer’s generating system
with the utility’s system.

4. The customer shall notify the utility
prior to the initial testing of the customer’s
generating system and the utility shall have
the right to have a representative present dur-
ing the testing.

5. Meters and associated equipment
used for billing, load research and connection
and disconnection shall be accessible at all
times to utility personnel.

6. A manual disconnect switch for the
qualifying facility must be provided by the
customer which will be under the exclusive
control of the utility dispatcher. This manual
switch must have the capability to be locked
out of service by the utility-authorized
switchmen as a part of the utility’s work-
man’s protection assurance procedures. The
customer must also provide an isolating
device which the customer has access to and
which will serve as a means of isolation for
the customer’s equipment during any qualify-
ing facility maintenance activities, routine
outages or emergencies. The utility shall give
notice to the customer before a manual switch
is locked or an isolating device used, if pos-
sible; and otherwise shall give notice as soon

as practicable after locking or use.
(D) No customer’s generating system or

connecting device shall damage the utility’s
system or equipment or present an undue
hazard to utility personnel.

(E) If harmonics, voltage fluctuations or
other disruptive problems on the utility’s sys-
tem are directly attributable to the operation
of the customer, these problems will be cor-
rected at the customer’s expense.

(F) Every contract shall provide fair com-
pensation for the electrical power supplied to
the utility by the customer. If the utility and
the customer cannot agree to the terms and
conditions of the contract, the Public Service
Commission (PSC) shall establish the terms
and conditions upon the request of the utility
or the customer. Those terms and conditions
will be established in accordance with Sec-
tion 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Poli-
cies Act of 1978 and the provisions of this
rule.

(3) Electric Utility Obligations Under This
Rule.

(A) Obligation to Purchase From Qualify-
ing Facilities. Each electric utility shall pur-
chase, in accordance with section (4), any
energy and capacity which is made available
from a qualifying facility—

1. Directly to the electric utility; or
2. Indirectly to the electric utility in

accordance with subsection (3)(D) of this
rule.

(B) Obligation to Sell to Qualifying Facili-
ties. Each electric utility shall sell to any
qualifying facility, in accordance with section
(5) of this rule, any energy and capacity
requested by the qualifying facility.

(C) Obligation to Interconnect.
1. Subject to paragraph (3)(C)2. of this

rule, any electric utility shall make intercon-
nections with any qualifying facility as may
be necessary to accomplish purchases or
sales under this rule. The obligation to pay
for any interconnection costs shall be deter-
mined in accordance with section (6) of this
rule.

2. No electric utility is required to inter-
connect with any qualifying facility if, solely
by reason of purchases or sales over the inter-
connection, the electric utility would become
subject to regulation as a public utility under
Part II of the Federal Power Act.

(D) Transmission to Other Electric Utili-
ties. If a qualifying facility agrees, an electric
utility which would otherwise be obligated to
purchase energy or capacity from a qualify-
ing facility may transmit the energy or capac-
ity to any other electric utility. Any electric
utility to which energy or capacity is trans-
mitted shall purchase energy or capacity
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under this subsection (3)(D) as if the qualify-
ing facility were supplying energy or capaci-
ty directly to the electric utility. The rate for
purchase by the electric utility to which such
energy is transmitted shall be adjusted up or
down to reflect line losses pursuant to para-
graph (4)(E)4. of this rule and shall not
include any charges for transmission.

(E) Parallel Operation. Each electric utili-
ty shall offer to operate in parallel with a
qualifying facility, provided that the qualify-
ing facility complies with any applicable stan-
dards established in accordance with section
(8) of this rule.

(4) Rates for Purchases.
(A) Rates for purchases shall be just and

reasonable to the electric consumer of the
electric utility and in the public interest and
shall not discriminate against qualifying
cogeneration and small power production
facilities. Nothing in this rule requires any
electric utility to pay more than the avoided
costs for purchases.

(B) Relationship to Avoided Costs.
1. For purposes of this section, new

capacity means any purchase from capacity
of a qualifying facility, construction of which
was commenced on or after November 9,
1978.

2. Subject to paragraph (4)(B)3. of this
rule, a rate for purchases satisfies the require-
ments of subsection (4)(A) of this rule if the
rate equals the avoided costs determined after
consideration of the factors set forth in sub-
section (4)(E) of this rule.

3. A rate for purchases (other than from
new capacity) may be less than the avoided
cost if the PSC determines that a lower rate is
consistent with subsection (4)(A) of this rule
and is sufficient to encourage cogeneration
and small power production.

4. Rates for purchases from new capac-
ity shall be in accordance with paragraph
(4)(B)2. of this rule, regardless of whether
the electric utility making the purchases is
simultaneously making sales to the qualifying
facility.

5. In the case in which the rates for pur-
chases are based upon estimates of avoided
costs over the specific term of the contract or
other legally enforceable obligation, the rates
for the purchases do not violate this para-
graph if the rates for the purchases differ
from avoided costs at the time of delivery.

(C) Standard Rates for Purchases.
1. There shall be put into effect (with

respect to each electric utility) standard rates
for purchases from qualifying facilities with a
design capacity of one hundred (100) kilo-
watts or less.

2. There may be put into effect standard

rates for purchases from qualifying facilities
with a design capacity of more than one hun-
dred (100) kilowatts.

3. The standard rates for purchases
under this subsection shall be consistent with
subsections (4)(A) and (E) of this rule, and
may differentiate among qualifying facilities
using various technologies on the basis of the
supply characteristics of the different tech-
nologies.

(D) Purchases as Available or Pursuant to
a Legally Enforceable Obligation. Each qual-
ifying facility shall have the option either—

1. To provide energy as the qualifying
facility determines this energy to be available
for the purchases, in which case the rates for
the purchases shall be based on the purchas-
ing utility’s avoided costs calculated at the
time of delivery; or 

2. To provide energy or capacity pur-
suant to a legally enforceable obligation for
the delivery of energy or capacity over a
specified term, in which case the rates for the
purchases, at the option of the qualifying
facility exercised prior to the beginning of the
specified term, shall be based on either the
avoided costs calculated at the time of deliv-
ery or the avoided costs calculated at the time
the obligation is incurred.

(E) Factors Affecting Rates for Purchases.
In determining avoided costs, the following
factors, to the extent practicable, shall be
taken into account:

1. The data provided pursuant to 4 CSR
240-3.155, including PSC review of any such
data;

2. The availability of capacity or energy
from a qualifying facility during the system
daily and seasonal peak periods, including:

A. The ability of the utility to dis-
patch the qualifying facility;

B. The expected or demonstrated reli-
ability of the qualifying facility;

C. The terms of any contract or other
legally enforceable obligation, including the
duration of the obligation, termination notice
requirement and sanctions for noncompli-
ance;

D. The extent to which scheduled out-
ages of the qualifying facility can be usefully
coordinated with scheduled outages of the
utility’s facilities;

E. The usefulness of energy and the
capacity supplied from a qualifying facility
during system emergencies, including its abil-
ity to separate its load from its generation;

F. The individual and aggregate value
of energy and capacity from qualifying facil-
ities on the electric utility’s system; and

G. The smaller capacity increments
and the shorter lead times available with addi-
tions of capacity from qualifying facilities;

3. The relationship of the availability of
energy or capacity from the qualifying facili-
ty as derived in paragraph (4)(E)2. of this
rule, to the ability of the electric utility to
avoid costs, including the deferral of capacity
additions and the reduction of oil use; and

4. The costs or savings resulting from
variations in line losses from those that would
have existed in the absence of purchases from
a qualifying facility, if the purchasing electric
utility generated an equivalent amount of
energy itself or purchased an equivalent
amount of electric energy or capacity.

(F) Periods During Which Purchases not
Required.

1. Any electric utility which gives notice
pursuant to paragraph (4)(F)2. of this rule
will not be required to purchase electric ener-
gy or capacity during any period which, due
to operational circumstances, purchases from
qualifying facilities will result in costs greater
than those which the utility would incur if it
did not make the purchases, but instead gen-
erated an equivalent amount of energy itself.

2. Any electric utility seeking to invoke
paragraph (4)(F)1. of this rule must notify, in
accordance with applicable state law or rule,
each affected qualifying facility in time for
the qualifying facility to cease the delivery of
energy or capacity to the electric utility.

3. Any electric utility which fails to
comply with the provisions of paragraph
(4)(F)2. of this rule will be required to pay
the same rate for the purchase of energy or
capacity as would be required had the period
described in paragraph (4)(F)1. of this rule
not occurred.

4. A claim by an electric utility that this
period has occurred or will occur is subject
to verification by the PSC as the PSC deter-
mines necessary or appropriate, either before
or after the occurrence.

(5) Rates for Sales.
(A) Rates for sales shall be just and rea-

sonable and in the public interest and shall
not discriminate against any qualifying facili-
ty in comparison to rates for sales to other
customers served by the electric utility. Rates
for sales which are based on accurate data
and consistent system-wide costing principles
shall not be considered to discriminate
against any qualifying facility to the extent
that those rates apply to the utility’s other
customers with similar load or other cost-
related characteristics.

(B) Additional Services to be Provided to
Qualifying Facilities.

1. Upon request of a qualifying facility,
each electric utility shall provide supplemen-
tary power, back-up power, maintenance
power and interruptible power.
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2. The PSC may waive any requirement
of paragraph (5)(B)1. of this rule if, after
notice in the area served by the electric utili-
ty and after opportunity for public comment,
the electric utility demonstrates and the PSC
finds that compliance with that requirement
will impair the electric utility’s ability to ren-
der adequate service to its customers or place
an undue burden on the electric utility.

(C) Rates for Sale of Back-Up and Mainte-
nance Power. The rate for sales of back-up
power or maintenance power—

1. Shall not be based upon an assump-
tion (unless supported by factual data) that
forced outages or other reductions in electric
output by all qualifying facilities on an elec-
tric utility’s system will occur simultaneously
or during the system peak or both; and

2. Shall take into account the extent to
which scheduled outages of the qualifying
facilities can be usefully coordinated with
scheduled outages of the utility’s facilities.

(6) Interconnection Costs.
(A) If the utility and the qualifying facility

cannot reach agreement as to the amount or
the manner of payment of the interconnection
costs to be paid by the qualifying facility, the
PSC, after hearing, shall assess against the
qualifying facility those interconnection costs
to be paid to the utility, on a nondiscrimina-
tory basis with respect to other customers
with similar load characteristics or shall
determine the manner of payments of the
interconnection costs, which may include
reimbursement over a reasonable period of
time, or both. In determining the  terms of
any reimbursement over a period of time, the
commission shall provide for adequate carry-
ing charges associated with the utility’s
investment and security to insure total reim-
bursement of the utility’s incurred costs, if it
deems necessary.

(7) System Emergencies.
(A) Qualifying Facility Obligation to Pro-

vide Power During System Emergencies. A
qualifying facility shall be required to provide
energy or capacity to an electric utility dur-
ing a system emergency only to the extent
provided by agreement between the qualify-
ing facility and electric utility or ordered
under section 202(c) of the Federal Power
Act.

(B) Discontinuance of Purchases and Sales
During System Emergencies. During any sys-
tem emergency, an electric utility may dis-
continue purchases from a qualifying facility
if those purchases would contribute to the
emergency and sales to a qualifying facility,
provided that  discontinuance is on a nondis-
criminatory basis.

(8) Standards for Operating Reliability. The
PSC may establish reasonable standards to
ensure system safety and reliability of inter-
connected operations. Those standards may
be recommended by any electric utility, any
qualifying facility or any other person. If the
PSC establishes standards, it shall specify the
need for the standards on the basis of system
safety and reliability.

(9) Exemption to Qualifying Facilities From
the Public Utility Holding Company Act and
Certain State Law and Rules.

(A) Applicability. This section applies to
qualifying cogeneration facilities and qualify-
ing small power production facilities which
have a power production capacity which does
not exceed thirty (30) megawatts and to any
qualifying small power production facility
with a power production capacity over thirty
(30) megawatts if that facility produces elec-
tric energy solely by the use of biomass as a
primary energy source.

(B) A qualifying facility described in sub-
section (1)(A) shall not be considered to be
an electric utility company as defined in sec-
tion 2(a)(3) of the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935, 15 U.S.C. 79b(a)(3).

(C) Any qualifying facility shall be
exempted (except as otherwise provided)
from Missouri PSC law or rule respecting the
rates of electric utilities and the financial and
organizational regulation of electric utilities.
A qualifying facility may not be exempted
from Missouri PSC law and rule implement-
ing subpart C of PURPA.

AUTHORITY: sections 386.250 and
393.140, RSMo 2000.* Original rule filed
Oct. 14, 1980, effective May 15, 1981.
Amended: Filed Aug. 16, 2002, effective
April 30, 2003.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963,1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1996 and 393.140, RSMo 1939, amended 1949, 1967.

4 CSR 240-20.065 Net Metering

PURPOSE: This rule implements the Net
Metering and Easy Connection Act (section
386.890, RSMo Supp. 2008) and establishes
standards for interconnection of qualified net
metering units (generating capacity of one
hundred kilowatts (100 kW) or less) with dis-
tribution systems of electric utilities.

(1) Definitions.
(A) Avoided fuel cost means avoided costs

described in 4 CSR 240-20.060 used to cal-
culate the electric utility’s cogeneration rate
filed in compliance with 4 CSR 240-3.155.

The information used to calculate this rate is
provided to the commission biennially and
maintained for public inspection.

(B) Commission means the Public Service
Commission of the state of Missouri.

(C) Customer-generator means the owner
or operator of a qualified electric energy gen-
eration unit that meets all of the following cri-
teria:

1. Is powered by a renewable energy
resource;

2. Is an electrical generating system with
a capacity of not more than one hundred kilo-
watts (100 kW);

3. Is located on premises that are
owned, operated, leased, or otherwise con-
trolled by the customer-generator;

4. Is interconnected and operates in par-
allel phase and synchronization with an elec-
tric utility and has been approved for inter-
connection by said electric utility; 

5. Is intended primarily to offset part or
all of the customer-generator’s own electrical
energy requirements;

6. Meets all applicable safety, perfor-
mance, interconnection, and reliability stan-
dards established by the National Electrical
Code, the National Electrical Safety Code,
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Underwriters Laboratories, the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and
any local governing authorities; and

7. Contains a mechanism that automati-
cally disables the unit and interrupts the flow
of electricity onto the electric utility’s electri-
cal lines whenever the flow of electricity to
the customer-generator is interrupted.

(D) Distribution system means facilities for
the distribution of electric energy to the ulti-
mate consumer thereof.

(E) Electric utility means every electrical
corporation as defined in section 386.020(15),
RSMo 2000, subject to commission regula-
tion pursuant to Chapter 393, RSMo.

(F) Net metering means using metering
equipment sufficient to measure the differ-
ence between the electrical energy supplied
to a customer-generator by an electric utility
and the electrical energy supplied by the cus-
tomer-generator to the electric utility over the
applicable billing period. 

(G) Operational means all of the major
components of the on-site system have been
purchased and installed on the customer-gen-
erator’s premises and the production of rated
net electrical generation has been measured
by the electric utility. If a customer has satis-
fied all of the System Completion Require-
ments by June 30 of indicated years, but the
electric utility is not able to complete all of
the company’s steps needed to establish an
Operational Date on or before June 30, the
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rebate rate will be determined as though the
Operational Date was June 30. If it is subse-
quently determined that the customer of the
system did not satisfy all Completion
Requirements required of the customer on or
before June 30, the rebate rate will be deter-
mined based on the Operational Date.

(H) REC means Renewable Energy Credit
or Renewable Energy Certificate which is
tradable, and represents that one (1)
megawatt-hour of electricity has been gener-
ated from a renewable energy resource.

(I) Renewable energy resources means,
when used to produce electrical energy, the
following: wind, solar thermal sources,
hydroelectric sources, photovoltaic cells and
panels, fuel cells using hydrogen produced by
one (1) of the above-named electrical energy
sources, and other sources of energy that
become available after August 28, 2007, and
are certified as renewable by the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources or the Mis-
souri Department of Economic Develop-
ment’s Division of Energy.

(J) Staff means the staff of the Public Ser-
vice Commission of the state of Missouri.

(2) Applicability. This rule applies to electric
utilities and customer-generators.

(3) REC Ownership. RECs associated with
customer-generated net-metered renewable
energy resources shall be owned by the cus-
tomer-generator; however, as a condition of
receiving solar rebates for systems opera-
tional after August 28, 2013, customers
transfer to the electric utility all right, title,
and interest in and to the RECs associated
with the new or expanded solar electric sys-
tem that qualified the customer for the solar
rebate for a period of ten (10) years from the
date the electric utility confirmed the solar
electric system was installed and operational.

(4) Electric Utility Obligations.
(A) Net metering shall be available to cus-

tomer-generators on a first-come, first-served
basis until the total rated generating capacity
of net metering systems equals five percent
(5%) of the electric utility’s Missouri juris-
dictional single-hour peak load during the
previous year. The commission may increase
the total rated generating capacity of net
metering systems to an amount above five
percent (5%). However, in a given calendar
year, no electric utility shall be required to
approve any application for interconnection if
the total rated generating capacity of all appli-
cations for interconnection already approved
to date by said electric utility in said calendar
year equals or exceeds one percent (1%) of
said electric utility’s single-hour peak load
for the previous calendar year.  

(B) A tariff or contract shall be offered that
is identical in electrical energy rates, rate
structure, and monthly charges to the contract
or tariff that the customer would be assigned
if the customer were not an eligible cus-
tomer-generator but shall not charge the cus-
tomer-generator any additional standby,
capacity, interconnection, or other fee or
charge that would not otherwise be charged if
the customer were not an eligible customer-
generator.

(C) The availability of the net metering
program shall be disclosed annually to each
of its customers with the method and manner
of disclosure being at the discretion of the
electric utility.

(D) For any cause of action relating to any
damages to property or person caused by the
generation unit of a customer-generator or
the interconnection thereof, the electric utili-
ty shall have no liability absent clear and con-
vincing evidence of fault on the part of the
supplier.

(E) Any costs incurred under this rule by
an electric utility not recovered directly from
the customer-generator, as identified in
(6)(F), shall be recoverable in that electric
utility’s rate structure.

(F) No fee, charge, or other requirement
not specifically identified in this rule shall be
imposed unless the fee, charge, or other
requirement would apply to similarly situated
customers who are not customer-generators.

(5) Customer-Generator Liability Insurance
Obligation.

(A) Customer-generator systems greater
than ten kilowatts (10 kW) shall carry no less
than one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000)
of liability insurance that provides for cover-
age of all risk of liability for personal injuries
(including death) and damage to property
arising out of or caused by the operation of
the net metering unit. Insurance may be in the
form of an existing policy or an endorsement
on an existing policy.

(B) Customer-generator systems ten kilo-
watts (10 kW) or less shall not be required to
carry liability insurance.

(6) Qualified Electric Customer-Generator
Obligations.

(A) Each qualified electric energy genera-
tion unit used by a customer-generator shall
meet all applicable safety, performance,
interconnection, and reliability standards
established by any local code authorities, the
National Electrical Code, the National Elec-
trical Safety Code, the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for distribut-
ed generation; including, but not limited to,

IEEE 1547, UL 1703, and UL 1741.
(B) The electric utility may require that a

customer-generator’s system contain a
switch, circuit breaker, fuse, or other easily
accessible device or feature located in imme-
diate proximity to the customer-generator’s
metering equipment that would allow an elec-
tric utility worker the ability to manually and
instantly disconnect the unit from the electric
utility’s distribution system.

(C) No customer shall connect or operate
an electric generation unit in parallel phase
and synchronization with any electric utility
without written approval by said electric util-
ity that all of the requirements under subsec-
tion (9)(C) of this rule have been met.  For a
customer-generator who violates this provi-
sion, an electric utility may immediately and
without notice disconnect the electric facili-
ties of said customer-generator and terminate
said customer-generator’s electric service.  

(D) A customer-generator’s facility shall
be equipped with sufficient metering equip-
ment that can measure the net amount of elec-
trical energy produced and consumed by the
customer-generator. If the customer-genera-
tor’s existing meter equipment does not meet
these requirements or if it is necessary for the
electric utility to install additional distribu-
tion equipment to accommodate the cus-
tomer-generator’s facility, the customer-gen-
erator shall reimburse the electric utility for
the costs to purchase and install the necessary
additional equipment. At the request of the
customer-generator, such costs may be ini-
tially paid for by the electric utility, and any
amount up to the total costs and a reasonable
interest charge may be recovered from the
customer-generator over the course of up to
twelve (12) billing cycles. Any subsequent
meter testing, maintenance, or meter equip-
ment change necessitated by the customer-
generator shall be paid for by the customer-
generator.

(E) Each customer-generator shall, at least
once every year, conduct a test to confirm
that the net metering unit automatically ceas-
es to energize the output (interconnection
equipment output voltage goes to zero (0))
within two (2) seconds of being disconnected
from the electric utility’s system. Disconnect-
ing the net metering unit from the electric
utility’s electric system at the visible discon-
nect switch and measuring the time required
for the unit to cease to energize the output
shall satisfy this test.

(F) The customer-generator shall maintain
a record of the results of these tests and, upon
request, shall provide a copy of the test
results to the electric utility.

1. If the customer-generator is unable to
provide a copy of the test results upon
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request, the electric utility shall notify the
customer-generator by mail that the cus-
tomer-generator has thirty (30) days from the
date the customer-generator receives the
request to provide the results of a test to the
electric utility.

2. If the customer-generator’s equip-
ment ever fails this test, the customer-gener-
ator shall immediately disconnect the net
metering unit.

3. If the customer-generator does not
provide the results of a test to the electric util-
ity within thirty (30) days of receiving a
request from the electric utility or the results
of the test provided to the electric utility show
that the unit is not functioning correctly, the
electric utility may immediately disconnect
the net metering unit.

4. The net metering unit shall not be
reconnected to the electric utility’s electrical
system by the customer-generator until the
net metering unit is repaired and operating in
a normal and safe manner.

(7) Determination of Net Electrical Energy.
Net electrical energy measurement shall be
calculated in the following manner:

(A) For a customer-generator, an electric
utility shall measure the net electrical energy
produced or consumed during the billing
period in accordance with normal metering
practices for customers in the same rate class,
either by employing a single, bidirectional
meter that measures the amount of electrical
energy produced and consumed, or by
employing multiple meters that separately
measure the customer-generator’s consump-
tion and production of electricity;

(B) If the electricity supplied by the elec-
tric utility exceeds the electricity generated
by the customer-generator during a billing
period, the customer-generator shall be billed
for the net electricity supplied by the suppli-
er in accordance with normal practices for
customers in the same rate class;

(C) If the electricity generated by the cus-
tomer-generator exceeds the electricity sup-
plied by the electric utility during a billing
period, the customer-generator shall be billed
for the appropriate customer charges for that
billing period in accordance with section (4)
of this rule and shall be credited with the
product of the excess kilowatt-hours generat-
ed during the billing period and the rate iden-
tified in the electric utility’s net metering tar-
iff sheet filed with the commission in the
following billing period. This rate is calculat-
ed from the electric utility’s avoided fuel
cost; and

(D) Any credits granted by this subsection
shall expire without any compensation at the
earlier of either twelve (12) months after

their issuance, or when the customer-genera-
tor disconnects service or terminates the net
metering relationship with the electric utility.

(8) Net Metering Rates. Each electric utility
shall file on or before January 15 of each
odd-numbered year for the commission’s
approval in the electric utility’s tariff, a rate
schedule with a net metering rate that is the
same rate as the utility’s cogeneration rate.
The electric utility’s cogeneration rate is filed
for the commission’s approval in the electric
utility’s tariff on or before January 15 of
every odd-numbered year as required in 4
CSR 240-3.155 Requirements for Electric
Utility Cogeneration Tariff Filings section
(4). The cogeneration rate is stated in dollars
per kilowatt-hour or cents per kilowatt-hour
on the cogeneration rate tariff sheet and, like-
wise, the net metering rate shall be stated in
dollars per kilowatt-hour or cents per kilo-
watt-hour on the net metering rate tariff
sheet.

(9) Interconnection Application/Agreement.
(A) Each customer-generator and electric

utility shall enter into the interconnection
agreement included herein.

1. If the electric utility so chooses, it
may allow customers to apply electronically
through the electric utility’s website.

A. The interconnection applica-
tion/agreement on the electric utility’s website
shall substantially be the same as the intercon-
nection application/agreement included herein.

B. The electronic application/agree-
ment shall be submitted to the manager of the
Energy Unit of the staff for review by staff
prior to being placed on the electric utility’s
website.

C. The electric utility shall notify the
manager of the Energy Unit of the staff of any
revisions to the electronic application/agree-
ment on its website within ten (10) working
days of when the electronic agreement is
revised.

(B) References to a solar rebate in the inter-
connection application/agreement included
herein are not required for electric utilities
that are not required to offer solar rebates.

(C) Applications by a customer-generator
for interconnection of a qualified electric
energy generation unit to the distribution sys-
tem shall be accompanied by the plan for the
customer-generator’s electrical generating
system including, but not limited to, a wiring
diagram and specifications for the generating
unit, and shall be reviewed and responded to
by the electric utility within thirty (30) days
of receipt for systems ten kilowatts (10 kW)
or less and within ninety (90) days of receipt
for all other systems. Prior to the intercon-

nection of the qualified generation unit to the
electric utility’s system, the customer-genera-
tor will furnish the electric utility a certifica-
tion from a qualified professional electrician
or engineer that the installation meets the
requirements of subsections (6)(A) and
(6)(B). If the application for interconnection
is approved by the electric utility and the cus-
tomer-generator does not complete the inter-
connection within one (1) year after receipt
of notice of the approval, the approval shall
expire and the customer-generator shall be
responsible for filing a new application.

(D) Upon the change in ownership of a
qualified electric energy generation unit, the
new customer-generator shall be responsible
for filing a new application/agreement.

(10) Electric Utility Reporting Requirements.
Each year prior to April 15, every electric
utility shall—

(A) Submit an annual net metering report
to the commission and make said report avail-
able to a consumer of the electric utility upon
request, including the following information
for the previous calendar year:

1. The total number of customer-gener-
ator facilities connected to its distribution
system;

2. The total estimated generating capac-
ity of customer-generators that are connected
to its distribution system; and

3. The total estimated net kilowatt-hours
received from customer-generators; and

(B) Supply to the manager of the energy
department of the commission a copy of the
standard information regarding net metering
and interconnection requirements provided to
customers or posted on the electric utility’s
website.
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INTERCONNECTION APPLICATION/AGREEMENT FOR NET METERING 
SYSTEMS WITH CAPACITY OF ONE HUNDRED  

KILOWATTS (100 kW) OR LESS 
 

[Utility Name and Mailing Address] 
 

For Customers Applying for Interconnection: 
If you are interested in applying for interconnection to [Utility Name]’s electrical 

system, you should first contact [Utility Name] and ask for information related to 
interconnection of parallel generation equipment to [Utility Name]’s system and you 
should understand this information before proceeding with this Application. 

If you wish to apply for interconnection to [Utility Name]’s electrical system, 
please complete sections A, B, C, and D, and attach the plans and specifications, 
including, but not limited to, describing the net metering, parallel generation, and 
interconnection facilities (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Customer-
Generator’s System”) and submit them to [Utility Name] at the address above.  The 
company will provide notice of approval or denial within thirty (30) days of receipt by 
[Utility Name] for Customer-Generators of ten kilowatts (10 kW) or less and within 
ninety (90) days of receipt by [Utility Name] for Customer-Generators of greater than ten 
kilowatts (10 kW). If this Application is denied, you will be provided with the reason(s) 
for the denial. If this Application is approved and signed by both you and [Utility Name], 
it shall become a binding contract and shall govern your relationship with [Utility Name]. 

For Customers Who Have Received Approval of 
Customer-Generator System Plans and Specifications: 

After receiving approval of your Application, it will be necessary to construct the 
Customer-Generator System in compliance with the plans and specifications described in 
the Application, complete sections E and F of this Application, and forward this 
Application to [Utility Name] for review and completion of section G at the address 
above.  Prior to the interconnection of the qualified generation unit to [Utility Name] 
system, the Customer-Generator will furnish [Utility Name] a certification from a 
qualified professional electrician or engineer that the installation meets the plans and 
specification described in the application.  If a local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) 
requires permits or certifications for construction or operation of the qualified generation 
unit, a customer generator must show the permit number and approval certification to the 
[Utility Name] prior to interconnection. If the application for interconnection is approved 
by [Utility Name] and the Customer-Generator does not complete the interconnection 
within one (1) year after receipt of notice of the approval, the approval shall expire and 
the Customer-Generator shall be responsible for filing a new application. 

 
Within 21 days of when the customer-generator completes submission of all 

required post construction documentation, including sections E&F,  other supporting 
documentation and local AHJ inspection approval (if applicable) to the electric utility, the 
electric utility will make any inspection of the customer-generators interconnection 
equipment or system it deems necessary and notify the customer-generator: 

1.  That the net meter has been set and parallel operation by customer-generator 
is permitted; or  
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2. That the inspection identified no deficiencies and the net meter installation is 
pending; or  

3. That the inspection identified no deficiencies and the timeframe anticipated 
for the electric utility to complete all required system or service upgrades and 
install the meter; or 

4. Of all deficiencies identified during the inspection that need to be corrected by 
the customer-generator before parallel operation will be permitted; or 

5. Of any other issue(s), requirement(s), or condition(s) impacting the 
installation of the net meter or the parallel operation of the system. 

 

For Customers Who Are Installing Solar Systems: 
 
Customer-Generators who are Missouri electric utility retail account holders will 

receive a solar rebate, if available, based on the capacity stated in the application, or the 
installed capacity of the Customer-Generator System if it is lower, if the following 
requirements are met:   

 
a. The [Utility Name] must have confirmed the Customer-Generator’s System is 

operational; and 
b. Sections H and I of this Application must be completed. 

The amount of the rebate will be based on the system capacity measured in direct current.  
The rebate will be based on the schedule below up to a maximum of 25,000 watts 
(25kW). 

 
$2.00 per watt for systems operational on or before June 30, 2014; 
$1.50 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015; 
$1.00 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016; 
$0.50 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2019; 
$0.25 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020; 
$0.00 per watt for systems operational after June 30, 2020. 
 
 
For Customers Who Are Assuming Ownership or Operational 

Control of an Existing Customer-Generator System: 
If no changes are being made to the existing Customer-Generator System, complete 
sections A, D, and F of this Application/Agreement and forward to [Utility Name] at the 
address above.  [Utility Name] will review the new Application/Agreement and shall 
approve such, within fifteen (15) days of receipt by [Utility Name] if the new Customer-
Generator has satisfactorily completed Application/Agreement, and no changes are being 
proposed to the existing Customer-Generator System. There are no fees or charges for the 
Customer-Generator who is assuming ownership or operational control of an existing 
Customer-Generator System if no modifications are being proposed to that system. 
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A. Customer-Generator’s Information  
Name on [Utility Name] Electric Account: 
____________________________________________________ 
Service/Street Address: ____________________________________ 
 
City: __________________________________ State: _________ Zip Code: _________ 
 
Mailing Address (if different from above): 
_________________________________________ 
City: ___________________________________ State: _________ Zip Code: ________ 
 
E-mail address (if available): 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Electric Account Holder Contact Person: 
__________________________________________ 
 
Daytime Phone: _________________ Fax: _______________  
Email: _____________________ 
 
Emergency Contact 
Phone:_______________________________________________________ 
[Utility Name] Account No. (from Utility Bill): 
________________________________________________ 
If account has multiple meters, provide the meter number to which generation will be 
connected: ________ 
 
[Utility Name] Account No. (from Utility Bill): [Shall be inserted at the top of each 
page.] 
 
B. Customer-Generator’s System Information 
Manufacturer Name Plate Power Rating: _____________ kW AC or DC (circle one)  
[Voltage: _________ Volts] 
System Type: __Wind __Fuel Cell __Solar Thermal __Photovoltaic __Hydroelectric 
__Other (describe) 
________________________________________________________________________
_______________ 
Inverter/Interconnection Equipment Manufacturer: 
______________________________________________ 
Inverter/Interconnection Equipment Model No.: 
________________________________________________ 
Outdoor Manual/Utility Accessible & Lockable Disconnect Switch Distance from Meter: 
_______________ 
Certify that the disconnect switch will be located adjacent to the Customer-Generator’s 
electric service meter or explain where and why an alternative location of disconnect 
switch is being requested: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Existing Electrical Service Capacity: ______ Amperes  Voltage: ______ Volts   
Service Character: __ Single Phase __ Three Phase  
Total capacity of existing Customer-Generator System (if applicable):______kW 
 
System Plans, Specifications, and Wiring Diagram must be attached for a valid 
application.  
 
C. Installation Information/Hardware and Installation Compliance 
Company Installing System: _______________________ 
Contact Person of Company Installing System: ____________________ Phone 
Number:_______________ 
Contractor’s License No. (if applicable): 
______________________________________________________ 
Approximate Installation Date: 
_____________________________________________________________ 
Mailing Address: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
City: __________________________________________________ State: _________ 
Zip Code: _________ 
Daytime Phone: ___________________ Fax: _______________  
Email: ____________________________ 
Person or Agency Who Will Inspect/Certify Installation: 
_________________________________________ 
The Customer-Generator’s proposed System hardware complies with all applicable 
National Electrical Safety Code (NESC), National Electrical Code (NEC), Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 
requirements for electrical equipment and their installation. As applicable to system type, 
these requirements include, but are not limited to, UL 1703, UL 1741 and IEEE 1547. 
The proposed installation complies with all applicable local electrical codes and all 
reasonable safety requirements of [Utility Name]. The proposed system has a lockable, 
visible AC disconnect device, accessible at all times to [Utility Name] personnel and 
switch is located adjacent to the Customer-Generator’s electric service meter (except in 
cases where the Company has approved an alternate location). The system is only 
required to include one lockable, visible disconnect device, accessible to [Utility Name]. 
If the interconnection equipment is equipped with a visible, lockable, and accessible 
disconnect, no redundant device is needed to meet this requirement. The Customer-
Generator’s proposed system has functioning controls to prevent voltage flicker, DC 
injection, overvoltage, undervoltage, overfrequency, underfrequency, and overcurrent, 
and to provide for system synchronization to [Utility Name]’s electrical system. The 
proposed system does have an anti-islanding function that prevents the generator from 
continuing to supply power when [Utility Name]’s electric system is not energized or 
operating normally. If the proposed system is designed to provide uninterruptible power 
to critical loads, either through energy storage or back-up generation, the proposed 
system includes a parallel blocking scheme for this backup source that prevents any 
backflow of power to [Utility Name]’s electrical system when the electrical system is not 
energized or not operating normally. 
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Signed (Installer): Printed Name____________________________________________ 
Signature:______________________________________________________________ 
Date:_____________________  
 
 
D. Additional Terms and Conditions 

In addition to abiding by [Utility Name]’s other applicable rules and regulations, 
the Customer-Generator understands and agrees to the following specific terms and 
conditions: 
 
 1) Operation/Disconnection 

If it appears to [Utility Name], at any time, in the reasonable exercise of its 
judgment, that operation of the Customer-Generator’s System is adversely affecting 
safety, power quality, or reliability of [Utility Name]’s electrical system, [Utility Name] 
may immediately disconnect and lock-out the Customer-Generator’s System from 
[Utility Name]’s electrical system. The Customer-Generator shall permit [Utility Name]’s 
employees and inspectors reasonable access to inspect, test, and examine the Customer-
Generator’s System. 
 
 2) Liability 
 Liability insurance is not required for Customer-Generators of ten kilowatts (10 
kW) or less.  For generators greater that ten kilowatts (10 kW), the Customer-Generator 
agrees to carry no less than one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) of liability 
insurance that provides for coverage of all risk of liability for personal injuries (including 
death) and damage to property arising out of or caused by the operation of the Customer-
Generator’s System. Insurance may be in the form of an existing policy or an 
endorsement on an existing policy. Customer-Generators, including those whose systems 
are ten kilowatts (10 kW) or less, may have legal liabilities not covered under their 
existing insurance policy in the event the Customer-Generator’s negligence or other 
wrongful conduct causes personal injury (including death), damage to property, or other 
actions and claims. 
 
 3) Metering and Distribution Costs 

A Customer-Generator’s facility shall be equipped with sufficient metering 
equipment that can measure the net amount of electrical energy produced or consumed by 
the Customer-Generator. If the Customer-Generator’s existing meter equipment does not 
meet these requirements or if it is necessary for [Utility Name] to install additional 
distribution equipment to accommodate the Customer-Generator’s facility, the Customer-
Generator shall reimburse [Utility Name] for the costs to purchase and install the 
necessary additional equipment.  At the request of the Customer-Generator, such costs 
may be initially paid for by [Utility Name], and any amount up to the total costs and a 
reasonable interest charge may be recovered from the Customer-Generator over the 
course of up to twelve (12) billing cycles. Any subsequent meter testing, maintenance, or 
meter equipment change necessitated by the Customer-Generator shall be paid for by the 
Customer-Generator. 
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 4) Ownership of Renewable Energy Credits or Renewable Energy 
Certificates (RECs) 
 RECs created through the generation of electricity by the Customer-Owner are 
owned by the Customer-Generator; however, if the Customer-Generator receives a solar 
rebate, the Customer-Generator transfers to the [Utility Name] all right, title, and interest 
in and to the RECs associated with the new or expanded solar electric system that 
qualified the Customer-Generator for the solar rebate for a period of ten (10) years from 
the date the electric utility confirms the solar electric system is installed and operational.  

 
5) Energy Pricing and Billing 
The net electric energy delivered to the Customer-Generator shall be billed in 

accordance with the Utility’s Applicable Rate Schedules [Utility’s Applicable Rate 
Schedules]. The value of the net electric energy delivered by the Customer-Generator to 
[Utility Name] shall be credited in accordance with the net metering rate schedule(s) 
[Utility’s Applicable Rate Schedules]. The Customer-Generator shall be responsible for 
all other bill components charged to similarly situated customers. 

Net electrical energy measurement shall be calculated in the following manner: 
(a) For a Customer-Generator, a retail electric supplier shall measure the net 

electrical energy produced or consumed during the billing period in accordance with 
normal metering practices for customers in the same rate class, either by employing a 
single, bidirectional meter that measures the amount of electrical energy produced and 
consumed, or by employing multiple meters that separately measure the Customer-
Generator’s consumption and production of electricity; 

(b) If the electricity supplied by the supplier exceeds the electricity generated by 
the Customer-Generator during a billing period, the Customer-Generator shall be billed 
for the net electricity supplied by the supplier in accordance with normal practices for 
customers in the same rate class; 

(c) If the electricity generated by the Customer-Generator exceeds the electricity 
supplied by the supplier during a billing period, the Customer-Generator shall be billed 
for the appropriate customer charges as specified by the applicable Customer-Generator 
rate schedule for that billing period and shall be credited an amount for the excess 
kilowatt-hours generated during the billing period at the net metering rate identified in 
[Utility Name]’s tariff filed at the Public Service Commission, with this credit applied to 
the following billing period; and 

(d) Any credits granted by this subsection shall expire without any compensation 
at the earlier of either twelve (12) months after their issuance, or when the Customer-
Generator disconnects service or terminates the net metering relationship with the 
supplier. 
 
 6) Terms and Termination Rights 

This Agreement becomes effective when signed by both the Customer-Generator 
and [Utility Name], and shall continue in effect until terminated. After fulfillment of any 
applicable initial tariff or rate schedule term, the Customer-Generator may terminate this 
Agreement at any time by giving [Utility Name] at least thirty (30) days prior written 
notice. In such event, the Customer-Generator shall, no later than the date of termination 
of Agreement, completely disconnect the Customer-Generator’s System from parallel 
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operation with [Utility Name]’s system. Either party may terminate this Agreement by 
giving the other party at least thirty (30) days prior written notice that the other party is in 
default of any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, so long as the notice 
specifies the basis for termination, and there is an opportunity to cure the default. This 
Agreement may also be terminated at any time by mutual agreement of the Customer-
Generator and [Utility Name]. This agreement may also be terminated, by approval of the 
commission, if there is a change in statute that is determined to be applicable to this 
contract and necessitates its termination. 
  

7) Transfer of Ownership 
If operational control of the Customer-Generator’s System transfers to any other 

party than the Customer-Generator, a new Application/Agreement must be completed by 
the person or persons taking over operational control of the existing Customer-Generator 
System. [Utility Name] shall be notified no less than thirty (30) days before the 
Customer-Generator anticipates transfer of operational control of the Customer-
Generator’s System. The person or persons taking over operational control of Customer-
Generator’s System must file a new Application/Agreement, and must receive 
authorization from [Utility Name], before the existing Customer-Generator System can 
remain interconnected with [Utility Name]’s electrical system. The new 
Application/Agreement will only need to be completed to the extent necessary to affirm 
that the new person or persons having operational control of the existing Customer-
Generator System completely understand the provisions of this Application/Agreement 
and agree to them. If no changes are being made to the Customer-Generator’s System, 
completing sections A, D, and F of this Application/Agreement will satisfy this 
requirement. If no changes are being proposed to the Customer-Generator System, 
[Utility Name] will assess no charges or fees for this transfer. [Utility Name] will review 
the new Application/Agreement and shall approve such, within fifteen (15) days if the 
new Customer-Generator has satisfactorily completed the Application/Agreement, and no 
changes are being proposed to the existing Customer-Generator System. [Utility Name] 
will then complete section G and forward a copy of the completed 
Application/Agreement back to the new Customer-Generator, thereby notifying the new 
Customer-Generator that the new Customer-Generator is authorized to operate the 
existing Customer-Generator System in parallel with [Utility Name]’s electrical system. 
If any changes are planned to be made to the existing Customer-Generator System that in 
any way may degrade or significantly alter that System’s output characteristics, then the 
Customer-Generator shall submit to [Utility Name] a new Application/Agreement for the 
entire Customer-Generator System and all portions of the Application/Agreement must 
be completed. 
 
 8) Dispute Resolution 

If any disagreements between the Customer-Generator and [Utility Name] arise 
that cannot be resolved through normal negotiations between them, the disagreements 
may be brought to the Missouri Public Service Commission by either party, through an 
informal or formal complaint. Procedures for filing and processing these complaints are 
described in 4 CSR 240-2.070. The complaint procedures described in 4 CSR 240-2.070 
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apply only to retail electric power suppliers to the extent that they are regulated by the 
Missouri Public Service Commission. 
 
 9) Testing Requirement 

IEEE 1547 requires periodic testing of all interconnection related protective 
functions. The Customer-Generator must, at least once every year, conduct a test to 
confirm that the Customer-Generator’s net metering unit automatically ceases to energize 
the output (interconnection equipment output voltage goes to zero) within two (2) 
seconds of being disconnected from [Utility Name]’s electrical system. Disconnecting the 
net metering unit from [Utility Name]’s electrical system at the visible disconnect switch 
and measuring the time required for the unit to cease to energize the output shall satisfy 
this test. The Customer-Generator shall maintain a record of the results of these tests and, 
upon request by [Utility Name], shall provide a copy of the test results to [Utility Name]. 
If the Customer-Generator is unable to provide a copy of the test results upon request, 
[Utility Name] shall notify the Customer-Generator by mail that Customer-Generator has 
thirty (30) days from the date the Customer-Generator receives the request to provide to 
[Utility Name], the results of a test. If the Customer-Generator’s equipment ever fails this 
test, the Customer-Generator shall immediately disconnect the Customer-Generator’s 
System from [Utility Name]’s system. If the Customer-Generator does not provide results 
of a test to [Utility Name] within thirty (30) days of receiving a request from [Utility 
Name] or the results of the test provided to [Utility Name] show that the Customer-
Generator’s net metering unit is not functioning correctly, [Utility Name] may 
immediately disconnect the Customer-Generator’s System from [Utility Name]’s system. 
The Customer-Generator’s System shall not be reconnected to [Utility Name]’s electrical 
system by the Customer-Generator until the Customer-Generator’s System is repaired 
and operating in a normal and safe manner.  

I have read, understand, and accept the provisions of section D, subsections 1 through 9 
of this Application/Agreement. 
 
Signed (Customer-Generator): Printed Name_________________________________ 
Signature:____________________________________________________________ 
Date: _______________ 
Must be signature of [Utility Name] account holder (customer)  
 
E. Electrical Inspection 
If a local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) governs permitting/inspection of 
project:  
Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ): 
_________________________________________ 
Permit Number: _____________________________________________ 
 
Applicable to all installations: 
The Customer-Generator System referenced above satisfies all requirements noted in 
section C. 
Inspector Name 
(print):___________________________________________________________ 
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Inspector Certification: Licensed Engineer in Missouri ___ Licensed Electrician in 
Missouri ___  
License 
No.____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signed (Inspector): 
___________________________________________________________ 
Date: ________________ 
 
F. Customer-Generator Acknowledgement 

I am aware of the Customer-Generator System installed on my premises and I 
have been given warranty information and/or an operational manual for that system. 
Also, I have been provided with a copy of [Utility Name]’s parallel generation tariff or 
rate schedule (as applicable) and interconnection requirements. I am familiar with the 
operation of the Customer-Generator System. 

I agree to abide by the terms of this Application/Agreement and I agree to operate 
and maintain the Customer-Generator System in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
recommended practices as well as [Utility Name]’s interconnection standards. If, at any 
time and for any reason, I believe that the Customer-Generator System is operating in an 
unusual manner that may result in any disturbances on [Utility Name]’s electrical system, 
I shall disconnect the Customer-Generator System and not reconnect it to [Utility 
Name]’s electrical system until the Customer-Generator System is operating normally 
after repair or inspection. Further, I agree to notify [Utility Name] no less than thirty (30) 
days prior to modification of the components or design of the Customer-Generator 
System that in any way may degrade or significantly alter that system’s output 
characteristics. I acknowledge that any such modifications will require submission of a 
new Application/Agreement to [Utility Name]. 

I agree not to operate the Customer-Generator System in parallel with [Utility 
Name]’s electrical system until this Application/Agreement has been approved by [Utility 
Name]. 
 
System Installation Date: __________________ 
 
Printed name (Customer-Generator): 
_____________________________________________ 
 
Signed (Customer-Generator): ___________________________________ 
Date:_____________ 
 
G. Utility Application/Agreement Approval (completed by [Utility Name]) 

[Utility Name] does not, by approval of this Application/Agreement, assume any 
responsibility or liability for damage to property or physical injury to persons due to 
malfunction of the Customer-Generator’s System or the Customer-Generator’s 
negligence.  

This Application is approved by [Utility Name] on this _____day of 
_____________(month), _____(year). 
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[Utility Name] Representative Name (print): 
__________________________________________________ 
Signed [Utility Name] Representative: 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
H. Solar Rebate (For Solar Installations only) 
Solar Module Manufacturer:_________________    Inverter Rating: 
__________________kW 
Solar Module Model No.:___________________     Number of Modules/Panel: 
_________ 
Module rating: ______________DC Watts      System rating (sum of solar 
panels):____kW 
Module Warranty: _____ years (circle on spec sheet) 
Inverter Warranty: _____ years (circle on spec sheet) 
Location of modules:  ____Roof  ___Ground           Installation type: ____ Fixed 
___Ballast 
 
Solar system must be permanently installed on the applicant’s premises for a valid 
application 
 
Required documents to receive solar rebate to be attached OR provided before 
[Utility Name] authorizes the rebate payment:  
 Copies of detail receipts/invoices with purchase date circled 
 Copies of detail spec sheets on each component 
 Copies of proof of warranty sheet (minimum of 10 year warranty) 
 Photo(s) of completed system 
 Completed Taxpayer Information Form 
 
I. Solar Rebate Declaration (For Solar Installations only) 

I understand that the complete terms and conditions of the solar rebate program 
are included in [Utility Name] [solar rebate tariff name]. 

I understand that this program has a limited budget, and that application will be 
accepted on a first-come, first-served basis, while funds are available. It is possible that I 
may be notified I have been placed on a waiting list for the next year’s rebate program if 
funds run out for the current year.  This program may be modified or discontinued at any 
time without notice from [Utility Name]. 

I understand that the solar system must be permanently installed and remain in 
place on premises for a minimum of 10 years and the system shall be situated in a 
location where a minimum of eighty-five percent (85%) of the solar resource is available 
to the solar system.   

I understand the equipment must be new when installed, commercially available, 
and carry a minimum 10 year warranty.  

I understand a rebate may be available from [Utility Name] in the amount of:  
 
$2.00 per watt for systems operational on or before June 30, 2014; 
$1.50 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015; 
$1.00 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016; 
$0.50 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2019; 
$0.25 per watt for systems operational between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020; 
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$0.00 per watt for systems operational after June 30, 2020. 
 
I understand an electric utility may, through its tariff, require applications for 

solar rebates to be submitted up to one hundred eighty-two (182) days prior to the 
applicable June 30 operational date for the solar rebate. 

I understand that a maximum of 25 kilowatts of new or expanded system capacity 
will be eligible for a rebate. 

I understand the DC wattage rating provided by the original manufacturer and as 
noted in section H will be used to determine rebate amount.  

I understand I may receive an IRS Form related to my rebate amount.  (Please 
consult your tax advisor with any questions.)   

I understand that as a condition of receiving a solar rebate, I am transferring to 
[Utility Name] all right, title, and interest in and to the solar renewable energy credits 
(SRECs) associated with the new or expanded system for a period of ten (10) years from 
the date [Utility Name] confirmed that the system was installed and operational, and 
during this period, I may not claim credit for the SRECs under any environmental 
program or transfer or sell the SRECs to any other party. 

 
The undersigned warrants, certifies, and represents that the information provided 

in this form is true and correct to the best of my knowledge; and the installation meets all 
Missouri Net Metering and Solar Electric Rebate program requirements. 
 
 
______________________________  ____________________________ 
Applicant’s Signature     Installer’s Signature 
 
______________________________  ____________________________ 
Print Solar Rebate Applicant’s Name   Print Installer’s Name 
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4 CSR 240-20.070 Decommissioning Trust
Funds

PURPOSE: This rule is promulgated pur-
suant to section 393.292, RSMo to—1) gov-
ern the review and authorization of changes
to the rates and charges contained in the tar-
iff(s) of an electric corporation as a result of
a change in the level or annual accrual of
funding necessary for its nuclear power plant
decommissioning trust fund, 2) govern the
procedure for the submission, examination,
hearing and approval for the tariff changes
and 3) ensure that the amounts collected from
ratepayers and paid into the trust funds will
be neither greater nor lesser than the
amounts necessary to carry out the purposes
of the trust. Additional requirements pertain-
ing to this subject matter are also found at 4
CSR 240-3.185.

(1) As used in this rule, decommissioning
means those activities undertaken in connec-
tion with a nuclear generating unit’s retire-
ment from service to ensure that the final
removal, disposal, entombment or other dis-
position of the unit and of any radioactive
components and materials associated with the
unit, are accomplished in compliance with all
applicable laws, and to ensure that the final
disposition does not pose any undue threat to
the public health and safety. Decommission-
ing includes the removal and disposal of the
structures, systems and components of a
nuclear generating unit at the time of decom-
missioning.

(2) As used in this rule, decommissioning
costs means all reasonable costs and expens-
es incurred in connection with decommis-
sioning, including all expenses to be incurred
in connection with the preparation for decom-
missioning, including, but not limited to,
engineering and other planning expenses; and
to be incurred after the actual decommission-
ing occurs, including, but not limited to,
physical security and radiation monitoring
expenses, less proceeds of insurance, salvage
or resale of machinery, construction equip-
ment or apparatus the cost of which was

charged as a decommissioning expense.

(3) As used in this rule, utility(ies) means all
electrical corporations subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the Missouri Public Service Commis-
sion (commission) that own, in whole or in
part, or operate nuclear generating units in
Missouri or elsewhere and that have costs of
these units reflected in the rates charged to
Missouri ratepayers.

(4) Each utility shall establish a tax-qualified
externally managed trust fund for the purpose
of collecting funds to pay for decommission-
ing costs. The tax-qualified trust shall be
established and maintained in accordance
with the provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code. If the utility has collected funds in
excess of the Internal Revenue Service’s
(IRS) tax-qualified amount, a nontax-quali-
fied externally managed trust fund shall be
established and maintained for all these
funds. These trust funds shall be adminis-
tered pursuant to the following requirements:

(A) Each utility shall submit a copy of the
decommissioning trust agreement and any
other agreement entered into between the
utility, trustee and investment manager(s) for
approval by the commission. The listing of
trustee fees shall be contained in or attached
to the trust agreement itself. Any change in
the trust agreement, trustee or investment
manager(s) also shall be submitted to the
commission for approval;

(B) The commission shall have the author-
ity to require each utility to change the trustee
or investment manager(s) of a decommission-
ing trust for good cause shown. The commis-
sion shall be informed of any significant dis-
putes between the utility, the trustee or
investment manager(s);

(C) Each utility shall maintain separate tax
qualified trusts for each nuclear generating
unit. All decommissioning trusts shall be
maintained to show the amounts contributed
annually by Missouri jurisdictional cus-
tomers. Amounts to be contributed annually
for Missouri jurisdictional customers shall be
computed based on the jurisdictional alloca-
tor used in the company’s last general rate
proceeding unless otherwise ordered by the
commission;

(D) The decommissioning trust shall be
funded through no less than quarterly pay-
ments by the utility. The tax-qualified trust
shall be funded with the lesser of the utility’s
decommissioning costs reflected in its cost of
service or the maximum amount allowable by
the IRS. All funds in excess of the IRS’s rul-
ing amount shall be placed in a nonqualified
trust;

(E) The trustee or investment manager(s)
shall invest the tax-qualified trust assets and

nontax-qualified trust assets only in assets
that are prudent investments for assets held in
trust and in a manner designed to maximize
the after-tax return on funds invested, consis-
tent with the conservation of the principal,
subject to the limitations specified as follows:

1. The trustee and investment manag-
er(s) shall not invest any portion of the tax-
qualified or nontax-qualified trust’s funds in
the securities or assets of the following:

A. Any owner or operator of a nucle-
ar power plant;

B. Any index fund, mutual fund or
pooled fund in which more than fifteen per-
cent (15%) of the assets are issued by owners
or operators of nuclear power plants;

C. Any affiliated company of the util-
ity; or

D. The trustee or investment manag-
er’s(s’) company or affiliated companies
(This limitation does not include time or
demand deposits offered through the trustee
or investment manager’s(s’) affiliated bank-
ing operations.);

2. The nontax-qualified trust shall be
subject to the prohibitions against self-deal-
ing applicable to the tax qualified trust as
specified in the Internal Revenue Code; and

3. A utility’s total book value of invest-
ments in equity securities in all of its decom-
missioning trusts shall not exceed sixty-five
percent (65%) of the trust funds’ book value;
and

(F) All income earned by a trust’s funds
shall become a part of that trust’s funds.

(5) The utility shall take every reasonable
action to provide reasonable assurance that
adequate funds are available at the nuclear
generating unit’s termination of operation, so
that decommissioning can be carried out in a
safe and timely manner and that lack of funds
does not result in delays that may cause undue
health and safety hazards.

(6) The utility shall maintain its nuclear gen-
erating unit(s) in a manner calculated to min-
imize the utility’s total cost of maintenance
and decommissioning, consistent with the
prudent operation of the unit.

(7) Upon the filing of the appropriate tariff(s)
as set in 4 CSR 240-3.180, the commission
shall establish a schedule of proceedings
which shall be limited in scope to the follow-
ing issues:

(A) The extent of any change in the level or
annual accrual of funding necessary for the
utility’s decommissioning trust fund; and

(B) The changes in rates which would
reflect any change in the funding level or
accrual rate.
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(8) For a fund intended to be tax qualified,
after receipt of any commission order modi-
fying the annual decommissioning funding
requirements, the affected utility shall apply
for an adjusted IRS ruling in a timely manner,
seeking deductibility of the new annual
decommissioning cost accruals consistent
with the effective dates given in the order.
Pending final IRS approval, the utility shall
be authorized to continue funding at the level
which existed prior to the commission order
provided that the utility will take all appro-
priate action to preserve the tax deduction of
the amounts subsequently approved in the
IRS ruling.

(9) Distributions may be made from a nucle-
ar decommissioning trust fund only to satisfy
the liabilities of the utility for nuclear decom-
missioning costs relating to the nuclear gen-
erating unit for which the decommissioning
fund was established and to pay administra-
tive costs, income taxes and other incidental
expenses of the trust fund. The utility shall
not use proceeds of the trust for the purpose
of filing for an updated tax ruling or to qual-
ify the trust.

(10) Each utility shall file with the commis-
sion the detailed plan required by the Nucle-
ar Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the
decommissioning of its nuclear generating
unit when that plan is filed with the NRC.
Before any distribution of decommissioning
trust funds are made for the decommissioning
of its nuclear generating unit, the utility must
notify and obtain commission approval of its
intent to make this distribution.

(11) The utility shall conduct the decommis-
sioning of its nuclear generating unit in
accordance with NRC requirements and must
not knowingly allow any procedure that
would unreasonably endanger human life or
the environment.

(12) Upon termination of the trust, the utility
shall file with the commission the appropriate
tariff(s) to reflect the termination of payments
into the decommissioning trust fund, as well
as refund or credit any over collection of
these funds.

(13) Upon proper application and after due
notice and hearing, the commission may
waive any provision of this rule for good
cause shown.

(14) The commission may adopt further
amendments as it deems necessary for the
sound management of the trust fund(s), con-
sistent with the purpose of this rule.

AUTHORITY: sections 386.250 and 393.292,
RSMo 2000.* Original rule filed Nov. 27,
1989, effective March 26, 1990. Amended:
Filed May 4, 1993, effective Dec. 9, 1993.
Amended: Filed Aug. 16, 2002, effective
April 30, 2003.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1996 and 393.292, RSMo 1989.

4 CSR 240-20.080 Electrical Corporation
Reporting Requirements for Certain
Events
(Rescinded April 30, 2003)

AUTHORITY: section 393.140, RSMo 1986.
Original rule filed March 1, 1991, effective
Sept. 30, 1991. Rescinded: Filed Aug. 16,
2002, effective April 30, 2003.

4 CSR 240-20.090 Fuel and Purchased
Power Rate Adjustment Mechanisms

PURPOSE: This rule sets forth the defini-
tions, structure, operation, and procedures
relevant to the filing and processing of appli-
cations to reflect prudently incurred fuel and
purchased power costs through an interim
energy charge or a fuel adjustment clause
which allows periodic rate adjustments out-
side general rate proceedings.

(1) The following subsections define various
terms as used in this rule:

(A) Accumulation period means the time
period set by the commission in the general
rate proceeding over which historical fuel and
purchased power costs and fuel-related rev-
enues are accumulated for purposes of deter-
mining the actual net energy costs (ANEC).
An accumulation period may be a time peri-
od from three (3) to twelve (12) months with
the timing and number of accumulation peri-
ods to be determined in the general rate pro-
ceeding establishing, continuing, or modify-
ing the FAC; 

(B) Actual net energy costs (ANEC) means
prudently incurred fuel and purchased power
costs net of fuel-related revenues of a rate
adjustment mechanism (RAM) during the
accumulation period;

(C) Base energy costs means the fuel and
purchased power costs net of fuel-related rev-
enues determined by the commission to be
included in a RAM that are also included in
the revenue requirement used to set base rates
in a general rate case;

(D) Base factor (BF) means base energy
costs rate or rates that are established in a
general rate proceeding and are included in

the utility’s fuel adjustment clause (FAC).
The base factor rates may vary within a year;

(E) Base rates means the tariffed rates that
do not change between general rate proceed-
ings;

(F) Electric utility or utility means electri-
cal corporation as defined in section 386.020,
RSMo, subject to commission regulation pur-
suant to Chapters 386 and 393, RSMo;

(G) EFIS means the electronic filing and
information system of the commission;

(H) FAC charge means the positive or neg-
ative dollar amount on each utility customer’s
bill, which in the aggregate is to recover from
or return to customers the fuel and purchased
power adjustment (FPA) amount; 

(I) Fuel adjustment clause (FAC) means a
mechanism established in a general rate pro-
ceeding which is designed to recover from or
return to customers the fuel and purchased
power adjustment (FPA) amounts through
periodic changes to the fuel adjustment rates
(FAR) made outside a general rate proceed-
ing;

(J) Fuel adjustment rate (FAR) means the
rate used to determine the FAC charge on
each utility customer’s bill during a recovery
period of a FAC. The FAR shall be designed
to recover from or return to customers the
recovery period FPA. The FAR may be posi-
tive or negative;

(K) Fuel and purchased power adjustment
(FPA) amount means the dollar amount
intended to be recovered from or returned to
customers during a given recovery period of
a FAC. The FPA may be positive or negative.
It includes:

1. The difference between the ANEC
and NBEC of the corresponding accumula-
tion period taking into account any incentive
ordered by the commission;

2. True-up amount(s) ordered by the
commission prior to or on the same day as
commission approval of the FAR adjustment;

3. Prudence adjustment amount(s)
ordered by the commission since the last
adjustment to the FAR; 

4. Interest; and
5. Any other adjustment amount(s)

ordered by the commission;
(L) Fuel and purchased power costs means

prudently incurred and used fuel and pur-
chased power costs, including transportation
costs. Prudently incurred costs do not include
any increased costs resulting from negligent
or wrongful acts or omissions by the utility. 

1. If off-system sales revenues are not
reflected in the rate adjustment mechanism
(RAM), fuel and purchased power costs shall
only reflect the prudently incurred fuel and
purchased power costs necessary to serve the
electric utility’s Missouri retail customers.

2. Unless otherwise approved by the
commission, fuel and purchased power costs
do not include environmental costs as defined
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in 4 CSR 240-20.091(1) or renewable energy
standard compliance costs as defined in 4
CSR 240-20.100(1). If such costs are includ-
ed in fuel and purchased power costs, they
shall not be included in another rate adjust-
ment mechanism.

(M) Fuel-related revenues means those
revenues related to the generation, sale, or
purchase of energy or capacity. Fuel-related
revenues may include, but are not limited to,
off-system sales, emission allowance sales,
and renewable energy credits or certificates
whenever such renewable energy credits or
certificates are not included in a Renewable
Energy Standard Rate Adjustment Mecha-
nism (RESRAM) in compliance with 4 CSR
240-20.100;

(N) General rate proceeding means a gen-
eral rate increase proceeding or complaint
proceeding before the commission in which
all relevant factors that may affect the costs,
or rates and charges of the electric utility are
considered by the commission;

(O) Interest means monthly interest at the
utility’s short-term borrowing rate to accu-
rately and appropriately remedy any over- or
under-billing of the FPA amount during an
accumulation period and recovery period,
and any commission ordered refund of
imprudently incurred costs;

(P) Interim energy charge (IEC) means a
mechanism that includes a refundable fixed
amount billed through an interim energy rate
(IER) established in a general rate proceeding
that permits an electric utility to recover
some or all of its fuel and purchased power
costs separate from the fuel and purchased
power costs included in its base rates. Base
energy cost in the base rates is the floor of the
IEC. The base energy cost plus the fuel and
purchased power costs billed through the IER
is the ceiling of the IEC. An IEC may or may
not include fuel-related revenues and costs
related to those revenues; 

(Q) Megawatt (MW) is one million
(1,000,000) watts;

(R) Megawatt hour (MWh) is one million
(1,000,000) watt hours or one thousand
(1,000) kilowatt hours (kWh);

(S) MCF is one thousand (1,000) cubic
feet of natural gas; 

(T) MMBtu is one million (1,000,000)
British thermal units (Btus);

(U) Net base energy costs (NBEC) means
the fuel and purchased power costs net of
fuel-related revenues billed during the accu-
mulated period in base rates; 

(V) Other parties means any party to the
applicant’s most recent general rate proceed-
ing in which the RAM at issue was estab-
lished, continued, or modified;

(W) Rate adjustment mechanism (RAM)
refers to either a commission-approved fuel
adjustment clause (FAC) or a commission-
approved interim energy charge (IEC);

(X) Rebase base energy costs means the
base energy cost as reset in each general rate
proceeding in which the FAC is continued or
modified;

(Y) Recovery period means the period over
which the FAR is applied to retail customers’
bills to recover the FPA. A recovery period is
determined in a general rate case and shall
not be longer than twelve (12) billing months;

(Z) Staff means the staff of the Public Ser-
vice Commission; and

(AA)True-up amount means—
1. For a FAC, the true-up amount shall

be the difference between the FPA and the
utility’s aggregate FAC charges billed for a
recovery period. 

A. If the aggregate FAC charges billed
for recovery period are more than the FPA,
the true-up amount will be negative.

B. If the aggregate FAC charges billed
for a recovery period are less than the FPA,
the true-up amount will be positive.

C. The electric utility may request in
its general rate case to use the final Regional
Transmission Organization (RTO) determi-
nants to update the FPA for its true-up if the
electric utility belongs to an RTO where the
RTO may, after the beginning of the recovery
period, finalize the determinants used to cal-
culate the FPA for the recovery period.

2. For an IEC, the true-up amount shall
be determined as follows for each consecutive
twelve- (12-) month period—

A. If the actual fuel and purchased
power cost is greater than the IEC ceiling, the
true-up amount shall be zero;

B. If the actual fuel and purchased
power cost is less than the IEC ceiling and
greater than the IEC floor, the true-up
amount shall be the difference between the
actual fuel and purchased power cost and the
combined IEC billed plus the base energy
cost. The customers will be credited/refund-
ed this amount; or

C. If the actual fuel and purchased
power cost is less than the IEC floor, the true-
up amount shall be the aggregate IEC billed.
The customers will be credited/refunded this
amount.

(2) Establishment, Continuance, or Modifi-
cation of a RAM. An electric utility may only
file  a request with the commission to estab-
lish, continue, or modify a RAM in a gener-
al rate proceeding and must rebase base ener-
gy costs in each general rate proceeding in
which the FAC is continued or modified. Any
party in a general rate proceeding may seek
to continue, modify, or oppose the RAM.
The commission shall approve, modify, or
reject such request only after providing the
opportunity for a full hearing in a general rate
proceeding. The commission shall consider
all relevant factors that may affect the costs or
overall rates and charges of the petitioning

electric utility. 
(A) The electric utility shall file the fol-

lowing supporting information, in electronic
format, where available, with all links and
formulas intact, as part of, or in addition to,
its direct testimony:

1. An example of the notice to be pro-
vided to customers during the pendency of
the general rate proceeding where the RAM
is under consideration, which shall be
approved by the commission. The notice shall
include a description of how its proposed
RAM shall be applied to monthly bills, the
amount of the proposed change in base rates
caused by the rebase of energy costs, and the
estimated impact on a typical residential cus-
tomer’s bill resulting from the  rebase of
energy costs;

2. An example customer bill(s) covering
all of the electric utility’s rate classes show-
ing how the proposed RAM shall be sepa-
rately identified on affected customers’ bills
in accordance with section (12);

3. Proposed RAM tariff sheets;
4. A detailed description of the design

and intended operation of the proposed
RAM;

5. A detailed explanation of how the
proposed RAM is reasonably designed to
provide the electric utility a sufficient oppor-
tunity to earn a fair return on equity;

6. A detailed explanation of how the
proposed FAC shall be trued-up for over- and
under-billing, or how and when the refund-
able portion of the proposed IEC shall be
trued-up;

7. A detailed description of how the
electric utility’s monthly short-term borrow-
ing rate will be defined and how it will be
applied, during the accumulation period and
the recovery period, to over- and under-billed
amounts and prudence disallowances;

8. A detailed description of how the pro-
posed RAM is compatible with the require-
ment for prudence reviews in section (11);

9. A detailed explanation of the fuel and
purchased power costs, including transporta-
tion, that are to be considered in determining
the amount to be recovered under the pro-
posed RAM with identification of the specif-
ic account and any other designation ordered
by the commission where that cost will be
recorded on the electric utility’s book and
records.  

10. A detailed explanation of the fuel-
related revenues that are to be considered in
determining the amount to be recovered
under the proposed RAM with identification
of the specific account and any other desig-
nation ordered by the commission where that
revenue will be recorded on the electric utili-
ty’s books and records;

11. A detailed explanation of any incen-
tive feature in the proposed RAM with the
expected benefit and cost each feature is
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intended to produce for both the electric util-
ity and its Missouri retail customers;

12. A detailed explanation of any rate
volatility mitigation feature in the proposed
RAM;

13. A detailed explanation of any feature
of the proposed RAM and any existing elec-
tric utility policy, procedure, or practice that
ensures only prudent fuel and purchased
power costs and fuel-related revenues are
recovered through the proposed RAM,
including, but not limited to, utilization of
competitive bidding or other sourcing or
sales practices;

14. A detailed explanation of any change
to the electric utility’s business risk resulting
from implementation of the proposed RAM,
in addition to any other changes in business
risk the electric utility may experience;

15. A level of efficiency for each of the
electric utility’s generating units determined
by the results of heat rate/efficiency tests or
monitoring that were conducted or obtained
on each of the electric utility’s steam genera-
tors, including nuclear steam generators, heat
recovery steam generators, steam turbines
and combustion turbines within twenty-four
(24) months preceding the filing of the gen-
eral rate increase case. 

A. The results should be filed in a
table format by generating unit type, rated
megawatt (MW) output rating, the numerical
value of the latest result and the date of the
latest result; 

B. The electric utility shall provide
documentation of the actual test/monitoring
procedures. The electric utility may, in lieu of
filing the documentation of these procedures
with the commission, provide them to the
staff, OPC, and to other parties as part of the
workpapers it provides in connection with its
direct case filing. If the electric utility sub-
mits the results in workpapers, it will provide
a statement in its testimony as to where the
results can be found in workpapers;

16. Information that shows that the elec-
tric utility has in place a long-term resource
planning process;

17. If the electric utility proposes to
include emissions allowances costs or sales
revenue in the proposed FAC and not in an
environmental cost recovery mechanism, a
detailed explanation of its emissions manage-
ment policy, and its forecasted environmental
investments, emissions allowances purchas-
es, and emissions allowances sales;

18. For each power generating unit the
electric utility owns or controls, in whole or
in part, the electric utility shall file graphs,
accompanied by the data supporting the
graphs, for each month over the immediately
preceding five (5) years, showing the month-
ly equivalent availability factor, the monthly
equivalent forced outage rate, and the length
and timing of each planned outage of that

unit; and
19. Authorization for the staff to release

to all parties to the general rate proceeding in
which the establishment, continuation, or
modification of a RAM is requested, the pre-
vious five (5) years of historical surveillance
monitoring reports the electric utility submit-
ted in EFIS.

(B) In lieu of providing copies of informa-
tion, an electric utility filing for modification
or continuance of a RAM in which the infor-
mation required in subsection (2)(A) has been
previously filed with the commission as part
of a general rate proceeding and has not
changed in any manner, may certify that the
information has not changed and provide to
all parties the general rate case number and
location in EFIS, including the EFIS  item
and page number where the information can
be found.  If there are parties to the RAM
proceeding that would not have access to the
rate case information, the electric utility must
provide copies of the information to that
party. 

(C) An electric utility filing to continue or
modify a RAM must also provide to all par-
ties any additional information the commis-
sion ordered the electric utility to provide
when seeking to continue or modify its
RAM.

(D) The commission may approve the
establishment, continuation, or modification
of a RAM and associated tariff sheets provid-
ed that it finds that the RAM is reasonably
designed to provide the electric utility with a
sufficient opportunity to earn a fair return on
equity and so long as the tariff sheets that
implement the RAM conform to the RAM
approved by the commission.  In its determi-
nation, the commission may consider, but is
not limited to, considering—

1. Fuel and purchased power costs, fuel-
related revenues that would flow through the
RAM, or other factors it deems appropriate;

2. Any change in business risk of the
utility resulting from establishment, continu-
ation, or modification of the RAM in setting
the electric utility’s allowed return on equity
in any general rate proceeding, in addition to
any other changes in business risk experi-
enced by the electric utility; and

3. In determining which fuel and pur-
chased power cost types and fuel-related rev-
enue types to include in a RAM, the com-
mission may consider the magnitude of each
cost or revenue type, the ability of the utility
to manage each cost or revenue type, the
volatility of each cost or revenue type and the
incentive provided to the utility as a result of
the inclusion or exclusion of each cost or rev-
enue type. The commission may, in its dis-
cretion, determine what portion of prudently
incurred fuel and purchased power costs and
fuel-related revenues may be recovered from
and/or returned to customers through a RAM

and what portion shall be included in the
determination.

(E) Any party to the general rate proceed-
ing may oppose any RAM and/or may pro-
pose alternative RAMs for the commission’s
consideration.

(F) The RAM, and any adjustments to the
FARs if a FAC is approved, shall be based on
historical fuel and purchased power costs and
fuel-related revenues. 

(G) For an electric utility requesting a
FAC, the utility shall include in its proposed
tariff sheets provisions which shall accurate-
ly and appropriately remedy any true-up
amount as part of the electric utility’s deter-
mination of its FPA for a change to its FARs.
The proposed tariff sheets shall include, at a
minimum:

1. When the electric utility will file for
a true-up;

2. How the true-up amount will be
determined including, but not limited to, any
recalculation of the FPA; and

3. How and when the true-up amount
will be recovered.

(H) For an electric utility with an IEC
mechanism, a true-up must be filed within
sixteen (16) months of the operation of law
date of the IEC and be filed annually there-
after.

(I) Any party to the general rate proceed-
ing may propose a cap on the periodic
changes to the fuel adjustment rate (FAR), to
mitigate volatility in rates, provided it pro-
poses a method for the utility to recover all of
the costs it would be entitled to recover in the
FAC, together with interest thereon.

(3) Discontinuance of a RAM. The tariff
sheets that define and implement a RAM
shall only be discontinued and withdrawn
after the opportunity for a full hearing in a
general rate proceeding. The commission
shall consider all relevant factors which may
affect the costs or overall rates and charges of
the petitioning electric utility.

(A) When an electric utility files a general
rate proceeding in which it requests that its
RAM be discontinued, the electric utility
shall file with the commission, and serve on
the parties, the following supporting informa-
tion, in electronic  format, where available,
with all links and formulas intact, as part of,
or in addition to, its direct testimony:

1. An example of the notice to be pro-
vided to customers during the pendency of
the general rate proceeding in which discon-
tinuation is being proposed. The notice shall
be approved by the commission and should
include a description of why the utility
believes the RAM should be discontinued;

2. A detailed explanation of how the elec-
tric utility proposes to discontinue its RAM.
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A. If requesting to discontinue its
FAC, the electric utility shall include the fol-
lowing in its explanation:

(I) The ending date of the last FAC
accumulation period;

(II) The beginning and ending dates
of the recovery period for that accumulation
period; and

(III) The procedure for the true-up
associated with the recovery period for that
accumulation period.

B. If requesting to discontinue its IEC,
the electric utility shall include a detailed
explanation of how any over-billing will be
returned to the electric utility’s retail cus-
tomers;

3. A detailed explanation of why the
RAM is no longer necessary to provide the
electric utility a sufficient opportunity to earn
a fair return on equity;

4. A detailed explanation of any impact
on setting the electric utility’s allowed return
on equity in any rate proceeding as a result of
the change to the electric utility’s business
risk resulting from discontinuation of its
RAM, in addition to any other changes in
business risk experienced by the electric util-
ity; and

5. Any additional information that the
commission ordered the electric utility to
provide when seeking to discontinue its
RAM.

(B) Any party to the general rate proceed-
ing may oppose the discontinuation of a
RAM on the grounds that the utility is oppor-
tunistically discontinuing the RAM due to
declining fuel or purchased power costs
and/or increasing fuel-related revenues. If the
commission finds that the utility is oppor-
tunistically seeking to discontinue the RAM
for any of these reasons, the commission
shall not allow the RAM to be discontinued,
and shall order its continuation or modifica-
tion. In addition to other remedies provided
by law, the commission may reject the utili-
ty’s request for discontinuance of a RAM if it
finds that the utility has not complied with
this rule in its request to discontinue its
RAM. To continue or modify the RAM under
such circumstances, the commission must
find that it provides the electric utility with a
sufficient opportunity to earn a fair rate of
return on equity and the tariff sheets filed to
implement the RAM must conform to the
RAM approved by the commission. Any
RAM and periodic adjustments to the FAR
shall be based on historical fuel and pur-
chased power costs.

(C) The commission may take into account
any change in business risk of the electric
utility resulting from discontinuance of the
RAM in setting the electric utility’s allowed
return on equity in any general rate proceed-
ing in addition to any other changes in the
electric utility’s business risk.

(4) Requirements for Electric Utilities that
have a RAM. If the commission grants, mod-
ifies, or continues an electric utility’s RAM,
the electric utility shall—

(A) Upon thirty (30) days prior written
notice to the electric utility, provide for review
by staff at its corporate headquarters, or some
other place mutually agreed upon by the elec-
tric utility and staff, a copy of each and every
nuclear fuel, coal, natural gas, and fuel trans-
portation contract (to the extent related to gen-
eration of electricity), the utility’s hedging
policies and the utility’s internal policy for
participating in a Regional Transmission Orga-
nization (RTO) ancillary services market (if
applicable), including every amendment and
modification to each such contract or policy
that was in effect during a RAM for the elec-
tric utility; and

(B) Notify the staff through EFIS of every
new nuclear fuel, coal, natural gas, and fuel
transportation contract and every new amend-
ment and every new modification to current-
ly existing contracts or to the policies refer-
enced in subsection (4)(A) above within
thirty (30) days of the effective date of the
contract, amendment, or modification. The
notification shall include where the contracts,
amendments, modifications, and related com-
petitive bidding materials may be reviewed.

(5) Periodic Reports. So long as it has a
RAM in effect, each electric utility shall sub-
mit a monthly report through EFIS and to
staff, OPC, and other parties. Each periodic
report shall be verified by the affidavit of an
electric utility representative(s) who has
knowledge of the subject matter and who
attests to both the veracity of the information
and his/her knowledge of it. The information
identified in this section shall be provided in
electronic format, where available, with all
links and formulas intact. Each periodic
report shall contain the following information
by month:

(A) The billing month actual energy usage
in kWh by rate class and voltage level;

(B) Net base energy costs billed in base
rates by rate class and voltage level along
with workpapers with all links and formulas
intact detailing the calculation;

(C) Revenues from billed FARs by voltage
level along with workpapers (with formulas
intact) detailing the calculation;

(D) The fuel and purchased power costs
and fuel related revenues for each month,
year-to-date, and prior calendar year by
account and any other designation ordered by
the commission. If accounts, sub- accounts,
and other designations are not comparable to
costs and revenues listed in the electric utili-
ty’s FAC tariff sheets, the electric utility shall
also include the costs as listed in the tariff
sheets;

(E) Energy.

1. RTO market transactions—
A. Revenue net of the cost of any

energy purchases in the RTO market;
B. MWh’s net of the MWh’s for any

energy purchases in the RTO market.
2. Physical bilateral transactions—

A. Total MWh’s; 
B. Total revenues and costs;

(F) Capacity.
1. If sold within an RTO market—

A. MW capacity sold net of MW
capacity purchased;

B. Revenue received net of the cost of
capacity purchased.

2. Third party bilateral transactions—
A. Total MW; 
B. Total revenue and costs;

(G) Reason for the purchase of capacity in
the RTO markets; 

(H) The following information for the peri-
od, by generation facility, by fuel type, and
by total for the electric utility:

1. Quantity of fuel burned, with the des-
ignation of the units in which the quantity is
reported (e.g., tons, MCF, MMBtu);

2. MMBtu of fuel burned;
3. Average cost of fuel per MMBtu, by

fuel type;
4. Aggregate megawatt hours (MWhs)

of net energy generated by the generating
facility at each generation station, where net
energy generated is the gross generation net
of the station use;

5. Average cost of fuel per MWh; 
6. Excluding nuclear fuel, the cost of

fuel purchased by fuel type and, a breakdown
between the cost of the commodity, cost of
freight and cost of transportation by fuel type;
and

7. Other fuel cost types designated in
the RAM.; and

(I) A detailed description of the accounts
or other designations utilized by the electric
utility or ordered by the commission, where
each fuel and purchased power cost or fuel-
related revenue is recorded.  The report shall
identify any changes since the last periodic
report to accounts or other designations of
costs and revenue types utilized by the utility
or otherwise ordered to be used by the com-
mission in the general rate proceeding where
the RAM was approved;

(J) Each revision to the electric utility’s
internal policy for participating in—

1. RTO ancillary services market, if the
RTO in which the electric utility participates
has such a market;

2. RTO energy markets by RTO;
3. RTO capacity markets by RTO;
4. Financial swaps or other financial-

only transactions (if such financial transac-
tions are included in the electric utility’s
RAM);
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(K) Any additional information that the
commission has ordered the electric utility to
provide in its periodic reports.

(6) Surveillance Monitoring Reports. So
long as it has a RAM in effect, each electric
utility shall submit in EFIS and submit to
staff, OPC, and other parties, a surveillance
monitoring report with all links and formu-
las intact, within fifteen (15) days after each
of the electric utility’s United States Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission (SEC) 10-Q
and 10-K filings are due. If an electric utili-
ty with foreign ownership has a RAM but
does not file with the SEC, then the surveil-
lance monitoring reports shall be filed in
quarterly intervals as identified in the electric
utility’s general rate proceedings. The
surveillance monitoring report shall be veri-
fied by the affidavit of an electric utility rep-
resentative(s) who has knowledge of the sub-
ject matter and who attests to both the
veracity of the information and his/her
knowledge of it. These surveillance monitor-
ing reports are confidential.

(A) There are six (6) parts to the electric
utility surveillance monitoring report. Each
part, except Part I—Rate Base Quantifica-
tions, shall contain information for the last
twelve- (12-) month period and the last quar-
ter based on total company electric opera-
tions data and on Missouri jurisdictional
operations data. Part I—Rate Base Quantifica-
tions, shall contain only information as of the
ending date of the period being reported. The
content of the surveillance monitoring report
follows:

1. Part I—Rate Base Quantifications.
The quantification of rate base items in Part I
shall be consistent with the methods and pro-
cedures used in the electric utility’s most
recent rate proceeding before the commis-
sion, unless otherwise specified by the com-
mission.  Part I shall consist of specific quan-
tifications of the following rate base items:

A. Plant-in-service;
B. Reserve for depreciation; 
C. Materials and supplies; 
D. Cash working capital;
E. Fuel inventory; 
F. Prepayments;
G. Other regulatory assets; 
H. Customer advances;
I. Customer deposits;
J. Accumulated deferred income

taxes;
K. All other items included in the

electric utility’s rate base from its most recent
general rate proceeding before the commis-
sion;

L. Net operating income from Part
III; and

M. Calculation of the overall return
on rate base;

2. Part II—Capitalization Quantifica-
tions. Part II shall consist of specific quan-
tifications of the following capitalization-
related items:

A. Common stock equity (net);
B. Preferred stock (par or stated value

outstanding); 
C. Long-term debt (including current

maturities);
D. Short-term debt; and
E. Weighted cost of capital including

component costs;
3. Part III—Income Statement. Part III

shall consist of an income statement contain-
ing specific quantifications of—

A. Operating revenues, including rev-
enues from sales to industrial, commercial,
and residential customers, sales for resale
and all other components of total operating
revenues;

B. Operating and maintenance
expenses in fuel expense, production
expense, purchased power energy, and pur-
chased power capacity;

C. Transmission expense; 
D. Distribution expense;
E. Customer accounts expense;
F. Customer service and information

expense; 
G. Sales expense;
H. Administrative and general

expense;
I. Depreciation, amortization, and

decommissioning expense;
J. Taxes other than income taxes; 
K. Income taxes; and
L. Quantification of heating degree

and cooling degree days, both actual and nor-
mal;

4. Part IV—Jurisdictional Allocation
Factors. Part IV shall consist of a list of the
jurisdictional allocation factors used for
determining the electric utility’s rate base,
capitalization quantification, and income
statement;

5. Part V—Financial Data Notes. Part
V shall consist of notes to the reported finan-
cial data including, but not limited to:

A. Out-of-period adjustments;
B. Specific quantification of material

variances between actual and budget financial
performance;

C. Specific identification and quan-
tification of material variances between cur-
rent twelve- (12-) month period and prior
twelve- (12-) month period revenue;

D. The expense levels of each item
the commission has ordered be tracked in the
RAM;

E. Budgeted capital projects; and
F. Events that materially affect debt

or equity surveillance components;
6. Part VI—Missouri Energy Efficiency

and Investment Act (MEEIA). An electric
utility with approved MEEIA demand-side

management programs and/or an approved
demand-side programs investment mecha-
nism shall include all filing requirements of 4
CSR 240-20.093(10) for the entire period of
program delivery approved by the commis-
sion, the last twelve- (12-) month period, and
the last quarter.

(B) Each surveillance monitoring report
shall include any additional information the
commission has ordered be provided.

(C) If the electric utility has any other
approved cost recovery mechanisms that
require submission of surveillance monitoring
reports, the electric utility shall submit a sin-
gle surveillance monitoring report incorporat-
ing these reporting requirements for all cost
recovery mechanisms.

(7) Budget Report. Annually the electric util-
ity shall submit in EFIS and provide to staff,
OPC, and other parties, its approved budget
for the upcoming budget year, in electronic
format with all links and formulas intact and
in a layout similar to its surveillance moni-
toring report. The budget submission shall
provide a quarterly and annual quantification
of the electric utility’s income statement.
The budget report shall be submitted within
thirty (30) days of when the electric utility’s
budget is approved by the electric utility’s
management or within sixty (60) days of the
beginning of the electric utility’s fiscal year,
whichever is earliest. The budget submission
shall be designated “confidential” and treated
accordingly.

(8) Periodic Changes to Fuel Adjustment
Rates. An electric utility that has a FAC shall
file proposed tariff sheet(s) to adjust its FARs
following each accumulation period. The
FARs shall be designed to bill the electric
utility’s customers, in the aggregate, the FPA
if the FPA is positive, or return the FPA to
the utility’s customers if the FPA is negative.  

(A) When an electric utility files with the
commission tariff sheet(s) to change its fuel
adjustment rates and serves it upon parties,
the filed tariff sheet(s) shall be accompanied
by—

1. Prefiled testimony that shall include:
A. The proposed FARs;
B. The change in the FARs;
C. The impact of the proposed FARs

on the monthly bill of the electric utility’s
typical residential customer, together with
the definition of typical residential customer
used to determine that impact;

D. The accumulation period NBEC,
ANEC, and FPA; and

E. An explanation that details the fac-
tors which contributed to the FPA amount.

2. The following information in elec-
tronic format, where available, with formulas
intact:

A. For the period of historical costs
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which are being used to propose the fuel
adjustment rates—

(I) The calendar month actual ener-
gy sales in kWh by rate class and voltage
level;

(II) The actual fuel costs designat-
ed in the FAC, listed by generating station
and fuel type;

(III) The MWh and actual pur-
chased power costs, as purchased power is
defined in the electric utility’s FAC, differen-
tiated between energy costs and demand
costs;

(IV) Transmission costs designated
in the electric utility’s FAC;

(V) Net off-system sales revenues;
(VI) Fuel-related revenues other

than off-system sales revenues separated by
type of fuel-related revenue;

(VII) Net base energy costs collect-
ed in permanent rates;

(VIII) Any additional requirements
the commission ordered;

(IX) Calculation of each of the pro-
posed fuel adjustment rates;

(X) Calculations of the voltage dif-
ferentiation in the proposed FAC rates, if
any, to account for differences in line losses
by service voltage level; and

(XI) Extraordinary costs not to be
passed through, if any, due to such costs
being an insured loss, or subject to reduction
due to litigation or for any other reason;

B. The electric utility’s monthly
short-term borrowing rate, along with—

(I) An explanation of how that rate
was determined;

(II) The calculation of the short-
term borrowing rate;

(III) Identification of any changes
in the basis(es) used for determining the
short-term borrowing rate since the last FAC
rate adjustment; 

(IV) If there is a change in the
basis(es) used for determining the short-term
borrowing rate, a copy(ies) of the changed
basis(es) or identification of where it/they
may be reviewed;

3. Workpapers, in electronic format,
where available, with all links and formulas
intact, supporting all items in paragraphs
(8)(A)1. and (8)(A)2. that are not provided in
the electric utility’s section (5) periodic
monthly report submissions shall be submit-
ted through EFIS and provided to staff,
OPC, and other parties;

(B) The electric utility shall initiate a new
case with an ER designation for each period-
ic adjustment of its FARs;

(C) An electric utility with a FAC shall file
an adjustment to its FARs within two (2)
months of the end of each accumulation peri-
od after the effective date of the FAC;

(D) The tariff sheets reflecting the RAM
define the costs and revenues that can be

included in the RAM, subject to the follow-
ing:

1. If an RTO implements a new market
settlement type or schedule covering a cost or
revenue that the electric utility or another
party believes possesses the characteristics
of, and is of the nature of, an RTO revenue
or cost approved by the commission for inclu-
sion in the electric utility’s FAC in the previ-
ous general rate proceeding, the costs or rev-
enues covered by the new market settlement
type or schedule will be included in the util-
ity’s FAC if the following requirements are
met:

A. The party proposing the inclusion
of costs or revenues covered by a new market
settlement type or schedule shall make a fil-
ing before the commission in the case in
which the electric utility’s then-current FAC
was approved giving notice of the new market
settlement type or schedule no later than sixty
(60) days prior to the due date for the electric
utility’s next FAR filing made to adjust the
electric utility’s FAR;

B. The filing shall include, but is not
be limited to:

(I) Identification of the account
affected by the change; 

(II) A description of the new mar-
ket settlement type or schedule demonstrating
that the cost or revenue it covers possesses
the characteristics of, and is of the nature of,
a cost or revenue allowed in the electric util-
ity’s FAC by the commission in the most
recent general rate proceeding; and

(III) Identification of the preexist-
ing schedule, or market settlement type
which the new settlement type or schedule
replaces or supplements; 

C. To challenge the inclusion of a new
market settlement type or schedule, a party
shall make a filing before the commission
including the reasons why it believes the elec-
tric utility did not show that the cost or rev-
enue covered by the new market settlement
type or schedule possesses the characteristics
of, and is of the nature of, a cost or revenue
included in the electric utility’s FAC that was
approved by the commission in the preceding
general rate proceeding.

(I) The filing shall be made within
thirty (30) days of the electric utility’s filing.

(II) The party requesting the inclu-
sion of costs or revenues covered by a new
market settlement type or schedule shall bear
the burden of proof to show that the costs or
revenues possess the characteristics of, and
are of the nature of, costs or revenues allowed
in the electric utility’s FAC by the commis-
sion in the most recent general rate proceed-
ing.

(III) If a party challenges the inclu-
sion of the costs or revenues covered by the
new market settlement type or schedule, the
challenge will not delay the FAR filing sched-

ule.
(IV) If the challenge is upheld by

the commission, the costs will be refunded or
revenues returned along with interest in the
next periodic adjustment;

(E) The electric utility must be current on
its submission of its surveillance monitoring
reports;

(F) Staff shall review the information filed
and submitted by the electric utility in accor-
dance with this rule and additional informa-
tion obtained through discovery, if any, to
determine if the proposed adjustment to the
FARs is in accordance with the provisions of
this rule, section 386.266, RSMo, and the
FAC mechanism established, continued, or
modified in the utility’s most recent general
rate proceeding. In filings to adjust the FAR,
the twenty- (20-) and ten- (10-) day time lim-
its in 4 CSR 240-2.090(2) shall be reduced to
fifteen (15) and seven (7) days, respectively.
Within thirty (30) days after the electric util-
ity files its testimony and tariff sheet(s) to
adjust its FARs, the staff shall submit a rec-
ommendation regarding its examination and
analysis to the commission;

(G) OPC and other parties may file a
response to the electric utility’s proposed
FAR adjustment within forty (40) days after
the electric utility files its testimony and tar-
iff sheet(s) to adjust its FARs;

(H) Within sixty (60) days after the electric
utility files its testimony and tariff sheet(s) to
adjust its FARs, the commission shall
either—

1. Issue an interim rate adjustment order
approving the tariff sheet(s) and the adjust-
ments to the FARs;

2. Allow the tariff sheet(s) and the
adjustments to the FARs to take effect with-
out commission order; or

3. If it determines the adjustment to the
FARs is not in accordance with the provisions
of this rule, section 386.266, RSMo, and the
FAC mechanism established in the electric
utility’s most recent general rate proceeding,
reject the proposed rate  sheets, suspend the
timeline of the FAR adjustment filing, set a
prehearing date, and order the parties to pro-
pose a procedural schedule. The commission
may order the electric utility to file tariff
sheet(s) to implement interim adjusted FARs
to reflect any part of the proposed adjustment
that is not in question;

(I) If the staff, OPC, or other party which
receives the information that the electric util-
ity is required to submit by this rule and as
ordered by the commission in a previous pro-
ceeding, believes the information is insuffi-
cient to make a recommendation regarding
the electric utility’s proposed FAR, it shall
notify the electric utility within ten (10) busi-
ness days of the electric utility’s filing of tar-
iff sheet(s) to adjust the FARs and identify
the information required and not submitted in
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compliance with that rule or order. The elec-
tric utility shall supply the information iden-
tified by the party, or shall notify the party
that it believes the information provided was
in compliance with the requirements of this
rule and the commission’s most recent order
establishing, continuing, or modifying the
FAC, within ten (10) business days of the
request. If the electric utility does not timely
supply the information, the party asserting
the failure to provide the required information
must timely file a motion to compel with the
commission.

1. While the commission is considering
the motion to compel, the processing timeline
for the adjustment to increase the FARs shall
be suspended. If the commission then issues
an order requiring the information be provid-
ed, the time necessary for the information to
be provided shall further extend the process-
ing timeline for the adjustment to increase the
FARs. If the commission issues an order
compelling discovery, interest will not be
accrued by the utility from the time the com-
mission receives a motion to compel until the
time that the utility provides the requested
information. For good cause shown the com-
mission may further suspend this timeline.

2. Except as provided herein, any delay
in providing sufficient information in compli-
ance with this rule and the commission’s
most recent order establishing, continuing, or
modifying the FAC in a request to decrease
the FARs shall not alter the processing time-
line.

(9) True-Ups of RAMs. The purpose of a
true-up case is to accurately and appropriate-
ly remedy any over- billing or under-billing
during a recovery period, including the inter-
est accrued at the utility’s short-term borrow-
ing rate to be returned to or collected from
customers through a periodic change to FAR
under section (8).

(A) When an electric utility files with the
commission to true-up its RAM the filing
shall be accompanied by—

1. Pre-filed testimony that includes a
discussion detailing the material factors
which contributed to the true-up amount;

2. The following information in elec-
tronic format, where available, with all links
and formulas intact:

A. Any revision to the calculation of
the net base energy cost for the accumulation
period;

B. Any other proposed adjustments or
refunds not related to the calculation of the
net base energy cost for the accumulation
period; 

C. The calculation of the monthly
amount that was over- billed or under-billed
through its RAM;

D. The electric utility’s monthly
short-term borrowing rate along with—

(I) An explanation of how that rate
was determined; 

(II) The calculation of the short-
term borrowing rate; 

(III) Identification of any changes
in the basis(es) used for determining the
short-term borrowing rate since the last RAM
rate adjustment; and

(IV) If there is a change in the
basis(es) used for determining the short-term
borrowing rate, a copy(ies) of the changed
basis(es) or identification of where it/they
may be reviewed;

E. Any additional information that the
commission has ordered the electric utility to
include in its RAM true-up filing;

3. Workpapers, in electronic format,
where available, with all links and formulas
intact, supporting all items in this subsection,
shall be submitted in EFIS and provided to
staff, OPC, and other parties.

(B) The electric utility shall initiate a new
file in EFIS designated as an “electric other”
(EO) file number for each true-up of its RAM.

(C) The electric utility must be current on
its submission of its periodic reporting
requirements as required by section (5) and
surveillance monitoring reports at the time
that it files its true-up of its RAM in order for
the commission to process the electric utili-
ty’s requested true-up of any over- or under-
billing.

(D) The staff shall examine and analyze the
information filed and submitted by the electric
utility pursuant to this rule and additional
information obtained through discovery and as
ordered by the commission, to determine
whether the true-up amount is in accordance
with the provisions of this rule, section
386.266, RSMo, and the RAM established in
the electric utility’s most recent general rate
proceeding. In filings to adjust the FAR, the
twenty- (20-) and ten- (10-) day time limits in
4 CSR 240-2.090(2) shall be reduced to fif-
teen (15) and seven (7) days, respectively.
The staff shall submit a recommendation
regarding its examination and analysis to the
commission not later than thirty (30) days
after the electric utility files for a true-up
amount.

(E) OPC and other parties may file a
response to the proposed true-up amount
within forty (40) days of the electric utility
true-up filing. 

(F) Within sixty (60) days of the electric
utility’s true-up filing the commission shall
issue an order—

1. Approving the true-up filing and the
true-up amount; or

2. If it determines that the true-up
amount is incorrect, rejecting the proposed
tariff sheet(s) containing the true-up amount,
suspending the timeline of the true-up filing,
setting a prehearing date, and ordering the
parties to propose a procedural schedule. The
commission shall allow the electric utility to

file tariff sheet(s) to implement interim FARs
reflecting any part of the true-up amount that
is not in question, and questions about the
correctness of the true-up amount will not
delay adjustments to FAR rates unrelated to
the true-up.

(G) If the staff, OPC or other party which
receives the information that the electric util-
ity is required to submit by this rule and as
ordered by the commission in a previous pro-
ceeding, believes the information is insuffi-
cient to make a recommendation regarding
the electric utility’s true-up filing, it shall
notify the electric utility within ten (10) days
of the electric utility’s filing and identify the
information required. The electric utility
shall supply the information identified by the
party, or shall notify the party that it believes
the information provided was responsive to
the requirements, within ten (10) days of the
request. If the electric utility does not timely
supply the information, the party asserting
the failure to provide the required information
must timely file a motion to compel with the
commission.

1. While the commission is considering
the motion to compel, the processing timeline
for the determination of the true-up amount
shall be suspended. If the commission then
issues an order requiring the information to be
provided, the time necessary for the informa-
tion to be provided shall further extend the
processing timeline. If the commission issues
an order compelling discovery, interest will not
be accrued by the utility from the time the
commission receives a motion to compel until
the time that the utility provides the requested
information. For good cause shown the com-
mission may further suspend this timeline.

2. If the party requesting the information
can demonstrate to the commission that the
true-up amount will result in a reduction in the
FAR, the processing timeline shall continue
with the best information available. When the
electric utility provides the necessary informa-
tion, the FAR shall be adjusted again, if nec-
essary, to reflect the additional information
provided by the electric utility.

(10) Duration of RAMs and Requirement for
General Rate Case. Once a RAM is approved
by the commission, it shall remain in effect
for a term of not more than four (4) years
unless the commission earlier authorizes the
modification, extension, or discontinuance of
the RAM in a general rate proceeding,
although an electric utility may submit pro-
posed rate sheets to implement periodic
adjustments to its FAC rates between general
rate proceedings.

(A) If the commission approves a RAM for
an electric utility, the electric utility must file
a general rate case with the effective date of
new rates to be no later than four (4) years
after the effective date of the commission
order implementing the RAM, assuming the
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maximum statutory suspension of the rates so
filed.

1. The four- (4-) year period shall not
include any periods in which the electric util-
ity is prohibited from collecting any charges
under the RAM, or any period for which
charges collected under the RAM must be
fully refunded. In the event a court deter-
mines that the RAM is unlawful and all
monies collected are fully refunded as a
result of such a decision, the electric utility
shall be relieved of any obligation to file a
general rate case. The term fully refunded as
used in this section does not include amounts
refunded as a result of reductions in fuel or
purchased power costs minus fuel-related rev-
enues or prudence adjustments.

(11) Prudence Reviews Respecting RAMs.
A prudence review of the costs and revenues
subject to the RAM shall be conducted no
less frequently than at eighteen- (18-) month
intervals.

(A) All amounts ordered refunded by the
commission shall include interest at the elec-
tric utility’s short-term borrowing rate.

(B) The staff shall file notice within ten
(10) days of starting its prudence review and
shall submit a recommendation regarding its
examination and analysis to the commission
not later than one hundred eighty (180) days
after initiating its prudence review. Parties to
the prudence review proceeding shall have
ten (10) days after the staff files its recom-
mendation to request a hearing. The commis-
sion shall issue an order not later than thirty
(30) days after the staff files its recommenda-
tion if no party requests a hearing.

1. If the staff, OPC, or other party
auditing the RAM believes that insufficient
information has been supplied to make a rec-
ommendation regarding the prudence of the
electric utility’s RAM, it may utilize discov-
ery to obtain the information it seeks. If the
electric utility does not timely supply the
information, the party asserting the failure to
provide the required information must timely
file a motion to compel with the commission.
While the commission is considering the
motion to compel the processing timeline
shall be suspended. If the commission then
issues an order requiring the information to
be provided, the time necessary for the infor-
mation to be provided shall further extend the
processing timeline. For good cause shown
the commission may further suspend this
timeline.

2. If the timeline is extended due to an
electric utility’s failure to timely provide suf-
ficient responses to discovery and a refund is
due to the customers, the electric utility shall
refund all imprudently incurred costs plus
interest at the electric utility’s short-term bor-
rowing rate.

(12) Disclosure on Customers’ Bills. Any
amounts charged under a commission-
approved RAM shall be separately disclosed
on each customer’s bill. Proposed language
regarding this disclosure shall be submitted to
the commission for the commission’s
approval in the general rate proceeding estab-
lishing, modifying, or continuing the RAM.

(13) Rate Design of the RAM. The design of
the RAM rates shall reflect differences in
losses incurred in the delivery of electricity at
different voltage levels for the electric utili-
ty’s different rate classes as determined by
periodically conducting Missouri jurisdiction-
al system loss studies.

(A) When the electric utility initially seeks
authority to use a RAM, the end of the
twelve- (12-) month period of actual data col-
lected that is used in its Missouri jurisdic-
tional system loss study must be within twen-
ty-four (24) months of the date the utility files
its general rate proceeding first requesting a
RAM. 

(B) When the electric utility seeks to con-
tinue or modify its RAM, the end of the
twelve- (12-) month period of actual data col-
lected that is used in its Missouri jurisdic-
tional system loss study must be no earlier
than  four (4) years before the date the utility
files the general rate proceeding seeking to
continue or modify its RAM.

(14) Incentive Mechanism or Performance-
Based Program. During a general rate pro-
ceeding in which an electric utility has pro-
posed establishment or modification of a
RAM, or in which a RAM may be allowed to
continue in effect, any party may propose for
the commission’s consideration incentive
mechanisms or performance- based programs
to improve the efficiency and cost effective-
ness of the electric utility’s fuel and pur-
chased power procurement activities and/or
off-system sales activities.

(A) The incentive mechanisms or perfor-
mance-based programs may or may not
include some or all components of base ener-
gy costs.

(B) Any incentive mechanism or perfor-
mance-based program shall be structured to
align the interests of the electric utility’s cus-
tomers and shareholders. The anticipated
benefits to the electric utility’s customers
from the incentive or performance-based pro-
gram shall equal or exceed the anticipated
costs of the mechanism or program to the
electric utility’s customers. Customer rates
shall include the cost of an incentive mecha-
nism or performance-based program in any
time period above what they would be with-
out the incentive mechanism or performance-
based program.

(C) If the commission approves an incen-
tive mechanism or performance-based pro-

gram, such incentive mechanism or perfor-
mance-based program shall be binding on the
commission for the entire term of the incen-
tive mechanism or performance-based pro-
gram. If the commission approves an incen-
tive mechanism or performance-based
program, such incentive mechanism or per-
formance based program shall be binding on
the electric utility for the entire term of the
incentive mechanism or performance-based
program unless otherwise ordered or condi-
tioned by the commission. 

(15) Pre-Existing Adjustment Mechanisms,
Tariffs, and Regulatory Plans. The provisions
of this rule shall not affect—

(A) Any adjustment mechanism, tariff,
incentive plan, or other ratemaking mecha-
nism that was approved by the commission
and in effect prior to the effective date of this
rule; and

(B) Any experimental regulatory plan that
was approved by the commission and in effect
prior to the effective date of this rule.

(16) Nothing in this rule shall preclude a
complaint case from being filed, as provided
by law. If a complaint is filed on the grounds
that an electric utility is acting in violation of
its approved RAM tariff sheets or on the
grounds that its rates have become unjust and
unreasonable, the commission shall issue a
procedural schedule that includes a clear
delineation of the case timeline no later than
sixty (60) days from the date the complaint is
filed.

(17) Party status and rights in RAM proceed-
ings.

(A) Each party to the most recent general
rate proceeding in which the commission
established, continued, or modified the elec-
tric utility’s RAM shall be a party to each
subsequent related RAM  rate  adjustment
proceeding, RAM  true-up proceeding, and
RAM prudence review proceeding, without
applying to the commission for intervention,
and shall be provided access to the periodic
reports and surveillance monitoring reports
required by this rule during the period of time
when they are entitled to be a party to such
proceedings without applying for interven-
tion. In any subsequent general rate proceed-
ing, such person or entity must seek and be
granted status as an intervenor to be a party
to that case and to consequently be a party,
without seeking and being granted status as
an intervenor to RAM-related proceedings
initiated after that case.

(B) Anyone may seek to intervene, pur-
suant to 4 CSR 240-2.075, in any RAM rate
adjustment proceeding, RAM true-up pro-
ceeding, RAM prudence review proceeding,
or general rate proceeding to modify, contin-
ue, or discontinue a RAM. If no party objects
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to the intervention request within ten (10)
days of when it is filed, then the applicant for
intervention shall be deemed to have been
granted intervention without a specific com-
mission order, unless within the above-refer-
enced ten- (10-) day period the commission
denies the application for intervention on its
own motion. If an objection to the application
for intervention is filed on or before the end
of the above-referenced ten- (10-) day period,
the commission shall rule on the application
and the objection within ten (10) days of the
filing of the objection.

(18) Discovery.  Each discovery response that
a party obtains in general rate proceedings
where the commission approves, modifies,
rejects, continues, or discontinues a RAM
and in related subsequent RAM rate adjust-
ment proceedings, RAM true-up proceedings,
and RAM prudence review proceedings may
be offered as evidence in any subsequent
RAM rate adjustment proceeding, RAM
true-up proceeding, RAM prudence review
proceeding, or general rate proceeding to
modify, continue, or discontinue its RAM as
if the response were made to a discovery
request in that proceeding without requiring
the party who made the request to resubmit
the same discovery request (data request,
interrogatory, request for production, request
for admission, or deposition), subject to com-
mission ruling on any evidentiary objec-
tion(s). Unless the commission orders other-
wise, sua sponte or on a party’s motion, the
discovery response shall have the same pro-
tection it was last afforded, by rule or by
commission order.

(19) Supplementing and updating discovery
responses in subsequent related proceedings.
A party who provided a discovery response in
a prior case as described in section (18) shall
be under no obligation to supplement or
update that response in a subsequent pro-
ceeding, unless the requesting party issues a
discovery request in the subsequent case
which clearly identifies the particular discov-
ery requests to be supplemented or updated
and the particular period to be covered by the
updated response. A party responding to a
request to supplement or update a prior pro-
ceeding discovery response shall supplement
or update the discovery response where the
responding party has learned or subsequently
learns its response is in some material respect
insufficiently detailed or incorrect.

(20) The commission shall establish a new
case for each general rate proceeding, RAM
rate adjustment proceeding, RAM true-up
proceeding, and RAM prudence review pro-
ceeding. 

(21) Right to Discovery Unaffected. In
addressing certain discovery matters and the
provision of certain information by electric
utilities, this rule is not intended to restrict
the discovery rights of any party.

(22) Waiver of Provisions of this Rule. Provi-
sions of this rule may be waived by the com-
mission for good cause.

AUTHORITY: sections 386.250, 386.266,
and 393.140, RSMo 2016.* Original rule
filed June 15, 2006, effective Jan. 30, 2007.
Amended: Filed May 24, 2018, effective Jan.
30, 2019.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1996; 386.266, RSMo 2005; and 393.140, RSMo 1939,
amended 1949, 1967.

4 CSR 240-20.091 Electric Utility Environ-
mental Cost Recovery Mechanisms

PURPOSE: This rule allows the establish-
ment of an Environmental Cost Recovery
Mechanism, which allows periodic rate
adjustments to reflect net increases or
decreases in an electric utility’s prudently
incurred costs directly related to compliance
with any federal, state, or local environmen-
tal law, regulation, or rule.

(1) Definitions. As used in this rule, the fol-
lowing terms mean as follows:

(A) Electric utility means electrical corpo-
ration as defined in section 386.020, RSMo,
subject to commission regulation pursuant to
Chapters 386 and 393, RSMo;

(B) Environmental Cost Recovery Mecha-
nism (ECRM) means a mechanism estab-
lished in a general rate proceeding that allows
periodic rate adjustments, outside a general
rate proceeding, to reflect the net increases or
decreases in an electric utility’s incurred
environmental costs;

(C) Environmental costs means prudently
incurred costs, both capital and expense,
directly related to compliance with any feder-
al, state, or local environmental law, regula-
tion, or rule.

1. Environmental costs do not include
fuel and purchased power costs as defined in
4 CSR 240-20.090(1)(B).

2. Prudently incurred costs do not
include any increased costs resulting from
negligent or wrongful acts or omissions by
the utility;

(D) The environmental revenue require-
ment shall be comprised of the following:

1. All expensed environmental costs

(other than taxes and depreciation associated
with capital projects) that are included in the
electric utility’s revenue requirement in the
general rate proceeding in which the ECRM
is established; and

2. The costs (i.e., the return, taxes, and
depreciation) of any major capital projects
whose primary purpose is to permit the elec-
tric utility to comply with any federal, state,
or local environmental law, regulation, or
rule. Representative examples of such capital
projects to be included (as of the date of
adoption of this rule) are electrostatic precip-
itators, fabric filters, nitrous oxide emissions
control equipment, and flue gas desulfuriza-
tion equipment. The costs of such capital pro-
jects shall be those identified on the electric
utility’s books and records as of the last day
of the test year, as updated, utilized in the
general rate proceeding in which the ECRM
is established;

(E) General rate proceeding means a gen-
eral rate increase proceeding or complaint
proceeding before the commission in which
all relevant factors that may affect the costs,
or rates and charges, of the electric utility are
considered by the commission;

(F) Rate class is a customer class as
defined in an electric utility’s tariff. General-
ly, rate classes include Residential, Small
General Service, Large General Service, and
Large Power Service, but may include addi-
tional rate classes. Each rate class includes all
customers served under all variations of the
rate schedules available to that class;

(G) Staff means the staff of the Public Ser-
vice Commission; and

(H) True-up year means the twelve (12)-
month period beginning on the first day of the
first calendar month following the effective
date of the commission order approving an
ECRM unless the effective date is on the first
day of the calendar month. If the effective
date of the commission order approving a rate
mechanism is on the first day of a calendar
month, then the true-up year begins on the
effective date of the commission order. The
first annual true-up period shall end on the
last day of the twelfth calendar month follow-
ing the effective date of the commission order
establishing the ECRM. Subsequent true-up
years shall be the succeeding twelve (12)-
month periods. If a general rate proceeding is
concluded prior to the conclusion of a true-up
year, the true-up year may be less than twelve
(12) months. If the commission approves
both a fuel adjustment clause mechanism and
an ECRM for the electric utility, the true-up
year will be the same for both.

(2) Applications to Establish, Continue, or
Modify an ECRM. Pursuant to the provisions
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of this rule, 4 CSR 240-2.060, and section
386.266, RSMo, only an electric utility in a
general rate proceeding may file an applica-
tion with the commission to establish, con-
tinue, or modify an ECRM by filing tariff
schedules. Any party in a general rate pro-
ceeding in which an ECRM is in effect or
proposed may seek to continue, modify, or
oppose the ECRM. The commission shall
approve, modify, or reject such applications
to establish an ECRM only after providing
the opportunity for a full hearing in a gener-
al rate proceeding. The commission shall
consider all relevant factors that may affect
the costs or overall rates and charges of the
petitioning electric utility.

(A) The commission may approve the
establishment, continuation, or modification
of an ECRM and rate schedules implement-
ing an ECRM provided that it finds that the
ECRM it approves is reasonably designed to
provide the electric utility with a sufficient
opportunity to earn a fair return on equity.
Any rate schedule approved to implement an
ECRM must conform to the ECRM approved
by the commission.

(B) The commission may take into account
any change in business risk to the utility
resulting from establishment, continuation,
or modification of the ECRM in setting the
electric utility’s allowed return in any rate
proceeding, in addition to any other changes
in business risk experienced by the electric
utility.

(C) In determining which environmental
cost components to include in an ECRM, the
commission will consider, but is not limited
to only considering, the magnitude of the
costs, the ability of the utility to manage the
costs, the incentive provided to the utility as
a result of the inclusion or exclusion of the
cost, and the extent to which the cost is relat-
ed to environmental compliance.

(D) The commission may, in its discretion,
determine what portion of prudently incurred
environmental costs may be recovered in an
ECRM and what portion shall be recovered
in base rates.

(E) Any party to the general rate proceed-
ing may oppose the establishment, continua-
tion, or modification of an ECRM and/or
may propose alternative ECRMs for the com-
mission’s consideration, including but not
limited to modifications to the electric utili-
ty’s proposed ECRM.

(F) The ECRM shall be based on known
and measurable environmental costs that have
been incurred by the electric utility.

(G) If an ECRM is approved, the commis-
sion shall determine the base environmental
revenue requirement.

(H) If costs are requested to be recovered

through the ECRM and the revenue to be col-
lected in the ECRM rate schedules exceeds
two and one-half percent (2.5%) of the elec-
tric utility’s Missouri annual gross jurisdic-
tional revenues, the electric utility cannot
subsequently request that any cost identified
as an environmental cost be recovered
through a fuel rate adjustment mechanism.

(I) The electric utility shall include in its
initial notice to customers regarding the gen-
eral rate case, a commission approved
description of how the costs passed through
the proposed ECRM requested shall be
applied to monthly bills.

(J) The electric utility shall meet the filing
requirements in 4 CSR 240-3.162(2), in con-
junction with an application to establish an
ECRM, and 4 CSR 240-3.162(3), in con-
junction with an application to continue or
modify an ECRM.

(3) Application for Discontinuation of an
ECRM. The commission shall allow or
require the rate schedules that define and
implement an ECRM to be discontinued and
withdrawn only after providing the opportu-
nity for a full hearing in a general rate pro-
ceeding. The commission shall consider all
relevant factors that affect the cost or overall
rates and charges of the petitioning electric
utility.

(A) Any party to the general rate proceed-
ing may oppose the discontinuation of an
ECRM on the grounds that the electric utili-
ty is currently experiencing, or in the next
four (4) years is likely to experience, declin-
ing costs or on any other grounds that would
result in a detriment to the public interest. If
the commission finds that the electric utility
is seeking to discontinue the ECRM under
these circumstances, the commission shall
not permit the ECRM to be discontinued, and
shall order its continuation or modification.
To continue or modify the ECRM under such
circumstances, the commission must find that
it provides the electric utility with a sufficient
opportunity to earn a fair rate of return on
equity.

(B) The commission may take into account
any change in business risk to the corporation
resulting from discontinuance of the ECRM
in setting the electric utility’s allowed return
in any rate proceeding, in addition to any
other changes in business risk experienced by
the electric utility.

(C) The electric utility shall include, in its
initial notice to customers regarding the gen-
eral rate case, a commission approved
description of why it believes the ECRM
should be discontinued.

(D) Subsections (2)(C) through (2)(H)
shall apply to any proposal for continuation

or modification.
(E) The electric utility shall meet the filing

requirements in 4 CSR 240-3.162(4).

(4) Periodic Adjustments of ECRMs. If an
electric utility files proposed rate schedules
to adjust its ECRM rates between general rate
proceedings, the staff shall examine and ana-
lyze the information filed by the electric util-
ity in accordance with 4 CSR 240-3.162 and
additional information obtained through dis-
covery, if any, to determine if the proposed
adjustment to the ECRM is in accordance
with the provisions of this rule, section
386.266, RSMo, and the ECRM established
in the most recent general rate proceeding.
The staff shall submit a recommendation
regarding its examination and analysis to the
commission not later than thirty (30) days
after the electric utility files its tariff sched-
ules to adjust its ECRM rates. If the ECRM
rate adjustment is in accordance with the pro-
visions of this rule, section 386.266, RSMo,
and the ECRM established in the most recent
general rate proceeding, the commission shall
either issue an interim rate adjustment order
approving the tariff schedules and the ECRM
rate adjustments within sixty (60) days of the
electric utility’s filing or, if no such order is
issued, the tariff schedules and the ECRM
rate adjustments shall take effect sixty (60)
days after the tariff schedules were filed. If
the ECRM rate adjustment is not in accor-
dance with the provisions of this rule, section
386.266, RSMo, or the ECRM established in
the most recent rate proceeding, the commis-
sion shall reject the proposed rate schedules
within sixty (60) days of the electric utility’s
filing and may instead order implementation
of an appropriate interim rate schedule(s).

(A) The periodic adjustments shall be lim-
ited to the expense items and the capital pro-
jects that are used to determine the environ-
mental revenue requirement in the previous
general rate proceeding and those invest-
ments or expenses necessary to comply with
the electric utility’s Environmental Compli-
ance Plan for the period the ECRM is in
effect.

1. The costs for capital projects will be
eligible for recovery via a periodic adjust-
ment so long as the capital cost of the item
when it is placed into service is greater than
or equal to the original cost (as of the time
that such least costly capital item was placed
into service) of the least costly capital item
that was included in the environmental rev-
enue requirement (to be determined as pro-
vided in 4 CSR 240-20.091(1)(D)); and

2. Waivers from the limitations in this
subsection (4)(A) may be sought for capital
projects placed into service that could not
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have been anticipated in the previous general
rate proceeding or that do not meet the
threshold provided for in the immediately
preceding sentence.

(B) The periodic adjustment shall reflect a
comprehensive measurement of both increas-
es and decreases to the environmental rev-
enue requirement established in the prior
general rate proceeding plus the additional
environmental costs incurred since the prior
rate proceeding.

(C) Any periodic adjustment made to
ECRM rate schedules shall not generate an
annual amount of general revenue that
exceeds two and one-half percent (2.5%) of
the electric utility’s Missouri gross jurisdic-
tional revenues established in the electric util-
ity’s most recent general rate proceeding.

1. Missouri gross jurisdictional revenues
shall be the amount established in the electric
utility’s most recent general rate proceeding
and exclude gross receipts tax, sales tax, and
other similar pass-through taxes not included
in tariffed rates for regulated services;

2. The electric utility shall be permitted
to collect any applicable gross receipts tax,
sales tax, or other similar pass-through taxes,
and such taxes shall not be counted against
the two and one-half percent (2.5%) rate
adjustment cap; and

3. Any environmental costs, to the
extent addressed by the ECRM, not recovered
as a result of the two and one-half percent
(2.5%) limitation on rate adjustments may be
deferred, at a carrying cost each month equal
to the utility’s net of tax cost of capital, for
recovery in a subsequent year or in the utili-
ty’s next general rate proceeding.

(D) An electric utility with an ECRM shall
file one (1) mandatory adjustment to its
ECRM in each true-up year coinciding with
the true-up of its ECRM. It may also file one
(1) additional adjustment to its ECRM with-
in a true-up year with the timing and number
of such additional filings to be determined in
the general rate proceeding establishing the
ECRM and in general rate proceedings there-
after.

(E) The electric utility must be current on
its submission of its Surveillance Monitoring
Reports as required in section (9) and its
monthly reporting requirements as required
by 4 CSR 240-3.162(5) in order for the com-
mission to process the electric utility’s
requested ECRM adjustment increasing rates.

(F) If the staff, Office of the Public Coun-
sel (OPC), or other party who receives the
information that the electric utility is required
to submit in 4 CSR 240-3.162 and as ordered
by the commission in a previous proceeding,
believes that the information required to be
submitted pursuant to 4 CSR 240-3.162 and

the commission order establishing the ECRM
has not been submitted in compliance with
that rule, it shall notify the electric utility
within ten (10) days of the electric utility’s
filing of an application or tariff schedules to
adjust the ECRM rates and identify the infor-
mation required. The electric utility shall
supply the information identified by the party,
or shall notify the party that it believes the
information provided was in compliance with
the requirements of 4 CSR 240-3.162, with-
in ten (10) days of the request. If the electric
utility does not timely supply the informa-
tion, the party asserting the failure to provide
the required information must timely file a
motion to compel with the commission.
While the commission is considering the
motion to compel, the processing time line
for the adjustment to increase ECRM rates
shall be suspended. If the commission then
issues an order requiring the information be
provided, the time necessary for the informa-
tion to be provided shall further extend the
processing time line for the adjustment to
increase ECRM rates. For good cause shown
the commission may further suspend this
timeline. Any delay in providing sufficient
information in compliance with 4 CSR 240-
3.162 in a request to decrease ECRM rates
shall not alter the processing timeline.

(5) True-ups of an ECRM. An electric utility
that files for an ECRM shall include in its
tariff schedules and application, if filed in
addition to tariff schedules, provision for
true-ups on at least an annual basis which
shall accurately and appropriately remedy
any over-collection or under-collection
through subsequent rate adjustments or
refunds.

(A) The subsequent true-up rate adjust-
ments or refunds shall include interest at the
electric utility’s short-term borrowing rate.
The interest rate on accumulated ECRM
under-collections or over-collections shall be
calculated on a monthly basis for each month
the ECRM rate is in effect, equal to the
weighted average interest rate paid by the
electric utility on short-term debt for that cal-
endar month. This rate shall then be applied
to a simple average of the same month’s
beginning and ending cumulative ECRM
over-collection or under-collection balance.
Each month’s accumulated interest shall be
included in the ECRM over-collection or
under-collection balances on an ongoing
basis.

(B) The true-up adjustment shall be the dif-
ference between the revenue collected and the
revenue authorized for collection during the
true-up period and billed revenues associated
with the ECRM during the true-up period.

(C) The electric utility must be current on
its submission of its Surveillance Monitoring
Reports as required in section (9) and its
monthly reporting requirements as required
by 4 CSR 240-3.162(5) at the time that it files
its application for a true-up of its ECRM in
order for the commission to process the elec-
tric utility’s requested annual true-up of any
under-collection.

(D) The staff shall examine and analyze the
information filed by the electric utility pur-
suant to 4 CSR 240-3.162 and additional
information obtained through discovery, to
determine whether the true-up is in accor-
dance with the provisions of this rule, section
386.266, RSMo, and the ECRM established
in the electric utility’s most recent general
rate proceeding. The staff shall submit a rec-
ommendation regarding its examination and
analysis to the commission not later than thir-
ty (30) days after the electric utility files its
tariff schedules for a true-up. The commis-
sion shall either issue an order deciding the
true-up within sixty (60) days of the electric
utility’s filing, suspend the timeline of the
true-up in order to receive additional evi-
dence and hold a hearing if needed, or, if no
such order is issued, the tariff schedules and
the ECRM rate adjustments shall take effect
by operation of law sixty (60) days after the
electric utility’s filing.

1. If the staff, OPC, or other party who
receives the information that the electric util-
ity is required to submit in 4 CSR 240-3.162
and, as ordered by the commission in a pre-
vious proceeding, believes the information
that is required to be submitted pursuant to 4
CSR 240-3.162 and the commission order
establishing the ECRM has not been submit-
ted or is insufficient to make a recommenda-
tion regarding the electric utility’s true-up fil-
ing, it shall notify the electric utility within
ten (10) days of the electric utility’s filing and
identify the information required. The elec-
tric utility shall supply the information iden-
tified by the party, or shall notify the party
that it believes the information provided was
responsive to the requirements, within ten
(10) days of the request. If the electric utility
does not timely supply the information, the
party asserting the failure to provide the
required information must timely file a
motion to compel with the commission.
While the commission is considering the
motion to compel, the processing timeline for
the adjustment to the ECRM rates shall be
suspended. If the commission then issues an
order requiring the information to be provid-
ed, the time necessary for the information to
be provided shall further extend the process-
ing timeline. For good cause shown, the com-
mission may further suspend this timeline.
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2. If the party requesting the informa-
tion can demonstrate to the commission that
the adjustment shall result in a reduction in
the ECRM rates, the processing timeline
shall continue with the best information avail-
able. When the electric utility provides the
necessary information, the ECRM shall be
adjusted again, if necessary, to reflect the
additional information provided by the elec-
tric utility.

(6) Duration of ECRMs and Requirement for
General Rate Case. Once an ECRM is
approved by the commission, it shall remain
in effect for a term of not more than four (4)
years unless the commission earlier autho-
rizes the modification, extension, or discon-
tinuance of the ECRM in a general rate pro-
ceeding, although an electric utility may
submit proposed rate schedules to implement
periodic adjustments to its ECRM rates
between general rate proceedings.

(A) If the commission approves an ECRM
for an electric utility, the electric utility must
file a general rate case with the effective date
of new rates to be no later than four (4) years
after the effective date of the commission
order implementing the ECRM, assuming the
maximum statutory suspension of the rates so
filed.

(B) The four (4)-year period shall not
include any periods in which the electric util-
ity is prohibited from collecting any charges
under the adjustment mechanism, or any
period for which charges collected under the
ECRM must be fully refunded. In the event a
court determines that the ECRM is unlawful
and all moneys collected are fully refunded as
a result of such a decision, the electric utility
shall be relieved of any obligation to file a
rate case. The term fully refunded as used in
this section does not include amounts refund-
ed as a result of reductions in net environ-
mental compliance costs or prudence adjust-
ments.

(7) Prudence Reviews Respecting an ECRM.
A prudence review of the costs subject to the
ECRM shall be conducted no less frequently
than at eighteen (18)-month intervals.

(A) All amounts ordered refunded by the
commission shall include interest at the elec-
tric utility’s short-term borrowing rate. The
interest shall be calculated on a monthly basis
in the same manner as described in subsec-
tion (5)(A).

(B) The staff shall submit a recommenda-
tion regarding its examination and analysis to
the commission not later than one hundred
eighty (180) days after the staff initiates its
prudence audit. The timing and frequency of
prudence audits for each ECRM shall be

established in the general rate proceeding in
which the ECRM is established. The staff
shall file notice within ten (10) days of start-
ing its prudence audit. The commission shall
issue an order not later than two hundred ten
(210) days after the staff commences its pru-
dence audit if no party to the proceeding in
which the prudence audit is occurring files,
within one hundred ninety (190) days of the
staff’s commencement of its prudence audit,
a request for a hearing.

1. If the staff, OPC, or other party
auditing the ECRM believes that insufficient
information has been supplied to make a rec-
ommendation regarding the prudence of the
electric utility’s ECRM, it may utilize dis-
covery to obtain the information it seeks. If
the electric utility does not timely supply the
information, the party asserting the failure to
provide the required information must timely
file a motion to compel with the commission.
While the commission is considering the
motion to compel the processing timeline
shall be suspended. If the commission then
issues an order requiring the information to
be provided, the time necessary for the infor-
mation to be provided shall further extend the
processing timeline. For good cause shown,
the commission may further suspend this
timeline.

2. If the timeline is extended due to an
electric utility’s failure to timely provide suf-
ficient responses to discovery, and a refund is
due to the customers, the electric utility shall
refund all imprudently incurred costs plus
interest at the electric utility’s short-term bor-
rowing rate. The interest shall be calculated
on a monthly basis in the same manner as
described in subsection (5)(A).

(8) Disclosure on Customers’ Bills. Any
amounts charged under an ECRM approved
by the commission shall be separately dis-
closed on each customer’s bill. Proposed lan-
guage regarding this disclosure shall be sub-
mitted to the commission for the
commission’s approval.

(9) Submission of Surveillance Monitoring
Reports. Each electric utility with an
approved ECRM shall submit to staff, OPC,
and parties approved by the commission a
Surveillance Monitoring Report in the form
and having the content provided for by 4 CSR
240-3.162(6).

(A) The Surveillance Monitoring Report
shall be submitted within fifteen (15) days of
the electric utility’s next scheduled United
States Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) 10-Q or 10-K filing with the initial
submission within fifteen (15) days of the
electric utility’s next scheduled SEC 10-Q or
10-K filing following the effective date of the

commission order establishing the ECRM.
(B) If the electric utility also has an

approved fuel rate adjustment mechanism,
the electric utility must submit a single
Surveillance Monitoring Report for both the
ECRM and the fuel rate adjustment mecha-
nism. However, for the Surveillance Monitor-
ing Report to be complete for the ECRM, it
must include a list of all settlements in
regards to environmental compliance causing
the electric utility to incur expenses or make
investments in excess of one hundred thou-
sand dollars ($100,000) or fines against the
electric utility in regards to environmental
compliance greater than one hundred thou-
sand dollars ($100,000) as required in 4 CSR
240-3.162(6)(A)5.G.

(C) Upon a finding that a utility has know-
ingly or recklessly provided materially false
or inaccurate information to the commission
regarding the surveillance data prescribed in
4 CSR 240-3.162(6), after notice and an
opportunity for a hearing, the commission
may suspend an ECRM or order other appro-
priate remedies as provided by law.

(10) Pre-Existing Adjustment Mechanisms,
Tariffs, and Regulatory Plans. The provisions
of this rule shall not affect the following:

(A) Any adjustment mechanism, rate
schedule, tariff, incentive plan, or other
ratemaking mechanism that was approved by
the commission and in effect prior to the
effective date of this rule; and

(B) Any experimental regulatory plan that
was approved by the commission and in effect
prior to the effective date of this rule.

(11) Nothing in this rule shall preclude a
complaint case from being filed, as provided
by law, on the grounds that a utility is earn-
ing more than a fair return on equity, nor
shall an electric utility be permitted to use the
existence of its ECRM as a defense to a com-
plaint case based upon an allegation that it is
earning more than a fair return on equity. If a
complaint is filed on the grounds that a utili-
ty is earning more than a fair return on equi-
ty, the commission shall issue a procedural
schedule that includes a clear delineation of
the case timeline no later than sixty (60) days
from the date the complaint is filed.

(12) Rule Review. The commission shall
review the effectiveness of this rule by no
later than December 31, 2011, and may, if it
deems necessary, initiate rulemaking pro-
ceedings to revise this rule.

(13) Waiver of Provisions of this Rule. Provi-
sions of this rule may be waived by the com-
mission for good cause shown after an oppor-
tunity for a hearing.
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AUTHORITY: sections 386.250 and 393.140,
RSMo 2000 and section 386.266, RSMo
Supp. 2008.* Original rule filed Oct. 31,
2007, effective June 30, 2008, terminated
Jan. 4, 2009. Refiled: Dec. 31, 2008, effec-
tive Aug. 30, 2009.

*Original authority: 386.250, RSMo 1939, amended
1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1996; 386.266, RSMo 2005; and 393.140, RSMo 1939,
amended 1949, 1967.

Rule Action Notice: On December 4, 2008,
the circuit court granted the moving parties’
(Office of Public Counsel and Missouri
Industrial Energy Consumers) motion for
reversal and entered a judgment reversing the
Public Service Commission’s Final Order of
Rulemaking. The circuit court’s judgment
reversing the commission’s Final Order of
Rulemaking became final on January 4,
2009. After January 4, 2009, 4 CSR 240-
20.091 shall be terminated and of no further
force and effect.

4 CSR 240-20.092 Definitions for Demand-
Side Programs and Demand-Side Pro-
grams Investment Mechanisms 

PURPOSE: This rule incorporates definitions
for all terms used in 4 CSR 240-20.093
Demand-Side Programs Investment Mecha-
nisms (DSIM) and 4 CSR 240-20.094
Demand-Side Programs.

(1) As used in 4 CSR 240-20.093 and 4 CSR
240-20.094, the following terms mean:

(A) Annual report means a report of infor-
mation concerning a utility’s demand-side
programs having the content described in 4
CSR 240-20.093(9);

(B) Approved demand-side program means
a demand-side program or program pilot
which is approved by the commission in
accordance with 4 CSR 240-20.094 Demand-
Side Programs;

(C) Avoided costs or avoided utility costs
means the cost savings obtained by substituting
demand-side programs for existing and new
supply-side resources. Avoided costs include
avoided utility costs resulting from demand-
side programs’ energy savings and demand
savings associated with generation, transmis-
sion, and distribution facilities including avoid-
ed probable environmental compliance costs.
The utility shall use the integrated resource
plan and risk analysis used in its most recent-
ly adopted preferred resource plan to calculate
its avoided costs;

(D) Baseline demand forecast means a ref-
erence forecast of summer or winter peak
demand at the customer class level and on the

customer side of the meter, excluding the
effects of any new demand-side programs but
including the effects of naturally-occurring
energy efficiency and any codes and stan-
dards that were in place and known to be
enacted at the time the forecast is completed;

(E) Baseline energy forecast means a refer-
ence forecast of energy at the customer class
level and on the customer side of the meter,
excluding the effects of any new demand-side
programs but including the effects of naturally-
occurring energy efficiency and any codes and
standards that were in place and known to be
enacted at the time the forecast is completed;

(F) Cost recovery amount  means the amount
approved by the commission in a utility’s fil-
ing for demand-side program approval or a
DSIM rate adjustment case to provide the
utility with cost recovery of demand-side pro-
gram costs based on the approved cost recov-
ery component of a DSIM;

(G) Cost recovery component of a DSIM
means the methodology approved by the com-
mission in a utility’s filing for demand-side
program approval to allow the utility to
receive recovery of costs of approved
demand-side programs with interest;

(H) Customer class means major customer
rate groupings such as residential, small gen-
eral service, large general service, and large
power service; 

(I) Deemed savings means the estimated
measure-level annual energy savings and/or
demand savings documented or calculated in
the approved technical resource manual, tech-
nical reference manual (TRM), or statewide
TRM, multiplied by the documented measure
count. The demand-side program deemed sav-
ings is the sum of the deemed savings for all
measures installed in a demand-side program.
The demand-side portfolio deemed savings is
the sum of all demand-side program deemed
savings;

(J) Demand means the rate of electric
power use over an hour measured in kilowatts
(kW);

(K) Demand response means measures that
decrease peak demand or shift demand to off-
peak periods;

(L) Demand-side portfolio means all of a
utility’s demand-side programs at a defined
point in time;  

(M) Demand-side program means any pro-
gram conducted by the utility to modify the
net consumption of  electricity on the retail
customer’s side of the electric meter, includ-
ing, but not limited to, energy efficiency mea-
sures, load management, demand response,
and  interruptible or curtailable load, but not
including deprivation of service or low-
income weatherization;

(N) Demand-side programs investment

mechanism, or DSIM, means a mechanism
approved by the commission in a utility’s filing
for demand-side program approval to encour-
age investments in demand-side programs. The
DSIM may include: a program cost recovery
component of a DSIM, a throughput disincen-
tive component of a DSIM, and an earnings
opportunity component of a DSIM;

(O) Demand savings target means the
demand savings level approved by the com-
mission under 4 CSR 240-20.094(4)(I) or 4
CSR 240-20.094(5)(A)5. Demand savings tar-
gets are the baseline for determining the utili-
ty’s demand-side portfolio’s demand savings
performance levels for the earnings opportuni-
ty component of a DSIM;

(P) DSIM amount means the sum of the
program cost recovery amount, throughput
disincentive amount, and earnings opportuni-
ty amount;

(Q) DSIM rate means the rate used to
determine the charge on customers’ bills for
the portion of the DSIM amount assigned by
the commission to a rate class; 

(R) Earnings opportunity amount means
the amount approved by the commission in a
utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval or a rate adjustment case to provide
the utility with an earnings opportunity
amount based on the approved earnings
opportunity component of a DSIM;

(S) Earnings opportunity component of a
DSIM means the methodology approved by
the commission in a utility’s filing for
demand-side program approval to allow the
utility to receive an earnings opportunity.
Any earnings opportunity component of a
DSIM shall be implemented on a retrospec-
tive basis, and all energy and demand savings
used to determine a DSIM earnings opportu-
nity  amount shall be verified and document-
ed through EM&V reports;

(T) Economic potential means energy sav-
ings and demand savings relative to a utility’s
baseline energy forecast and baseline demand
forecast, respectively, resulting from customer
adoption of all cost-effective measures,
regardless of customer preferences; 

(U) Electric utility or utility means any
electric corporation as defined in section
386.020, RSMo;

(V) Energy means the total amount of elec-
tric power that is used over a specified inter-
val of time measured in kilowatt-hours
(kWh);

(W) Energy efficiency means measures
that reduce the amount of electricity required
to achieve a given end-use; 

(X) Energy savings target means the ener-
gy savings level approved by the commission
under 4 CSR 240-20.094(4)(I) or 4 CSR 240-
20.094(5)(A)6.  Energy savings targets are
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the baseline for determining the utility’s
demand-side portfolio’s energy savings per-
formance levels for the earnings opportunity
component of a DSIM;

(Y) Evaluation, measurement, and verifi-
cation, or EM&V, means the performance of
studies and activities intended to evaluate the
process of the utility’s program delivery and
oversight and to estimate and/or verify the
estimated annual energy and demand savings,
and to report on the benefits, cost effective-
ness, and other effects from demand-side
programs, based on those estimated and/or
verified energy and demand savings;

(Z) Filing for demand-side programs
approval means a utility’s filing for establish-
ment, modification, or discontinuance of
demand-side program(s) which may also
include a simultaneous request for the estab-
lishment, modification, or discontinuance of
a DSIM;

(AA) General rate proceeding means a
general rate increase proceeding or complaint
proceeding before the commission in which
all relevant factors that may affect the costs or
rates and charges of the electric utility are
considered by the commission;

(BB) Interruptible or curtailable rate
means a tariffed rate under which a customer
receives a reduced charge in exchange for
agreeing to allow the utility to withdraw the
supply of electricity under certain specified
conditions;

(CC) Market potential study means a quan-
titative analysis of the amount of energy and
demand savings that may exist, is cost-effec-
tive, and could be realized through the imple-
mentation of demand-side programs, policies,
and rate design; 

(DD) Market transformation means the
strategic process of intervening in a market to
create lasting change in market behavior by
removing identified barriers or exploiting
opportunities to accelerate the adoption of all
cost-effective demand-side savings as a mat-
ter of standard practice;

(EE) Maximum achievable potential means
energy savings and demand savings relative to
a utility’s baseline energy forecast and base-
line demand forecast, respectively, resulting
from expected program participation and
ideal implementation conditions. Maximum
achievable potential establishes a maximum
target for demand-side savings that a utility
can expect to achieve through its demand-side
programs and involves incentives that repre-
sent a very high portion of total programs
costs and very short customer payback peri-
ods. Maximum achievable potential is con-
sidered the hypothetical upper-boundary of
achievable demand-side savings potential,
because it presumes conditions that are ideal

and not typically observed;  
(FF) Measure means any device, technolo-

gy, behavioral response mechanism, or oper-
ating procedure that makes it possible to
deliver the same or better levels of energy
service while— 

1. Using less electricity than would oth-
erwise be required to achieve a given end-
use; or

2. Altering the time pattern of end-use
electricity so as to decrease peak demand or
shift demand to off-peak periods;

(GG) MEEIA means the Missouri Energy
Efficiency Investment Act, section 393.1075,
RSMo;

(HH) Net benefits means the program ben-
efits measured and documented through
EM&V reports, TRMs and statewide TRM,
less the sum of the program costs including
the design, administration, delivery, end-use
measures, incentive payments to customers,
EM&V, utility market potential studies, and
statewide TRM or TRM and statewide TRM;

(II) Non-Energy Benefits means— 
1. Direct benefits to participants in util-

ity demand side programs, including, but not
limited to, increased property values,
increased productivity, decreased water and
sewer bills, reduced operations and mainte-
nance costs, improved tenant satisfaction, and
increases to the comfort, health, and safety of
participants and their families;

2. Direct benefits to utilities, including,
but not limited to, reduced arrearage carrying
costs, reduced customer collection
calls/notices, reduced termination/reconnec-
tion costs, and reduced bad debt write-offs; or

3. Indirect benefits to society at large,
including, but not limited to, job creation,
economic development, energy security, pub-
lic safety, reduced emissions and emission
related health care costs, and other environ-
mental benefits;

4. Non-Energy Benefits may be includ-
ed in the total resource cost test (TRC) only
if they result in avoided utility costs that may
be calculated with a reasonable degree of
confidence. Non-energy benefits may always
be considered in the societal cost test.;

(JJ) Participant costs test (PCT) means a
test of the cost-effectiveness of demand-side
programs that measures the economics of a
demand-side program from the perspective of
the customers participating in the program;

(KK) Preferred resource plan means the
utility’s resource plan that is contained in the
resource acquisition strategy most recently
adopted by the utility’s decision-makers in
accordance with 4 CSR 240-22;

(LL) Probable environmental compliance
costs means the costs to the utility of com-
plying with new or additional environmental

legal mandates, taxes, or other requirements
that, in the judgment of the utility’s decision-
makers, may be reasonably expected to be
incurred by the utility and are included in the
integrated resource plan and risk analysis
used in its most recently-adopted preferred
resource plan;

(MM Program pilot means a demand-side
program designed to operate on a limited
basis for evaluation purposes before full
implementation;

(NN) Ratepayer impact measure (RIM) test
is a measure of the difference between the
change in total revenues paid to a utility and
the change in total cost incurred by the utility
as a result of the implementation of demand-
side programs. The benefits are the avoided
costs as a result of implementation. The costs
consist of incentives paid to participants,
other costs incurred by the utility, and the
loss in revenue as a result of diminished con-
sumption, and the utility’s earnings opportu-
nity as a result of implementation of demand-
side programs. Utility costs include the costs
to administer, deliver, and evaluate each
demand-side program and the costs of
statewide TRM or TRM and statewide TRM;

(OO) Realistic achievable potential means
energy savings and demand savings relative to
a utility’s baseline energy forecast and base-
line demand forecast, respectively, resulting
from expected program participation and
realistic implementation conditions. Realistic
achievable potential establishes a realistic tar-
get for demand-side savings that a utility can
expect to achieve through its demand-side
programs and involves incentives that repre-
sent a moderate portion of total program
costs and longer customer payback periods
when compared to those associated with
maximum achievable potential; 

(PP) Societal cost test means the total
resource cost test with the addition of non-
energy benefits;

(QQ) Staff means all personnel employed
by the commission, whether on a permanent
or contract basis, except: commissioners;
commissioner support staff, including techni-
cal advisory staff; personnel in the secre-
tary’s office; and personnel in the general
counsel’s office, including personnel in the
adjudication department. Employees in the
staff counsel’s office are members of the
commission’s staff;

(RR) Technical potential means energy
savings and demand savings relative to a util-
ity’s baseline energy forecast and baseline
demand forecast, respectively, resulting from
a theoretical construct that assumes all feasi-
ble measures are adopted by customers of the
utility regardless of cost or customer prefer-
ence;
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(SS) Technical resource manual, technical
reference manual or TRM means a document
used to quantify energy savings and demand
savings attributable to energy efficiency and
demand response programs within an electric
utility’s service territory. The TRM may be a
statewide or utility-specific document that is
approved by the commission;

(TT) Throughput disincentive means the
electric utility’s lost margin revenues that
result from decreased retail sales volumes
due to its demand-side programs; 

(UU) Throughput disincentive amount
means the amount approved by the commission
in a utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval or a DSIM rate adjustment case to
provide the utility with recovery of throughput
disincentive based on the approved through-
put disincentive component of a DSIM;

(VV) Throughput disincentive component
of a DSIM means the methodology approved
by the commission in a utility’s filing for a
demand-side program approval to allow the
utility to receive recovery of throughput dis-
incentive with interest;

(WW) Total resource cost test or TRC
means a test that compares the sum of avoid-
ed utility costs, including avoided probable
environmental costs to the sum of all incre-
mental costs of end-use measures that are
implemented due to the program (including
both utility and participant contributions),
plus utility costs to administer, deliver, and
evaluate each demand side program and costs
of statewide TRM or TRM and statewide
TRM; and  

(XX) Utility cost test (UCT) means a test
that compares the sum of avoided utility
costs, including avoided probable environ-
mental costs, to the sum of all incremental
costs of end use measures that are imple-
mented due to the program, excluding partic-
ipant contributions, plus utility costs to
administer, deliver, and evaluate each
demand-side program and costs of statewide
TRM or TRM and statewide TRM.

(2) Upon request and for good cause shown,
the commission may grant a variance from
any provision of this rule.

AUTHORITY: section 393.1075.11, RSMo
2016.*  Original rule filed Dec. 27, 2016,
effective Oct. 30, 2017.

*Original authority: 393.1075, RSMo 2009.

4 CSR 240-20.093 Demand-Side Programs
Investment Mechanisms 

PURPOSE: This rule allows the establish-

ment and operation of Demand-Side Pro-
grams Investment Mechanisms (DSIM),
which allow periodic rate adjustments related
to recovery of costs and utility incentives for
investments in demand-side programs.

(1) The definitions of terms used in this sec-
tion can be found in 4 CSR 240-20.092 Def-
initions for Demand-Side Programs and
Demand-Side Programs Investment Mecha-
nisms.

(2) Applications to establish, continue, or
modify a Demand-Side Programs Investment
Mechanism (DSIM). Pursuant to the provi-
sions of this rule, 4 CSR 240-2.060, and sec-
tion 393.1075, RSMo, an electric utility shall
file an application with the commission to
establish, continue, or modify a DSIM in a
utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval.  

(A) An application to establish a DSIM shall
include the following supporting information
as part of, or in addition to, its direct testimo-
ny. Supporting workpapers shall be submitted
with all models and spreadsheets provided as
executable versions in native format with all
links and formulas intact. 

1. The notice provided to customers
describing how the proposed DSIM will work,
how any proposed DSIM rate will be deter-
mined, and how any DSIM rate will appear on
customers’ bills; 

2. An example customer bill showing
how the proposed DSIM shall be separately
identified on affected customers’ bills;

3. A complete, reasonably detailed,
description and explanation of the design,
rationale, and intended operation of the pro-
posed DSIM;

4. Estimates of the effect of the DSIM
and all other impacts of the demand-side pro-
gram spending, in aggregate, on customer
rates and average bills for each of the next
five (5) years, and as a net present value of
net benefits over the lifetime of the demand-
side program impacts, for each rate class; 

5. Estimates of the effect of the DSIM
on earnings and key credit metrics for each of
the next three (3) years including the level of
earnings and key credit metrics expected to
occur for each of the next three (3) years with
and without the  DSIM;

6. A complete, reasonably detailed,
explanation of all the costs that shall be con-
sidered for recovery under the proposed DSIM
and the specific account used for each cost
item on the electric utility’s books and records; 

7. A complete, reasonably detailed,
explanation of any change in business risk to
the electric utility resulting from implementa-
tion of a DSIM in setting the electric utility’s

allowed return on equity, in addition to any
other changes in business risk experienced by
the electric utility;

8. A proposal for how the commission
can determine if the DSIM is aligned with
helping customers use energy more efficient-
ly;

9. If the utility proposes to adjust its
DSIM rates between general rate proceed-
ings, proposed DSIM rate adjustment clause
tariff sheets; and

10. If the utility proposes to adjust the
DSIM amount between general rate proceed-
ings, a complete, reasonably detailed, expla-
nation of how the DSIM rates shall be estab-
lished and how they will be adjusted for any
over- and/or under-recovery amounts, as well
as the impact on the DSIM amount as a result
of, established, modified, or discontinued
demand-side programs.

(B) If an electric utility files to modify its
approved DSIM, the electric utility shall file
with the commission and serve upon parties,
as provided in section (15) below, the follow-
ing supporting information as part of, or in
addition to, direct testimony. Supporting
workpapers shall be submitted with all models
and spreadsheets provided as executable ver-
sions in native format with all links and for-
mulas intact;

1. Information as required by subsection
(2)(A), above;

2. Explanation of any proposed modifi-
cation to the DSIM and why the proposed
modification is being requested; 

3. A complete, reasonably detailed,
explanation of any change in business risk to
the electric utility resulting from modification
of a DSIM in setting the electric utility’s
allowed return on equity, in addition to any
other changes in business risk experienced by
the electric utility; and

4. Any additional information the com-
mission orders to be provided.

(C) Any party to the application for a util-
ity’s filing for demand-side program approval
may support or oppose the establishment,
continuation, or modification of a DSIM
and/or may propose an alternative DSIM for
the commission’s consideration including,
but not limited to, modifications to any elec-
tric utility’s proposed DSIM.

(D) The commission shall approve the
establishment, continuation, or modification
of a DSIM and associated tariff sheets if it
finds the electric utility’s approved demand-
side programs are expected to result in ener-
gy and demand savings and are beneficial to
all customers in the customer class in which
the programs are proposed, regardless of
whether the programs are utilized by all cus-
tomers and will assist the commission’s
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efforts to implement state policy contained in
section 393.1075, RSMo, to—

1. Provide the electric utility with time-
ly recovery of all reasonable and prudent
costs of delivering cost-effective demand-side
programs; 

2. Ensure that utility financial incentives
are aligned with helping customers use ener-
gy more efficiently and in a manner that sus-
tains or enhances utility customers’ incen-
tives to use energy more efficiently; and

3. Provide timely earnings opportunities
associated with cost-effective measurable
and/or verifiable energy and demand savings;

(E) In addition to any other changes in
business risk experienced by the electric util-
ity, the commission shall consider changes in
the utility’s business risk resulting from
establishment, continuation, or modification
of the DSIM in setting the electric utility’s
allowed return on equity in general rate pro-
ceedings.

(F) In determining to approve a request to
establish, modify, or continue a DSIM, the
commission may consider, but is not limited
to only considering, the expected magnitude
of the impact of the utility’s approved
demand-side programs on the utility’s costs,
revenues, and earnings, the ability of the util-
ity to manage all aspects of the approved
demand-side programs, the ability to measure
and verify the approved demand-side pro-
grams’ impacts, any interaction among the
various components of the DSIM that the
utility may propose, and the incentives or dis-
incentives provided to the utility as a result of
the inclusion or exclusion of DSIM compo-
nents as defined in 4 CSR 240-20.092(N). In
this context the word “disincentives” means
any barrier to the implementation of a DSIM.
There is no penalty authorized in this section.

(G) Any cost recovery component of a
DSIM shall be based on costs of demand-side
programs approved by the commission in
accordance with 4 CSR 240-20.094 Demand-
Side Programs. Indirect costs associated with
demand-side programs, including but not
limited to, costs of evaluation, measurement,
and verification (EM&V), and/or utility’s
portion of statewide technical reference man-
ual, shall be allocated to demand-side pro-
grams and thus shall be eligible for recovery
through an approved DSIM. The commission
shall approve any cost recovery component of
a DSIM simultaneously with the programs
approved in accordance with 4 CSR 240-
20.094 Demand-Side Programs.

(H) Any throughput disincentive compo-
nent of DSIM shall be based on energy or
energy and demand savings from utility
demand-side programs approved by the com-
mission in accordance with 4 CSR 240-

20.094 Demand-Side Programs and will be
determined as a result of energy and demand
savings determined through EM&V. 

1. The commission shall order any
throughput disincentive component of a
DSIM simultaneously with the demand-side
programs approved in accordance with 4 CSR
240-20.094 Demand-Side Programs.

2. In a utility’s filing in which a
throughput disincentive component of a
DSIM is considered, there is no requirement
for any implicit or explicit utility throughput
disincentive component of a DSIM or for a
particular form of a throughput disincentive
component of a DSIM.

3. Any explicit throughput disincentive
component of a DSIM shall be implemented
on a prospective basis.

(I) Any earnings opportunity component of
a DSIM shall be based on the performance of
demand-side programs approved by the com-
mission in accordance with 4 CSR 240-
20.094 Demand-Side Programs and shall
include a methodology for determining the
utility’s earnings opportunity amount for
individual demand-side programs based upon
program performance relative to commis-
sion-approved performance metrics for each
demand-side program.

1. Energy and demand savings targets
approved by the commission for use in the
earnings opportunity  component of a DSIM
are not necessarily the same as the incremen-
tal energy and demand savings goals and
cumulative energy and demand savings goals
specified in 4 CSR 240-20.094(2).

2. The commission shall order any earn-
ings opportunity component of a DSIM
simultaneously with the approval of the
demand-side programs in accordance with 4
CSR 240-20.094 Demand-Side Programs.

3. Any earnings opportunity component
of a DSIM shall be implemented on a retro-
spective basis and all energy and demand sav-
ings used to determine a DSIM earnings
opportunity amount must be measured and
verified through EM&V.

(J) If the DSIM proposed by the utility
includes adjustments to DSIM rates between
general rate proceedings, the DSIM shall
include a provision to adjust the DSIM rates
not less than annually to include a true-up for
over- and under-recovery of the DSIM
amount as well as the impact on the DSIM
amount as a result of approved new, modi-
fied, or discontinued demand-side programs.

(K) If the commission approves an earnings
opportunity component of a DSIM, such earn-
ings opportunity component shall be binding
on the commission for the entire term of the
DSIM, and such DSIM shall be binding on the
electric utility for the entire term of the DSIM,

unless otherwise ordered or conditioned by the
commission when approved.

(L) The commission shall apportion the
DSIM amount to each customer class.

(3) Application for Discontinuation of a
DSIM. The commission shall allow or require
a DSIM to be discontinued or any component
of a DSIM to be discontinued only after pro-
viding the opportunity for a hearing.

(A) When submitting an application to dis-
continue a DSIM, the electric utility shall file
with the commission and serve on parties as
provided in section (15), the following sup-
porting information as part of, or in addition
to, direct testimony. Supporting workpapers
shall be submitted with all models and
spreadsheets provided as executable versions
in native format with all links and formulas
intact:

1. An example of the notice to be pro-
vided to customers;

2. If the utility’s DSIM allows adjust-
ments of the DSIM rates between general rate
proceedings, a complete, reasonably detailed,
explanation of how the over-/under-recovery
of the DSIM amount that the electric utility is
proposing to discontinue shall be handled;

3. A complete, reasonably detailed,
explanation of why the DSIM is no longer nec-
essary to provide the electric utility a suffi-
cient opportunity to recover demand-side pro-
grams costs, throughput disincentive, and/or
to receive an earnings opportunity;

4. A complete, reasonably detailed,
explanation of any change in business risk to
the electric utility resulting from discontinua-
tion of the DSIM in setting the electric utili-
ty’s allowed return on equity, in addition to
any other changes in business risk experienced
by the electric utility; and

5. Any additional information the com-
mission orders to be provided.

(B) Any party to the utility’s filing for
demand-side program approval may oppose
the discontinuation of a DSIM or any compo-
nent of a DSIM. 

(C) In addition to any other changes in
business risk experienced by the electric util-
ity, the commission may take into account
any change in business risk to the electric
utility resulting from discontinuance of the
DSIM in setting the electric utility’s allowed
return on equity in a general rate proceeding.

(D) If the utility requests that cost recovery
be discontinued, in its notice to customers,
the electric utility shall include a commis-
sion-approved description of why it believes
the cost recovery component of the DSIM
should be discontinued.

(4) Requirements for Adjustments of DSIM
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Rates Between General Rate Proceedings. An
electric utility with a DSIM shall file to
adjust its DSIM rated no less often than annu-
ally.

(A) The electric utility shall file tariff
sheets to adjust its DSIM rates accompanied
by supporting testimony and contain at least
the following supporting information. All
models and spreadsheets shall be provided as
executable versions in native format with all
links and formulas intact.

1. Amount of revenue that it has over-
/under-recovered through the most recent
recovery period by rate class. 

2. Proposed positive or negative adjust-
ments by rate class.

3. Electric utility’s short-term borrow-
ing rate.  

4. Proposed adjustments to the current
DSIM rates.

5. Complete documentation for the pro-
posed adjustments to the current DSIM rates.

6. Any additional information the com-
mission ordered to be provided.

(B) The staff shall examine and analyze the
information filed by the electric utility and
additional information obtained through dis-
covery, if any, to determine if the proposed
adjustments to the DSIM amount and DSIM
rates are in accordance with the provisions of
this rule, section 393.1075, RSMo, and the
DSIM established, modified, or continued in
the most recent filing for demand-side pro-
gram approval. The staff shall submit a rec-
ommendation regarding its examination and
analysis to the commission not later than thir-
ty (30) days after the electric utility files its
tariff sheets to adjust its DSIM rates. If the
adjustments to the DSIM rates are in accor-
dance with the provisions of this rule, section
393.1075, RSMo, and the DSIM established,
modified, or continued in the most recent fil-
ing for demand-side program approval, the
commission shall either issue an interim rate
adjustment order approving the tariff sheets
within sixty (60) days of the electric utility’s
filing or, if no such order is issued, the
adjustments to the DSIM rates shall take
effect sixty (60) days after the tariff sheets
were filed. If the adjustments to the DSIM
rates are not in accordance with the provi-
sions of this rule, section 393.1075, RSMo,
or the DSIM established, modified, or con-
tinued in the most recent filing for demand-
side program approval, the commission shall
reject the proposed tariff sheets within sixty
(60) days of the electric utility’s filing and
may instead order the filing of interim tariff
sheets that implement its decision.

(C) Adjustments to the DSIM rates shall
reflect a comprehensive measurement of both
increases and decreases to the DSIM amount

established in the most recent demand-side
program approval or DSIM rate adjustment
case plus the increases and decreases to the
DSIM amount which occurred since the most
recent demand-side program approval or
DSIM rate adjustment case. All DSIM rate
adjustments shall include a true-up of past
DSIM collections based on the latest EM&V
results where applicable. Any over-/under-
recovered amounts will be accounted for in
the going forward DSIM rates. 

(D) The electric utility shall be current on
its submission of its Surveillance Monitoring
Reports as required in section (10) and its
annual reports as required in section (9) in
order to increase the DSIM rates. 

(E) If the staff, public counsel, or other
party believes the electric utility has not met
the filing requirements of  subsection (4)(A),
it shall notify the electric utility within ten
(10) days of the electric utility’s filing of an
application or tariff sheets to adjust DSIM
rates and identify the information required.
The electric utility shall submit the informa-
tion identified by the party, or shall notify the
party that it believes the information submit-
ted was in compliance with the requirements
of subsection (4)(A), within ten (10) days of
the request. A party who notifies the electric
utility it believes the electric utility has not
submitted all the information required by sub-
section (4)(A) and as ordered by the commis-
sion in a previous proceeding and receives
notice from the electric utility that the elec-
tric utility believes it has submitted all
required information may file a motion with
the commission for an order directing the
electric utility to produce that information,
i.e., a motion to compel. While the commis-
sion is considering the motion to compel, the
processing timeline for the adjustment to
increase DSIM rates shall be suspended. If
the commission then issues an order requir-
ing the information be submitted, the time
necessary for the information to be submitted
shall further extend the processing timeline
for the adjustment to increase DSIM rates.
For good cause shown, the commission may
further suspend this timeline. Any delay in
submitting sufficient information in compli-
ance with subsection (4)(A) or a commission
order in a previous proceeding in a request to
decrease DSIM rates shall not alter the pro-
cessing timeline. 

(5) Implementation of DSIM. Once a DSIM
is established, modified, or discontinued, in
lieu of contemporaneous rate recovery the
utility may request use of deferral accounting
for MEEIA financial impacts using the utili-
ty’s latest approved weighted average cost of
capital until the cut-off date for cost recogni-

tion ordered in the utility’s next general rate
proceeding. 

(6) Duration of DSIM. Once a DSIM is
approved by the commission, it shall remain in
effect for the term established by the commis-
sion in the order approving that DSIM so as to
allow full recovery of all DSIM amounts. Dur-
ing the term of an approved DSIM the utility
or any party to the application for the utility’s
filing for approval of a demand-side program
may propose modifications to the DSIM. No
modification of a utility’s DSIM shall be made
without the assent of the utility. 

(7) Disclosure. Regardless of whether or not
the utility requests adjustments of its DSIM
rates between general rate proceedings, any
amounts charged under a DSIM approved by
the commission, including any earnings
opportunity allowed by the commission, shall
be separately disclosed on each customer’s
bill. Proposed language regarding this disclo-
sure shall be submitted to and approved by
the commission before it appears on cus-
tomers’ bills. The disclosure shall also
appear on the utility’s websites.

(8) Evaluation, Measurement, and Verifica-
tion (EM&V) of the Process and Impact of
Demand-Side Programs. Each electric utility
shall hire an independent contractor to per-
form and report EM&V of each commission-
approved demand-side program in accor-
dance with 4 CSR 240-20.094 Demand-Side
Programs. The utility shall provide oversight
and guidance to the independent EM&V con-
tractor, but shall not influence the indepen-
dent EM&V contractor’s report(s). The com-
mission shall hire an independent contractor
to audit and report on the work of each utili-
ty’s independent EM&V contractor. The
commission staff shall provide oversight and
guidance to the independent commission con-
tractor, but shall not influence the indepen-
dent contractor’s audit(s). Staff counsel shall
provide legal representation to the indepen-
dent contractor in the event the independent
contractor is required to testify before the
commission.

(A) Each utility’s EM&V budget shall not
exceed five percent (5%) of the utility’s total
budget for all approved demand-side program
costs.

(B) The cost of the commission’s EM&V
contractor shall— 

1. Not be a part of the utility’s budget
for demand-side programs; and

2. Be included in the Missouri Public
Service Commission Assessment for each
utility.  

(C) EM&V draft reports from the utility’s
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contractor for each approved demand-side
program shall be delivered simultaneously to
the utility and to parties of the case in which
the demand-side program was approved.

(D) EM&V final reports from the utility’s
contractor of each approved demand-side pro-
gram shall— 

1. Document, include analysis, and pre-
sent any applicable recommendations for at
least the following. All models and spread-
sheets shall be provided as executable ver-
sions in native format with all links and for-
mulas intact:

A. Process evaluation and recommen-
dations, if any; and

B. Impact evaluation—
(I) The annual gross and net demand

savings and energy savings achieved under
each demand-side program and the tech-
niques used to estimate annual demand sav-
ings and energy savings; 

(II) For demand-side programs sub-
ject to cost-effectiveness tests, include total
resource cost test, societal cost test, utility
cost test, participant cost test, and nonpartic-
ipant cost test of each demand-side program;
and 

(III) Determine the net benefits
achieved for each demand-side program sub-
ject to cost-effectiveness tests and for the
portfolio of such programs using the utility
cost test (UCT) methodology;

2. Be completed by the EM&V contrac-
tor on a schedule approved by the commis-
sion at the time of demand-side program
approval in accordance with 4 CSR 240-
20.094(4); and

3. Be filed with the commission in the
case in which the utility’s demand-side pro-
gram approval was received and delivered
simultaneously to the utility and the parties of
the case in which the demand-side program
was approved.

(E) Electric utility’s EM&V contractors
shall—

1. Include specific methodology for per-
forming EM&V work; and 

2. Utilize the TRM approved with the
utility’s application for its DSIM and
demand-side portfolio.

(9) Demand-Side Program Annual Report.
Each electric utility with one (1) or more
approved demand-side programs shall file an
annual report by no later than ninety (90) days
after the end of each program year, make a
public version available for publication on the
commission’s website, and serve a copy on
each party to the case in which the demand-
side programs were last established, modified,
or continued. Interested parties may file com-
ments with the commission concerning the

content of the utility’s annual report within
thirty (30) days of its filing.  Annual reports
shall include at a minimum the following
information, and all models and spreadsheets
shall be provided as executable versions in
native format with all links and formulas
intact:

(A) An affidavit attesting to the veracity of
the information; and

(B) A list of all approved demand-side pro-
grams and the following information for each
approved demand-side program:

1. Actual amounts expended by year,
including customer incentive payments;

2. Peak demand and energy savings
impacts and the techniques used to estimate
those impacts;

3. A comparison of the estimated actual
annual peak demand and energy savings
impacts to the annual demand and energy
savings targets approved by the commission
under 4 CSR 240-20.094(4)(I) or 4 CSR 240-
20.094(5)(A)5.; 

4. For market transformation demand-
side programs, a quantitative and qualitative
assessment of the progress being made in
transforming the market; 

5. A comparison of actual and budgeted
demand-side program costs, including an
explanation of any increase or decrease of
more than twenty percent (20%) in the cost of
a demand-side program; 

6. The avoided costs and the techniques
used to estimate those costs;

7. The estimated cost-effectiveness of
the demand-side program and a comparison
to the estimates made by the utility at the time
the demand-side program was approved;

8. The estimated net benefits of each
demand-side program and the demand-side
portfolio;

9. For each demand-side program where
one (1) or more customers have opted out of
demand-side programs pursuant to section
393.1075.7, RSMo, a listing of the cus-
tomer(s) who have opted out of participating
in demand-side programs; 

10. As part of its annual report, the elec-
tric utility shall file or provide a reference to
the commission case that contains a copy of
the EM&V report for the most recent annual
reporting period; and

11. Demonstration of relationship of the
demand-side programs to demand-side
resources in latest filed 4 CSR 240-22 com-
pliance filing.

(10) Submission of Surveillance Monitoring
Reports. Each electric utility with an
approved DSIM shall submit to staff, public
counsel, and parties approved by the com-
mission a Surveillance Monitoring Report.

Each electric utility with a DSIM shall sub-
mit, as page 6 of the Surveillance Monitoring
Report, a quarterly progress report in a for-
mat agreed upon by the utility and staff, and
all models and spreadsheets shall be provided
as executable versions in native format with
all links and formulas intact. The report shall
be submitted to the staff, public counsel, and
stakeholders approved by the commission.

(A) The Surveillance Monitoring Report
shall be submitted within fifteen (15) days of
the electric utility’s next scheduled United
States Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) 10-Q or 10-K filing with the initial
submission within fifteen (15) days of the
electric utility’s next scheduled SEC 10-Q or
10-K filing following the effective date of the
commission order establishing the DSIM.

(B) If the electric utility also has an
approved environmental cost recovery mech-
anism or a fuel cost adjustment mechanism,
the electric utility shall submit a single
Surveillance Monitoring Report for all mech-
anisms.

(C) Upon a finding that a utility has know-
ingly or recklessly provided materially false
or inaccurate information to the commission
regarding the surveillance data prescribed in
this section, after notice and an opportunity
for a hearing, the commission may suspend a
DSIM or order other appropriate remedies as
provided by law.

(D) Disagreements about the report format
or content shall be settled by the commission.

(11) Prudence Reviews. A prudence review of
the costs subject to the DSIM shall be con-
ducted no less frequently than at twenty-four-
(24-) month intervals.

(A) All amounts ordered refunded by the
commission shall include interest at the elec-
tric utility’s short-term borrowing rate.

(B) The staff shall submit a recommenda-
tion regarding its examination and analysis to
the commission not later than one hundred
fifty (150) days after the staff initiates its pru-
dence audit. The timing and frequency of
prudence audits for DSIM shall be estab-
lished in the utility’s filing for demand-side
program approval in which the DSIM is
established. The staff shall file notice within
ten (10) days of starting its prudence audit.
The commission shall issue an order not later
than two hundred ten (210) days after the staff
commences its prudence audit if no party to
the proceeding in which the prudence audit is
occurring files, within one hundred sixty
(160) days of the staff’s commencement of its
prudence audit, a request for a hearing.

1. If the staff, public counsel, or other
party auditing the DSIM believes that insuffi-
cient information has been supplied to make
a recommendation regarding the prudence of
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the electric utility’s DSIM, it may utilize dis-
covery to obtain the information it seeks. If
the electric utility does not timely supply the
information, the party asserting the failure to
provide the required information must timely
file a motion to compel with the commission.
While the commission is considering the
motion to compel, the processing timeline
shall be suspended. If the commission then
issues an order requiring the information to
be provided, the time necessary for the infor-
mation to be provided shall further extend the
processing timeline. For good cause shown,
the commission may further suspend this
timeline.  

2. If the timeline is extended due to an
electric utility’s failure to timely provide suf-
ficient responses to discovery and a refund is
due to the customers, the electric utility shall
refund all imprudently incurred costs plus
interest at the electric utility’s short-term bor-
rowing rate.

(12) Tariffs and Regulatory Plans. The provi-
sions of this rule shall not affect—

(A) Any adjustment mechanism, rate
schedule, tariff, incentive plan, or other
ratemaking mechanism that was approved by
the commission and in effect prior to the
effective date of this rule; and

(B) Any experimental regulatory plan that
was approved by the commission and in effect
prior to the effective date of this rule.

(13) Nothing in this rule shall preclude a
complaint case from being filed, as provided
by law.

(14) Variances. Upon request and for good
cause shown, the commission may grant a
variance from any provision of this rule. 

(15) Party status and providing to other parties
affidavits, testimony, information, reports, and
workpapers in related proceedings subsequent
to the utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval, modification, or continuation of a
DSIM. 

(A) A person or entity granted intervention
in a utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval in which a DSIM is approved by the
commission shall have the right to be a party
to any subsequent related periodic rate adjust-
ment proceeding without the necessity of
applying to the commission for intervention;
however, such person or entity shall file a
notice of intention to participate within the
intervention period. Public Counsel and the
commission’s staff do not need to file a
notice of intention to participate. In any sub-
sequent utility’s filing for demand-side pro-
gram approval, such person or entity must
seek and be granted status as an intervenor to

be a party to that proceeding. 
(B) Affidavits, testimony, information,

reports, and workpapers to be filed or submit-
ted in connection with a subsequent related
annual DSIM rate adjustment proceeding or
utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval to modify, continue, or discontinue
the same DSIM shall be served on or submit-
ted to all parties from the prior related
demand-side program approval proceeding
and on all parties from any subsequent related
periodic rate adjustment proceeding or utili-
ty’s filing for demand-side program approval
to modify, continue, or discontinue the same
DSIM, concurrently with filing the same with
the commission or submitting the same to the
manager of the energy resource analysis sec-
tion of the staff and public counsel.

(C) A person or entity not a party to the
utility’s filing for demand-side program
approval in which a DSIM is approved by the
commission may timely apply to the commis-
sion for intervention, pursuant to 4 CSR 240-
2.075(2) through (4) of the commission’s rule
on intervention, respecting any related subse-
quent periodic rate adjustment proceeding or,
pursuant to 4 CSR 240-2.075(1) through (5),
respecting any subsequent utility’s filing for
demand-side program approval to modify,
continue, or discontinue the same DSIM.

(16) Missouri Energy Efficiency Investment
Act (MEEIA) Rate Design Modifications.

(A) An electric utility may request modifi-
cation of its DSIM rates by filing tariff sched-
ule(s) with the commission as part of—

1. An application for approval of
demand-side programs or a demand-side pro-
gram plan and a DSIM; or

2. A general rate case proceeding.
(B) Any request for modification of a rate

design shall include with the filing supporting
documentation for the request, including but
not limited to, workpapers, data, computer
model documentation, analysis, and other
supporting information to support and explain
the modification of the rate design.  All infor-
mation shall be labeled and all spreadsheets
shall be provided as executable versions with
all links and formulas intact.

(C) Right to Discovery Unaffected. In
addressing certain discovery matters and the
provision of certain information by electric
utilities, this rule is not intended to restrict
the discovery rights of any party.

AUTHORITY: section 393.1075.11, RSMo
2016.* Original rule filed Oct. 4, 2010, effec-
tive May 30, 2011. Amended: Filed Dec. 27,
2016, effective Oct. 30, 2017.

*Original authority: 393.1075, RSMo 2009.

4 CSR 240-20.094 Demand-Side Programs  

PURPOSE: This rule sets forth the defini-
tions, requirements, and procedures for filing
and processing applications for approval,
modification, and discontinuance of electric
utility demand-side programs. This rule also
sets forth requirements and procedures relat-
ed to customer opt-out, tax credits, monitor-
ing customer incentives, and collaborative
guidelines for demand-side programs.

(1) The definitions of terms used in this sec-
tion can be found in 4 CSR 240-20.092 Def-
initions for Demand-Side Programs and
Demand-Side Programs Investment Mecha-
nisms.

(2) Guideline to Review Progress Toward an
Expectation that the Electric Utility’s
Demand-Side Programs Can Achieve a Goal
of All Cost-Effective Demand-Side Savings.
The goals established in this section are not
mandatory and no penalty or adverse conse-
quence will accrue to a utility that is unable
to achieve the listed annual energy and
demand savings goals.  

(A) The commission shall use the greater
of the annual realistic amount of achievable
energy savings and demand savings as deter-
mined through a market potential study or the
following incremental annual demand-side
savings goals as a guideline to review and
determine whether the utility’s demand-side
programs can achieve a goal of all cost-effec-
tive demand-side savings:  

1. For the utility’s approved first pro-
gram year: three-tenths percent (0.3%) of
total annual energy and one percent (1.0%)
of annual peak demand;

2. For the utility’s approved second pro-
gram year: five-tenths percent (0.5%) of total
annual energy and one percent (1.0%) of
annual peak demand;

3. For the utility’s approved third pro-
gram year: seven-tenths percent (0.7%) of
total annual energy and one percent (1.0%)
of annual peak demand;

4. For the utility’s approved fourth pro-
gram year: nine-tenths percent (0.9%) of
total annual energy and one percent (1.0%)
of annual peak demand;

5. For the utility’s approved fifth pro-
gram year: one-and-one-tenth percent (1.1%)
of total annual energy and one percent
(1.0%) of annual peak demand;

6. For the utility’s approved sixth pro-
gram year: one-and-three-tenths percent
(1.3%) of total annual energy and one per-
cent (1.0%) of annual peak demand;

7. For the utility’s approved seventh pro-
gram year: one-and-five-tenths percent
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(1.5%) of total annual energy and one per-
cent (1.0%) of annual peak demand;

8. For the utility’s approved eighth pro-
gram year: one-and-seven-tenths percent
(1.7%) of total annual energy and one per-
cent (1.0%) of annual peak demand; and

9. For the utility’s approved ninth and
subsequent program years, unless additional
energy savings and demand savings goals are
established by the commission: one-and-nine-
tenths percent (1.9%) of total annual energy
and one percent (1.0%) of annual peak
demand each year.  

(B) The commission shall also use the
greater of the cumulative annual realistic
amount of achievable energy savings and
demand savings as determined through a
market potential study or the following cumu-
lative demand-side savings goals as a guide-
line to review and determine whether the util-
ity’s demand-side programs can achieve a
goal of all cost-effective demand-side sav-
ings:  

1. For the utility’s approved first pro-
gram year: three-tenths percent (0.3%) of
total annual energy and one percent (1.0%)
of annual peak demand;

2. For the utility’s approved second pro-
gram year: eight-tenths percent (0.8%) of
total annual energy and two percent (2.0%)
of annual peak demand; 

3. For the utility’s approved third pro-
gram year: one-and-five-tenths percent
(1.5%) of total annual energy and three per-
cent (3.0%) of annual peak demand;

4. For the utility’s approved fourth pro-
gram year: two-and-four-tenths percent
(2.4%) of total annual energy and four per-
cent (4.0%) of annual peak demand;

5. For the utility’s approved fifth pro-
gram year: three-and-five-tenths percent
(3.5%) of total annual energy and five per-
cent (5.0%) of annual peak demand;

6. For the utility’s approved sixth pro-
gram year: four-and-eight-tenths percent
(4.8%) of total annual energy and six percent
(6.0%) of annual peak demand;

7. For the utility’s approved seventh pro-
gram year: six-and-three-tenths percent
(6.3%) of total annual energy and seven per-
cent (7.0%) of annual peak demand;

8. For the utility’s approved eighth pro-
gram year: eight percent (8.0%) of total
annual energy and eight percent (8.0%) of
annual peak demand; and

9. For the utility’s approved ninth year
and subsequent program years, unless addi-
tional energy savings and demand savings
goals are established by the commission:
nine-and-nine-tenths percent (9.9%) of total
annual energy and nine percent (9.0%) of
annual peak demand for the approved ninth

year, and then increasing by one-and-nine-
tenths percent (1.9%) of total annual energy
and by one percent (1.0%) of annual peak
demand each year thereafter.

(3) Utility Market Potential Studies.    
(A) The market potential study shall— 

1. Consider both primary data and sec-
ondary data and analysis for the utility’s ser-
vice territory;

2. Be updated with primary data and
analysis no less frequently than every three
(3) years. To the extent that primary data for
each utility service territory is unavailable or
insufficient, the market potential study may
also rely on or be supplemented by data from
secondary sources and relevant data from
other geographic regions; 

3. Be prepared by an independent third
party. The utility shall provide oversight and
guidance to the independent market potential
contractor, but shall not influence the inde-
pendent market potential study contractor’s
reports; and

4. Include an estimate of the achievable
potential, regardless of cost-effectiveness, of
energy savings from low-income demand-side
programs. Energy savings from multifamily
buildings that house low-income households
may count toward this target. 

(B) The utility shall provide an opportunity
for commission staff and stakeholder review
and input in the planning stages of the poten-
tial study including review of assumptions and
methodology in advance of the performance of
the study.

(4) Applications for Approval of Electric
Utility Demand-Side Programs or Portfolio.
Pursuant to the provisions of this rule, 4 CSR
240-2.060, and section 393.1075, RSMo, an
electric utility may file an application with
the commission for approval of a demand-
side portfolio.

(A) Prior to filing for demand-side pro-
grams approval, the electric utility shall hold
a stakeholder advisory meeting to receive
input on the major components of its filing.   

(B) As part of its application for approval
of demand-side programs, the electric utility
shall file or provide a reference to the com-
mission case that contains any of the follow-
ing information. All models and spreadsheets
shall be provided as executable versions in
native format with all links and formulas
intact:

1. A current market potential study. If
the market potential study of the electric util-
ity that is filing for approval of demand-side
programs or a demand-side portfolio encom-
passes more than just the utility’s service ter-
ritory, the sampling methodology shall reflect

the utility’s service territory and shall provide
statistically significant results for that utility:

A. Complete documentation of all
assumptions, definitions, methodologies, sam-
pling techniques, and other aspects of the cur-
rent market potential study; 

B. Clear description of the process
used to identify the broadest possible list of
measures and groups of measures for consid-
eration;

2. Clear description of the process and
assumptions used to determine technical
potential, economic potential, maximum
achievable potential, and realistic achievable
potential for a twenty- (20-) year planning
horizon for major end-use groups (e.g., light-
ing, space heating, space cooling, refrigera-
tion, motor drives, etc.) for each customer
class; and

3. Identification and discussion of the
twenty- (20-) year baseline energy and
demand forecasts. If the baseline energy and
demand forecasts in the current market
potential study differ from the baseline fore-
casts in the utility’s most recent 4 CSR 240-
22 triennial compliance filing, the current
market potential study shall provide a com-
parison of the two (2) sets of forecasts and a
discussion of the reasons for any differences
between the two (2) sets of forecasts. The
twenty- (20-) year baseline energy and
demand forecasts shall account for the fol-
lowing: 

A. Discussion of the treatment of all
of the utility’s customers who have opted out;

B. Future changes in building codes
and/or appliance efficiency standards; 

C. Changes in naturally occurring cus-
tomer combined heat and power applications; 

D. Third party and other naturally
occurring demand-side savings; and

E. The increasing efficiency of
advanced technologies.  

(C) Demonstration of cost-effectiveness
for each demand-side program and for the
total of all demand-side programs of the util-
ity. At a minimum, the electric utility shall
provide all workpapers, with all models and
spreadsheets provided as executable versions
in native format with all links and formulas
intact, and include: 

1. The total resource cost (TRC) test and
a detailed description of the utility’s avoided
costs calculations and all assumptions used in
the calculation;

2. The utility shall also include calcula-
tions for the utility cost test, the participant
test, the RIM test, and the societal cost test; 

3. The impacts on annual revenue
requirements and net present value of annual
revenue requirements as a result of the inte-
gration analysis in accordance with 4 CSR
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240-22.060 over the twenty- (20-) year plan-
ning horizon; and 

4. The impacts from all demand-side
programs included in the application on any
postponement of new supply-side resources
and the early retirement of existing supply-
side resources, including annual and net pre-
sent value of any lost utility earnings related
thereto.

(D) Detailed description of each proposed
demand-side program, including all workpa-
pers with all models and spreadsheets provid-
ed as executable versions in native format
with all links and formulas intact, to include
at least:

1. Customers targeted;
2. Measures and services included;
3. Customer incentives ranges;
4. Proposed promotional techniques;
5. Specification of whether the demand-

side program will be administered by the util-
ity or a contractor; 

6. Projected gross and net annual and
lifetime energy savings;

7. Proposed energy savings targets;
8. Projected gross and net annual demand

savings;
9. Proposed demand savings targets;
10. Net-to-gross factors;
11. Size of the potential market and pro-

jected penetration rates;
12. Any market transformation elements

included in the demand-side program and an
evaluation, measurement, and verification
(EM&V) plan for estimating, measuring, and
verifying the energy and demand savings that
the market transformation efforts are expect-
ed to achieve; 

13. EM&V plan including at least the
proposed evaluation schedule and the pro-
posed approach to achieving the evaluation
goals pursuant to 4 CSR 240-20.093(7);

14. Budget information in the following
categories:

A. Administrative costs listed sepa-
rately for the utility and/or program adminis-
trator; 

B. Demand-side program incentive
costs;

C. Estimated equipment and installa-
tion costs, including any customer contribu-
tions; 

D. EM&V costs; and
E. Miscellaneous itemized costs,

some of which may be an allocation of total
costs for overhead items such as the market
potential study or the statewide technical ref-
erence manual;

15. Description of all strategies used to
minimize free riders; 

16. Description of all strategies used to
maximize spillover; and

17. For demand-side program plans, the
proposed implementation schedule of individ-
ual demand-side programs.

(E) Demonstration and explanation in
quantitative and qualitative terms of how the
utility’s demand-side programs are expected
to make progress towards a goal of achieving
all cost-effective demand-side savings over
the life of the demand-side programs. Should
the expected demand-side savings fall short of
the incremental annual demand-side savings
goals and/or the cumulative demand-side sav-
ings goals in section (2), the utility shall pro-
vide detailed explanation of why the incre-
mental annual demand-side savings goals
and/or the cumulative demand-side savings
goals cannot be expected to be achieved, and
the utility shall bear the burden of proof.

(F) Identification of demand-side programs
which are supported by the electric utility and
at least one (1) other electric or gas utility
(joint demand-side programs).

(G) Designation of Program Pilots. For
demand-side programs designed to operate
on a limited basis for evaluation purposes
before full implementation (program pilot),
the utility shall provide as much of the infor-
mation required under subsections (2)(C)
through (E) of this rule as is practical and
shall include explicit questions that the pro-
gram pilot will address, the means and meth-
ods by which the utility proposes to address
the questions the program pilot is designed to
address, a provisional cost-effectiveness eval-
uation if the program is subject to a cost-
effectiveness test under section 393.1075.4,
RSMo, the proposed geographic area, and
duration for the program pilot.

(H) Any existing demand-side program
with tariff sheets in effect prior to the effec-
tive date of this rule shall be included in the
initial application for approval of demand-
side programs if the utility intends for unre-
covered and/or new costs related to the exist-
ing demand-side program be included in the
DSIM. The commission shall approve,
approve with modification acceptable to the
electric utility, or reject such applications for
approval of demand-side program plans with-
in one hundred twenty (120) days of the filing
of an application under this section only after
providing the opportunity for a hearing. In
the case of a utility filing an application for
approval of an individual demand-side pro-
gram, the commission shall approve, approve
with modification acceptable to the electric
utility, or reject applications within sixty (60)
days of the filing of an application under this
section only after providing the opportunity
for a hearing.

(I) The commission shall consider the TRC
test a preferred cost-effectiveness test. For

demand-side programs and program plans
that have a TRC test ratio greater than one
(1), the commission shall approve demand-
side programs or program plans, budgets,
and demand and energy savings targets for
each demand-side program it approves, pro-
vided it finds that the utility has met the fil-
ing and submission requirements of this rule
and the demand-side programs— 

1. Are consistent with a goal of achiev-
ing all cost-effective demand-side savings; 

2. Have reliable evaluation, measure-
ment, and verification plans; and

3. Are included in the electric utility’s
preferred plan or have been analyzed through
the integration process required by 4 CSR
240-22.060 to determine the impact of the
demand-side programs and program plans on
the net present value of revenue requirements
of the electric utility.  

(J) The commission shall approve demand-
side programs targeted to low-income cus-
tomers or general education campaigns, if the
commission determines that the utility has
met the filing and submission requirements of
this rule, the demand-side programs are in
the public interest, and the demand-side pro-
grams meet the requirements stated in sub-
section (4)(I). If a demand-side program is
targeted to low-income customers, the elec-
tric utility must also state how the electric
utility will assess the expected and actual
effect of the demand-side program on the
utility’s bad debt expenses, customer arrear-
ages, and disconnections.

(K) The commission shall approve demand-
side programs which have a TRC test ratio less
than one (1), if the commission finds the util-
ity has met the filing and submission require-
ments of this rule and the costs of such
demand-side programs above the level deter-
mined to be cost-effective are funded by the
customers participating in the demand-side
programs or through tax or other governmen-
tal credits or incentives specifically designed
for that purpose and meet the requirements as
stated in subsection (4)(I).

(L) Utilities shall file and receive approval
of associated tariff sheets prior to implemen-
tation of approved demand-side programs.  

(M) The commission shall simultaneously
approve, approve with modification accept-
able to the utility, or reject the utility’s DSIM
proposed pursuant to 4 CSR 240-20.093.

(5) Applications for Approval of Modifications
to Electric Utility Demand-Side Programs. 

(A) Pursuant to the provisions of this rule, 4
CSR 240-2.060, and section 393.1075, RSMo,
an electric utility— 

1. Shall file an application with the
commission for modification of demand-side
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programs when there is a variance of twenty
percent (20%) or more in the budget approved
by the commission under subsection (4)(I) or
other commission order(s) and/or any demand-
side program design modification which is no
longer covered by the approved tariff sheets for
the demand-side program; 

2. The application shall include a com-
plete, reasonably detailed, explanation for
and documentation of the proposed modifica-
tions to each of the filing requirements in sec-
tion (3). All models and spreadsheets shall be
provided as executable versions in native for-
mat with all links and formulas intact;  

3. The electric utility shall serve a copy
of its application to all parties to the case
under which the demand-side programs were
approved;  

4. The parties shall have thirty (30) days
from the date of filing of an application to
object to the application to modify;  

5. If no objection is raised within thirty
(30) days, the commission shall approve,
approve with modification acceptable to the
electric utility, or reject such applications for
approval of modification of demand-side pro-
grams within forty-five (45) days of the filing
of an application under this section, subject
to the same guidelines as established in sub-
section (4)(I); 

6. If objections to the application are
raised, the commission shall provide the
opportunity for a hearing. 

(B) For any demand-side program design
modifications approved by the commission,
the utility shall file for and receive approval
of associated tariff sheets prior to implemen-
tation of approved modifications.

(6) Applications for Approval to Discontinue
Electric Utility Demand-Side Programs. Pur-
suant to the provisions of this rule, 4 CSR
240-2.060, and section 393.1075, RSMo, an
electric utility may file an application with
the commission to discontinue demand-side
programs.  

(A) The application shall include the fol-
lowing information. All models and spread-
sheets shall be provided as executable ver-
sions in native format with all links and
formulas intact.

1. Complete, reasonably detailed expla-
nation for the utility’s decision to request to
discontinue a demand-side program.

2. EM&V reports for the demand-side
program in question, if available.

3. Date by which a final EM&V report
for the demand-side program in question will
be filed.

(B) If the TRC calculated for a demand-side
program not targeted to low-income customers
or a general education campaign is not cost-

effective, the electric utility shall identify the
causes why and present possible demand-side
program modifications that could make the
demand-side program cost-effective. If analy-
sis of these modified demand-side program
designs suggests that none would be cost-
effective, the demand-side program may be
discontinued. In this case, the utility shall
describe how it intends to end the demand-side
program and how it intends to achieve the
energy and demand savings initially estimated
for the discontinued demand-side program.
Nothing herein requires utilities to end any
demand-side program which is subject to a
cost-effectiveness test deemed not cost-effec-
tive immediately. Utilities proposal for any
discontinuation of a demand-side program
should consider, but not be limited to: the
potential impact on the market for energy
efficiency services in its territory; the poten-
tial impact to vendors and the utilities rela-
tionship with vendors; the potential disrup-
tion to the market and to customer outreach
efforts from immediate starting and stopping
of demand-side programs; and whether the
long term prospects indicate that continued
pursuit of a demand-side program will result
in a long-term cost-effective benefit to
ratepayers.  

(C) The commission shall approve or reject
such applications for discontinuation of utili-
ty demand-side programs within thirty (30)
days of the filing of an application under this
section only after providing an opportunity
for a hearing.   

(7) Provisions for Customers to Opt-Out of
Participation in Utility Demand-Side Pro-
grams.  

(A) Any customer meeting one (1) or more
of the following criteria shall be eligible to
opt-out of participation in utility-offered
demand-side programs:  

1. The customer has one (1) or more
accounts within the service territory of the
electric utility that has a demand of five thou-
sand (5,000) kW or more;   

2. The customer operates an interstate
pipeline pumping station, regardless of size;
or

3. The customer has accounts within the
service territory of the electric utility that
have, in aggregate across its accounts, a coin-
cident demand of two thousand five hundred
(2,500) kW or more in the previous twelve
(12) months, and the customer has a compre-
hensive demand-side or energy efficiency
program and can demonstrate an achievement
of savings at least equal to those expected
from utility-provided demand-side programs.
The customer shall submit to commission
staff sufficient documentation to demonstrate

compliance with these criteria, including, but
not limited to:

A. Lists of all energy efficiency mea-
sures with work papers to show energy sav-
ings and demand savings. This can include
engineering studies, cost benefit analysis,
etc.;

B. Documentation of anticipated life-
time of installed energy efficiency measures; 

C. Invoices and payment requisition
papers; 

(B) For utilities with automated meter
reading and/or advanced metering infrastruc-
ture capability, the measure of demand is the
customer coincident highest billing demand
of the individual accounts during the twelve
(12) months preceding the opt-out notifica-
tion.

(C) Any confidential business information
submitted as documentation shall be clearly
designated as such in accordance with 4 CSR
240-2.135.

(D) Opt-out in accordance with paragraphs
(7)(A)1., 2., and 3. shall be in effect for ten
years, beginning with the calendar year sub-
sequent to the submission of the opt-out.

(E) Written notification of opt-out from
customers meeting the criteria under para-
graph (7)(A)1. or 2. shall be sent to the util-
ity serving the customer. Written notification
of opt-out from customers meeting the crite-
ria under paragraph (7)(A)3. shall be sent to
the utility serving the customer and the man-
ager of the energy resources department of
the commission or submitted through the
commission’s electronic filing and informa-
tion system (EFIS) as a non-case-related fil-
ing. In instances where only the utility is pro-
vided notification of opt-out from customers
meeting the criteria under paragraph
(7)(A)3., the utility shall forward a copy of
the written notification to the manager of the
energy resources department of the commis-
sion and submit the notice of opt-out through
EFIS as a non-case-related filing.

(F) Written notification of opt-out from
customer shall include at a minimum:

1. Customer’s legal name;
2. Identification of location(s) and utili-

ty account number(s) of accounts for which
the customer is requesting to opt-out from
demand-side program’s benefits and costs;
and

3. Demonstration that the customer
qualifies for opt-out.

(G) For customers filing notification of
opt-out under paragraph (7)(A)1. or 2., noti-
fication of the utility’s acknowledgement or
plan to dispute a customer’s notification to
opt-out of participation in demand-side pro-
grams shall be delivered in writing to the cus-
tomer and to the staff within thirty (30) days
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of when the utility received the written noti-
fication of opt-out from the customer. 

(H) For customers filing notification of
opt-out under paragraph (7)(A)3., the staff
will make the determination of whether the
customer meets the criteria of paragraph
(7)(A)3. Notification of the staff’s acknowl-
edgement or disagreement with customer’s
qualification to opt-out of participation in
demand-side programs shall be delivered to
the customer and to the utility within thirty
(30) days of when the staff received complete
documentation of compliance with paragraph
(7)(A)3.

(I) Timing and Effect of Opt-Out Provi-
sions. 

1. A customer notice of opt-out shall be
received by the utility no earlier than Septem-
ber 1 and not later than October 30 to be
effective for the following calendar year.  

2. For that calendar year in which the
customer receives acknowledgement of opt-
out and each successive calendar year until
the customer revokes the notice pursuant to
subsection (7)(K), or the customer is notified
that it no longer satisfies the requirements of
paragraphs (7)(A)1., 2., or 3., none of the
costs of approved demand-side programs of
an electric utility offered pursuant to 4 CSR
240-20.093, 4 CSR 240-20.094, or by other
authority and no other charges implemented
in accordance with section 393.1075, RSMo,
shall be assigned to any account of the cus-
tomer, including its affiliates and subsidiaries
listed on the customer’s written notification
of opt-out.

(J) Dispute Notices. If the utility or staff
provides notice that a customer does not meet
the opt-out criteria to qualify for opt-out or
renewal of opt-out, the customer may file a
complaint with the commission. The com-
mission shall provide notice and an opportu-
nity for a hearing to resolve any dispute.

(K) Revocation. A customer may revoke an
opt-out by providing written notice to the util-
ity and commission two to four (2–4) months
in advance of the calendar year for which it
will become eligible for the utility’s demand-
side programs’ costs and benefits. Any cus-
tomer revoking an opt-out to participate in
demand-side programs will be required to
remain in the demand-side program(s) for the
number of years over which the cost of that
demand-side program(s) is being recovered,
or until the cost of their participation in the
demand-side program(s) has been recovered.

(L) A customer who participates in
demand-side programs initiated after August
1, 2009, shall be required to participate in
demand-side programs funding for a period of
three (3) years following the last date when the
customer received a demand-side incentive or

a service. Participation shall be determined
based on premise location regardless of the
ownership of the premise.

(M) A customer electing not to participate
in an electric utility’s demand-side programs
under this section shall still be allowed to par-
ticipate in interruptible or curtailable rate
schedules or tariffs offered by the electric
utility.

(8) Database of Participants.
(A) The electric utility shall maintain a

database of participants of all demand-side
programs offered by the utility when such
demand-side programs offer a monetary
incentive to the customer including the fol-
lowing information: 

1. The name of the participant, or the
names of the principals if for a company;

2. The service property address; and 
3. The date of and amount of the mone-

tary incentive received.  
(B) Upon request by the commission or

staff, the utility shall disclose participant
information in subsection (8)(A) to the com-
mission and/or staff. 

(9) Collaborative Guidelines.
(A) Utility-Specific Collaboratives. Each

electric utility and its stakeholders shall form
a utility-specific advisory collaborative for
input on the design, implementation, and
review of demand-side programs as well as
input on the preparation of market potential
studies. This collaborative process may take
place simultaneously with the collaborative
process related to demand-side programs for
4 CSR 240-22. Collaborative meetings are
encouraged to occur at least once each calen-
dar quarter. In order to provide appropriate
and informed input on the design, implemen-
tation, and review of demand-side programs,
the stakeholders will be provided drafts of all
plans and documents prior to meeting with
adequate time to review and provide com-
ments. In addition, all stakeholders will be
provided opportunity to inform and suggest
agenda items for each meeting and to present
presentations and proposals. All participants
shall be given a reasonable period of time to
propose agenda items and prepare for any
presentations.

(B) State-Wide Collaborative. 
1. Electric utilities and their stakehold-

ers shall formally establish a state-wide advi-
sory collaborative. The collaborative shall—

A. Develop statewide protocols for
evaluation, measurement, and verification of
energy efficiency savings, no later than
December 31, 2018, and update those proto-
cols annually thereafter;

B. Establish individual working

groups to address the creation of the specific
deliverables of the collaborative; and 

C. Create a semi-annual forum for
discussing and resolving statewide policy
issues, wherein utilities may share lessons
learned from demand-side program planning
and implementation, and wherein stakehold-
ers may provide input on how to implement
the recommendations of the individual work-
ing groups;  

D. Explore other opportunities.
2. Within sixty (60) days of the effective

date of this rule, commission staff shall file,
with the commission, a charter for the
statewide advisory collaborative. 

3. Collaborative meetings shall occur at
least semi-annually. Additional meetings or
conference calls will be scheduled as needed.
Staff shall schedule the meetings, provide
notice of the meetings, and any interested per-
sons may attend such meetings.  

(10) Statewide Technical Reference Manual
(statewide TRM).

(A) The statewide TRM shall be submitted
to the commission for review.

1. The commission may either approve
or reject the proposed statewide TRM.

2. If the commission rejects the pro-
posed statewide TRM, stakeholders may pro-
pose solutions to address the commission
concerns and, the commission may approve
the solution(s) that shall be incorporated in
the statewide TRM. Stakeholders may submit
a revised statewide TRM within ninety (90)
days of an order providing direction on the
solution(s) to be incorporated in the statewide
TRM.

(B) Upon approval of the initial statewide
TRM, the commission may begin the process
of securing a vendor to provide an electronic,
web-based platform that will facilitate annual
updates and the tracking of the updates.

1. Funding for the electronic platform
and annual updates shall be provided by
investor-owned utilities without MEEIA pro-
grams through their Public Service Commis-
sion assessment and by investor-owned utili-
ties with MEEIA programs through their cost
recovery component of a DSIM.

(C) The statewide TRM shall be updated by
December 31 of each year following commis-
sion approval of the initial statewide TRM.  

1. Staff shall be responsible for coordi-
nating the process to update the statewide
TRM.

A. No later than July 1 of each year,
staff shall convene one (1) or more stake-
holder meetings to seek input on revisions to
the TRM.

2. Annual updates shall be submitted to
the commission for review no later than
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September 1 of each year.
A. The commission may either

approve or reject the proposed revisions no
later than October 1 of each year.

B. If the commission rejects the pro-
posed statewide TRM, stakeholders shall pro-
pose solutions to address the commission
concerns, and the commission may approve
the solution(s) that shall be incorporated in
the annual update. Stakeholders shall submit
a revised statewide TRM within thirty (30)
days of an order providing directions on the
solution(s) to be incorporated in the annual
update.

(D) The commission may consider the
appropriateness of using an approved statewide
TRM in each utility’s application for approval
of demand-side programs.

(11) Variances. Upon request and for good
cause shown, the commission may grant a
variance from any provision of this rule.

AUTHORITY: sections 393.1075.11 and
393.1075.15, RSMo 2016.*  Original rule
filed Oct. 4, 2010, effective May 30, 2011.
Amended: Filed Dec. 27, 2016, effective Oct.
30, 2017.

*Original authority: 393.1075, RSMo 2009.

4 CSR 240-20.100 Electric Utility Renew-
able Energy Standard Requirements

PURPOSE: This rule sets the definitions,
structure, operation, and procedures relevant
to compliance with the Renewable Energy
Standard.

(1) Definitions. For the purpose of this rule—
(A) Calendar year means a period of three

hundred sixty-five (365) days (or three hun-
dred sixty-six (366) days for leap years) that
includes January 1 of the year and all subse-
quent days through and including December
31 of the same year;

(B) Co-fire means simultaneously using
multiple fuels in a single generating unit to
produce electricity;

(C) Commission means the Public Service
Commission of the state of Missouri;

(D) Customer-generator means the owner,
lessee, or operator of an electric energy gen-
eration unit that meets all of the following cri-
teria:

1. Is powered by a renewable energy
resource;

2. Is located on premises that are owned,
operated, leased, or otherwise controlled by
the party as retail account holder and which
corresponds to the service address for the

retail account;
3. Is interconnected and operates in par-

allel phase and synchronization with an elec-
tric utility and has been approved for inter-
connection by said electric utility; and

4. Meets all applicable safety, perfor-
mance, interconnection, and reliability stan-
dards of the net metering rule, 4 CSR 240-
20.065(1)(C)6. and 4 CSR 240-20.065(1)(C)7.

(E) Division means the Division of Energy,
Department of Economic Development;

(F) Electric utility means an electrical cor-
poration as defined in section 386.020,
RSMo;

(G) General rate proceeding means a gen-
eral rate proceeding before the commission
where the commission considers all relevant
factors that may affect the costs or rates and
charges of the electric utility when setting
rates;

(H) Green pricing program means a volun-
tary program that provides an electric utility’s
retail customers an opportunity to purchase
renewable energy or renewable energy credits
(RECs);

(I) OPC means the Office of the Public
Counsel;

(J) Operational means all of the major
components of the on-site solar photovoltaic
system have been purchased and installed on
the customer generator’s premises, and the
production of rated net electrical generation
has been measured by the utility. If a cus-
tomer has satisfied all of the System Comple-
tion Requirements by June 30 of indicated
years, but the electric utility is not able to
complete all of the electric utility’s steps
needed to establish an Operational Date on or
before June 30, the rebate rate will be deter-
mined as though the Operational Date was
June 30. If it is subsequently determined that
the customer or the System did not satisfy all
Completion Requirements required of the
customer on or before June 30, the rebate
rate will be determined based on the Opera-
tional Date;

(K) PVWatts™ means the site specific data
calculator that uses hourly typical meteoro-
logical year weather data and a photovoltaic
performance model to estimate annual energy
production and costs savings for a photovolta-
ic system;

(L) Rate class means a customer class
defined in an electric utility’s tariff. General-
ly, rate classes include Residential, Small
General Service, Large General Service, and
Large Power Service, but may include addi-
tional rate classes. Each rate class includes all
customers served under all variations of the
rate schedules available to that class;

(M) REC, Renewable Energy Credit, or
Renewable Energy Certificate means a trad-

able certificate, that is either certified by an
entity approved as an acceptable authority by
the commission or as validated through the
commission’s approved REC tracking system
or a generator’s attestation. RECs validated
through an attestation must be signed by an
authorized individual of the company that
owns the renewable energy resource. Such
attestation shall contain the name and address
of the generator, the type of renewable ener-
gy resource technology, and the time and date
of the generation. A REC represents that one
(1) megawatt-hour of electricity has been
generated from renewable energy resources.
RECs include, but are not limited to, solar
renewable energy credits. A REC expires
three (3) years from the date the electricity
associated with that REC was generated;

(N) Renewable energy resource(s) means
electric energy, produced from the following: 

1. Wind;
2. Solar, including solar thermal sources

utilized to generate electricity, photovoltaic
cells, or photovoltaic panels;

3. Dedicated crops grown for energy
production;

4. Cellulosic agricultural residues;
5. Plant residues;
6. Methane from landfills, from agricul-

tural operations or wastewater treatment;
7. Thermal depolymerization or pyroly-

sis for converting waste material to energy;
8. Clean and untreated wood, such as

pallets;
9. Hydropower (not including pumped

storage) that does not require a new diversion
or impoundment of water and that has gener-
ator nameplate ratings of ten (10) megawatts
or less;

10. Fuel cells using hydrogen produced
by any of the renewable energy technologies
in paragraphs 1. through 9. of this subsec-
tion; and

11. Other sources of energy not includ-
ing nuclear that become available after
November 4, 2008, and are certified as
renewable by rule by the division;

(O) RES or Renewable Energy Standard
means sections 393.1025 and 393.1030,
RSMo;

(P) RESRAM or Renewable Energy Stan-
dard Rate Adjustment Mechanism means a
mechanism that allows periodic rate adjust-
ments to recover prudently incurred RES com-
pliance costs and pass-through to customers
the benefits of any savings achieved in meeting
the requirements of the Renewable Energy
Standard;

(Q) RES compliance costs means prudently
incurred costs, both capital and expense,
directly related to compliance with the Renew-
able Energy Standard. Prudently incurred
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costs do not include any increased costs result-
ing from negligent or wrongful acts or omis-
sions by the electric utility;

(R) RES portfolio requirements mean the
numeric values and other requirements estab-
lished by section 393.1030.1, RSMo, which
are—

1. No less than two percent (2%) in each
calendar year 2011 through 2013;

2. No less than five percent (5%) in
each calendar year 2014 through 2017;

3. No less than ten percent (10%) in
each calendar year 2018 through 2020; and

4. No less than fifteen percent (15%) in
each calendar year beginning in 2021.

5. At least two percent (2%) of each
RES portfolio requirement listed in this sec-
tion shall be derived from solar energy.  The
RES portfolio requirements for solar energy
are—

A. No less than four-hundredths per-
cent (0.04%) in each calendar year 2011
through 2013;

B. No less than one-tenth percent
(0.1%) in each calendar year 2014 through
2017;

C. No less than two-tenths percent
(0.2%) in each calendar year 2018 through
2020; and

D. No less than three-tenths percent
(0.3%) in each calendar year beginning in
2021;

(S) The RES revenue requirement means
the following:

1. All expensed RES compliance costs
(other than taxes and depreciation associated
with capital projects) that are included in the
electric utility’s revenue requirement in the
proceeding in which the RESRAM is estab-
lished, continued, modified, or discontinued;
and

2. The costs (i.e., the return, taxes, and
depreciation) of any capital projects whose
primary purpose is to permit the electric util-
ity to comply with any RES requirement. The
costs of such capital projects shall be those
identified on the electric utility’s books and
records as of the last day of the test year, as
updated, utilized in the proceeding in which
the RESRAM is established, continued, mod-
ified, or discontinued;

(T) Solar renewable energy credit or S-
REC means a REC created by generation of
electric energy from solar thermal sources,
photovoltaic cells, and photovoltaic panels;

(U) Staff means all commission employ-
ees, except the secretary to the commission,
general counsel, technical advisory staff as
defined by section 386.135, RSMo, hearing
officer, or administrative or regulatory law
judge;

(V) Standard Test Conditions means

solar incidence of one (1) kilowatt (kW) per
square meter and a cell or panel temperature
of twenty-five degrees centigrade (25 °C) for
measuring the capability of solar electrical
generating equipment;

(W) Total retail electric sales, or total
retail electric energy usage, means the
megawatt-hours (MWh) of electricity deliv-
ered in a specified time period by an electric
utility to its Missouri retail customers as
reflected in the retail customers’ monthly
billing statements; and

(X) Utility renewable energy resources
mean those renewable energy resources that
are owned, controlled, or purchased by the
electric utility.

(2) Requirements. Pursuant to the provisions
of this rule and sections 393.1025 and
393.1030, RSMo, all electric utilities must
generate or purchase RECs and S-RECs
associated with electricity from renewable
energy resources in sufficient quantity to
meet the RES portfolio requirements (renew-
able and solar) on a calendar year basis. Util-
ity renewable energy resources utilized for
compliance with this rule must include the
RECs or S-RECs associated with the genera-
tion. The RES portfolio requirements are
based on total retail electric sales of the elec-
tric utility. The requirements set forth in this
rule shall not preclude an electric utility from
recovering all of its prudently incurred invest-
ment and costs incurred for renewable energy
resources that exceed the requirements or
limits of this rule but are consistent with the
prudent implementation of any resource
acquisition strategy the electric utility devel-
oped in compliance with 4 CSR 240-22,
Electric Utility Resource Planning. RECs or
S-RECs produced from these additional
renewable energy resources may count toward
the RES portfolio requirements.

(A) Reserved*
(B) The amount of renewable energy

resources or RECs that can be counted
towards meeting the RES portfolio require-
ments are as follows:

1. If the facility generating the renew-
able energy resource is located in Missouri,
the allowed amount is the kilowatt-hours
(kWhs) generated by the applicable generat-
ing facility, multiplied by one and twenty-five
hundredths (1.25) to effectuate the credit pur-
suant to section 393.1030.1, RSMo and sub-
section (3)(G) of this rule; and

2. Reserved*;
3. RECs created by the operation of cus-

tomer-generator facilities and acquired by the
Missouri electric utility shall qualify for RES
compliance if the customer-generator is a
Missouri electric energy retail customer,

regardless of the amount of energy the cus-
tomer-generator provides to the associated
retail electric provider through net metering
in accordance with 4 CSR 240-20.065, Net
Metering. RECs are created by the operation
of the customer-generator facility, even if a
significant amount or the total amount of
electrical energy is consumed on-site at the
location of the customer-generator.

(C) If compliance with the RES portfolio
requirements would cause the retail rates of
an electric utility to increase on average in
excess of one percent (1%) as calculated per
section (5) of this rule, then compliance with
those mandates shall be limited so that the
cost of them would not cause retail rates of
the electric utility to increase on average one
percent (1%) as calculated per section (5) of
this rule.

(D) If an electric utility is not required to
meet the RES portfolio requirements in a cal-
endar year, because doing so would cause
retail rates to increase on average in excess of
one percent (1%) as calculated per section (5)
of this rule, then the RES portfolio require-
ment for solar energy shall be no less than
two percent (2%) of the renewable energy
resources that can be acquired subject to the
one percent (1%) average retail rates limit as
calculated per section (5) of this rule.

(E) If an electric utility intends to accept
proposals for renewable energy resources to
be owned by the electric utility or an affiliate
of the electric utility, it shall comply with the
necessary requirements of 4 CSR 240-
20.015, Affiliate Transactions. 

(3) RECs and S-RECs. Subject to the require-
ments of section (2) of this rule, RECs and S-
RECs shall be utilized to satisfy the RES
requirements of this rule. S-RECs shall be uti-
lized to comply with the RES portfolio
requirements for solar energy and may be uti-
lized to comply with the RES portfolio
requirements for other renewable energy
resources.

(A) The REC or S-REC creation is linked
to the associated renewable energy resource.
For purposes of retaining RECs or S-RECs,
the utility, person, or entity responsible for
creation of the REC or S-REC must maintain
verifiable records that prove the creation
date. The electric utility shall comply with
the requirement of this subsection through the
registration of the REC in the commission’s
approved REC tracking system.

(B) A REC may only be used once to com-
ply with this rule. RECs or S-RECs used to
comply with this rule may not also be used to
satisfy any other nonfederal renewable ener-
gy standard or requirement. Electric utilities
may not use RECs or S-RECs retired under a
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green pricing program to comply with this
rule. RECs and S-RECs may be used to com-
ply with the RES portfolio requirements of
this rule for a calendar year in which it
expired so long as it was valid at any time in
that year. 

(C) Customer-generators own the RECs
and S-RECs associated with their customer-
generated net-metered renewable energy
resources; however, if a customer generator
receives a solar rebate, the customer-genera-
tor transfers to the electric utility all right,
title, and interest in and to the RECs associ-
ated with the new or expanded solar electric
system that qualifies the customer-generator
for the solar rebate for a period of ten (10)
years from the date the electric utility con-
firms the customer-generator’s solar electric
system is operational.

1. All standard offer contracts between
electric utilities and the owners of net-
metered renewable resources that are entered
into after the effective date of these rules
shall clearly specify who owns the RECs or
S-RECs associated with the energy generated
by the net-metered generation resource, and
when the ownership will change, if it will.

2. Electric metering associated with net-
metered renewable resources shall meet the
meter accuracy and testing requirements of 4
CSR 240-10.030, Standards of Quality. 

(D) RECs that are generated with fuel cell
energy using hydrogen derived from a renew-
able energy resource are eligible for compli-
ance purposes only to the extent that the ener-
gy used to generate the hydrogen did not
create RECs.

(E) If an eligible renewable energy fuel
source is co-fired with an ineligible fuel
source, only the proportion of the electrical
energy output associated with the eligible
renewable energy fuel source shall be permit-
ted to count toward compliance with the RES
portfolio requirements. For co-fired genera-
tion of electricity, the renewable energy
resources shall be determined by multiplying
the electricity output by the direct proportion
of the as-fired British thermal unit (BTU)
content of the fuel burned that is a source of
renewable energy resources as defined in this
rule to the as-fired BTU content of the total
fuel burned.

(F) All electric utilities shall use a com-
mission designated common central third-
party registry for REC accounting for RES
portfolio requirements, unless otherwise
ordered for good cause shown.  

(G) RECs created by the generation of
electricity by a renewable energy resource
physically located in the state of Missouri
shall count as one and twenty-five hundredths
(1.25) RECs for purposes of compliance with

this rule. This additional credit shall not be
tracked in the tracking systems specified in
subsection (F) of this section. This additional
credit of twenty-five hundredths (0.25) shall
be recognized when the electric utility files
its annual compliance report in accordance
with section (7) of this rule.

(H) RECs created by the generation of
electricity at a facility that subsequently fails
to meet the requirements for renewable ener-
gy resources are valid if they were created
before the date at which the facility is decer-
tified.

(I) Electric utilities required to comply
with this rule may purchase or sell RECs,
either bilaterally or in any open market sys-
tem, inside or outside the state, without prior
commission approval.

(J) For compliance purposes, electric utili-
ties shall retire RECs in sufficient quantities
to meet the RES portfolio requirements of
this rule. The RECs shall be retired during
the calendar year for which compliance is
sought. Electric utilities may retire RECs
from January 1 through April 15 of the fol-
lowing year, following the calendar year for
which compliance is being sought and desig-
nate those retired RECs as counting towards
the requirements of that previous calendar
year. Any RECs retired in this manner shall
be specifically annotated in the registry des-
ignated in accordance with subsection (F) of
this section and the annual compliance report
filed in accordance with section (7) of this
rule. RECs retired from January 1 through
April 15 of the following year, to be counted
towards compliance for the previous calendar
year in accordance with this subsection shall
not exceed ten percent (10%) of the total
RECs necessary to be retired for compliance
for that calendar year.

(K) RECs may be aggregated with other
RECs for compliance purposes. RECs shall be
issued in whole increments. Any fractional
RECs, aggregated or non-aggregated, remain-
ing after certificate issuance will be carried
forward to the next reporting period for the
specific facility(ies). REC aggregation may be
performed by electric utilities, customer-gen-
erators, or others.

(L) Fractional RECs may be aggregated
with other fractional RECs and utilized for
compliance with this rule.

(4) Solar Rebate. Pursuant to section
393.1030, RSMo, and this rule, electric util-
ities shall include in their tariffs a provision
regarding retail account holder rebates for
solar electric systems. These rebates shall be
available to Missouri electric utility retail
account holders who install new or expanded
solar electric systems comprised of photo-

voltaic cells or photovoltaic panels. 
(A) The retail account holder must be an

active account on the electric utility’s system
and in good payment standing.

(B) The solar electric system must be per-
manently installed on the account holder’s
premises. As installed, the solar electric sys-
tem shall be situated in a location where a
minimum of eighty-five percent (85%) of the
solar resource is available to the system as
verified by the customer or the customer’s
installer at the time of installation.

(C) The installed solar electric system
must remain in place on the account holder’s
(customer-generator’s) premises for ten (10)
years unless determined otherwise by the
commission.

(D) Solar electric systems installed by
retail account holders must consist of equip-
ment that is commercially available and fac-
tory new when installed on the original
account holder’s premises, and the principal
system components (i.e., photovoltaic mod-
ules and inverters) shall be covered by a func-
tional warranty from the manufacturer for a
minimum period of ten (10) years, unless
determined otherwise by the commission,
with the exception of solar battery compo-
nents. Rebuilt, used, or refurbished equip-
ment is not eligible to receive the rebate.  For
any applicable retail account, rebates shall be
limited to twenty-five (25) kW. Retail
accounts which have been awarded rebates
for an aggregate of less than twenty-five (25)
kW shall qualify to apply for rebates for sys-
tem expansions up to an aggregate of twenty-
five (25) kW. Systems greater than twenty-
five (25) kW but less than one hundred (100)
kW in size shall be eligible for a solar rebate
up to the twenty-five (25) kW limit of this
section.

(E) The solar electric system shall meet all
requirements of 4 CSR 240-20.065, Net
Metering.

(F) The electric utility may physically audit
customer-generator owned solar electric sys-
tems for which it has paid a solar rebate pur-
suant to this section, at any reasonable time,
with prior notice of at least three (3) business
days provided to the retail account holder. 

(G) For the purpose of determining the
amount of solar rebate, the solar electric sys-
tem wattage rating shall be established as the
direct current wattage rating provided by the
original manufacturer with respect to stan-
dard test conditions.

(H) Standard Offer Contracts.
1. The electric utility may, at its discre-

tion, offer a standard contract for the pur-
chase of S-RECs created by the customer-
generator’s installed solar electric system.  

2. If the electric utility chooses to offer
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a standard offer contract, the electric utility
shall file tariff sheets detailing the provision
of the contract no later than November 1 each
year for the following compliance year.
Workpapers documenting the purchase prices
shall be submitted with the tariff filing. 

(I) No customer-generator is required by
this rule to sell any or all S-RECs to the elec-
tric utility; however, a condition of receiving
a solar rebate from an electric utility is that
all right, title, and interest in and to the RECs
associated with the new or expanded solar
electric system that qualifies the customer-
generator for the solar rebate is transferred to
the electric utility paying the rebate for a
period of ten (10) years from the date the
electric utility confirms the customer-genera-
tor’s solar electric system is operational.  

(J) Electric utilities that have acquired S-
RECs under a one- (1-) time lump sum pay-
ment in accordance with subsection (H) of
this section or as a result of the solar rebate
S-RECs transferred through the solar rebate
may continue to account for purchased S-
RECs even if the owner of the solar electric
system ceases to operate the system or the
system is decertified as a renewable energy
resource.  S-RECs originated under this sub-
section shall only be utilized by the original
purchasing utility for compliance with this
rule. S-RECs originated under this subsection
shall not be sold or traded.

(K) Electric utilities that have purchased S-
RECs under a one- (1-) time lump sum pay-
ment or otherwise have acquired right, title,
and interest in and to S-RECs associated with
solar rebates annually shall estimate, using
PVWatts, or actually measure the S-RECs
generated from the customer-generator’s
operational solar electric system.

(L) The electric utility shall provide the
solar rebate payment to qualified customer-
generators within thirty (30) days of confirm-
ing the customer-generator’s solar electric
system is operational. Consistent with 4 CSR
240-20.065(9), customer-generators have up
to twelve (12) months from when they receive
notice of approval of their Interconnection
Application/Agreement for Net Metering
Systems with Capacity of One Hundred Kilo-
watts (100 kW) or less for the utility to con-
firm the customer-generator’s solar electric
system is operational.

1. The solar rebates per installed watt up
to a maximum of twenty-five kilowatts (25
kW) per retail account are—

A. $2.00 per watt for systems opera-
tional on or before June 30, 2014;

B. $1.50 per watt for systems opera-
tional between July 1, 2014 and June 30,
2015 (inclusive);

C. $1.00 per watt for systems opera-

tional between July 1, 2015 and June 30,
2016 (inclusive);

D. $0.50 per watt for systems opera-
tional between July 1, 2016 and June 30,
2019 (inclusive);

E. $0.25 per watt for systems opera-
tional between July 1, 2019 and June 30,
2020 (inclusive); and

F. $0.00 per watt for systems opera-
tional after June 30, 2020.

G. An electric utility may offer solar
rebates after July 1, 2020 through a commis-
sion-approved tariff.

(M) An electric utility may, through its tar-
iff, require applications for solar rebates to
be submitted up to one hundred eighty-two
(182) days prior to the June 30 operational
dates. The electric utility will pay the pre-
June 30 rebate amount as defined in this sub-
section to customer-generators who comply
with the submission and system operational
requirements on or before June 30 of the fol-
lowing year. Customer-generators that fail to
meet the submission or system operational
requirements on or before the June 30 date
will receive the post-June 30 rebate amount if
the electric utility confirms their solar elec-
tric systems are operational within one (1)
year of their application. If a customer has
satisfied all of the System Completion
Requirements by June 30 of indicated years,
but the electric utility is not able to complete
all of the electric utility’s steps needed to
establish an Operational Date on or before
June 30, the rebate rate will be determined as
though the Operational Date was June 30.  If
it is subsequently determined that the cus-
tomer or the System did not satisfy all Com-
pletion Requirements required of the cus-
tomer on or before June 30, the rebate rate
will be determined based on the Operational
Date.

(N) Unless the commission orders other-
wise, if the electric utility meets or exceeds
the retail rate impact limits of section (5) of
this rule, the solar rebates shall be paid on a
first-come, first-served basis, as determined
by the solar system operational date. Any
solar rebate applications that are not honored
in a particular calendar year due to the
requirements of this subsection shall be the
first-come, first-served applications consid-
ered in the following calendar year.

(O) An electric utility shall maintain on its
website, current information related to—

1. The electric utility’s solar rebate
application and review processes, including
standards for determining application eligibil-
ity;

2. The solar rebate amount associated
with pending applications that have been sub-
mitted, but not yet reviewed;  

3. The current level of solar rebate pay-
ments; and

4. The rebate amount associated with
applications that are approved, but where the
solar electric system is not yet operational.

(5) Retail Rate Impact.  
(A) The retail rate impact (RRI), as calcu-

lated in subsection (5)(B), may not exceed
one percent (1%) for prudent costs of renew-
able energy resources directly attributable to
RES compliance. The retail rate impact shall
be calculated annually on an incremental
basis for each planning year based on  pro-
curement or development of renewable ener-
gy resources averaged over the succeeding
ten- (10-) year period. The retail rate impact
shall exclude renewable energy resources
owned or under contract prior to September
30, 2010.

(B) The RES retail rate impact shall be
determined by subtracting the total retail rev-
enue requirement incorporating an incremen-
tal non-renewable generation and purchased
power portfolio from the total retail revenue
requirement including an incremental RES-
compliant generation and purchased power
portfolio.  

1. The non-renewable generation and
purchased power portfolio shall be deter-
mined by adding, to the utility’s existing gen-
eration and purchased power resource portfo-
lio excluding all renewable resources,
additional non-renewable resources sufficient
to meet the utility’s needs on a least-cost
basis for the next ten (10) years. 

2. The RES-compliant portfolio shall be
determined by adding to the utility’s existing
generation and purchased power resource
portfolio an amount of least cost renewable
resources sufficient to achieve the portfolio
requirements set forth in section (2) of this
rule and an amount of least-cost non-renew-
able resources, the combination of which is
sufficient to meet the utility’s needs for the
next ten (10) years. 

3. The cost of the RES-compliant port-
folio shall also include the positive or nega-
tive cumulative carry-forward amount as
determined in subsection (5)(G).

4. Assumptions regarding projected
renewable energy resource additions will uti-
lize the most recent electric utility resource
planning analysis. These comparisons will be
conducted utilizing incremental revenue
requirement for new renewable energy
resources, less the avoided cost for non-renew-
able energy resources due to the addition of
renewable energy resources. Such avoided
costs shall be limited to those that may be
included in a utility’s revenue requirement for
setting rates  In addition, the projected impact
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on revenue requirements by non-renewable
energy resources shall include the expected
value of greenhouse gas emissions compliance
costs, assuming that such costs are made at the
expected value of the cost per ton of green-
house gas emissions allowances, cost per ton
of a greenhouse gas emissions tax (e.g., a car-
bon tax), or the cost per ton of greenhouse gas
emissions reductions for any greenhouse gas
emission reduction technology that is applica-
ble to the utility’s generation portfolio,
whichever is lower. Calculations of the expect-
ed value of costs associated with greenhouse
gas emissions shall be derived by applying the
probability of the occurrence of future green-
house gas regulations to expected level(s) of
costs per ton associated with those regulations
over the next ten (10) years. The impact on
revenue requirements by non-renewable ener-
gy resources shall also include consideration
of environmental risks other than those related
to regulation or greenhouse gases.  Any costs
included to reflect consideration of such risks
shall be limited to those that may be included
in a utility’s revenue requirement for setting
rates. Any variables utilized in the modeling
shall be consistent with values established in
prior rate proceedings, electric utility resource
planning filings, or RES compliance plans,
unless specific justification is provided for
deviations. In no event shall the calculation of
rate impact double count the cost of fuel or
environmental compliance cost savings. 

(C) Solar rebates payments made during
any calendar year in accordance with section
(4) of this rule shall be included in the cost of
generation from renewable energy resources.

(D) For purposes of the determination in
accordance with subsection (B) of this sec-
tion, if the revenue requirement including the
RES-compliant resource mix, averaged over
the ten- (10-) year period, exceeds the rev-
enue requirement that includes the non-
renewable resource mix by more than one
percent (1%), the utility shall adjust down-
ward the proportion of renewable resources
so that the average annual revenue require-
ment differential does not exceed one percent
(1%). In making this adjustment, the solar
requirement shall be in accordance with sub-
section (2)(D) of this rule. Prudently incurred
costs to comply with the RES portfolio
requirements, and passing this rate impact
test, may be recovered in accordance with
section (6) of this rule or through a rate pro-
ceeding outside or in a general rate case.
When adjusting downward the proportion of
renewable energy resources, in accordance
with this subsection, the utility shall give first
priority to reducing or eliminating the
amount of RECs not associated with electric-
ity delivered to Missouri customers.

(E) Costs or benefits attributed to compli-
ance with a federal renewable energy stan-
dard or portfolio requirement shall be consid-
ered as part of compliance with the Missouri
RES if they would otherwise qualify under
the Missouri RES without regard to the fed-
eral requirements.

(F) If the electric utility determines the
maximum average retail rate increase provid-
ed for in section (5) will be reached in any
calendar year, the electric utility may cease
paying rebates to the extent necessary to
avoid exceeding the maximum average retail
rate increase by filing a request with the com-
mission, at least sixty (60) days in advance,
to suspend the solar rebate provisions in its
tariff for the remainder of the calendar year.

1. The filing with the commission to
suspend the electric corporation’s solar
rebate tariff provision shall include:

A. Its calculation reflecting that the
maximum average retail rate increase will be
reached with supporting documentation;

B. A proposed procedural schedule;
and

C. A description of the process that it
will use to cease or conclude the solar rebate
payments to solar customers if the commis-
sion suspends its solar rebate tariff provision.

2. The commission shall rule on the sus-
pension filing within sixty (60) days of the
date it is filed. If the commission determines
the maximum average retail rate increase will
be reached, the commission shall suspend
solar rebate payments. The commission will
not suspend payment of solar rebates unless it
expressly finds that the electric utility has
accurately calculated the retail rate impact in
the manner prescribed by this section (5).

3. The electric utility shall continue to
process and pay applicable solar rebates until
a final commission ruling.

A. If continuing to pay solar rebates
causes the electric utility to exceed the maxi-
mum average retail rate increase, the excess
payments shall not be considered to have
been imprudently incurred for that reason.

(G) The utility shall calculate for each
actual compliance year an annual carry-for-
ward amount, illustration included herein as
Attachment A. This amount shall be calculat-
ed as the positive or negative difference
between the actual costs of RES compliance
and an amount equal to the one percent (1%)
cap, as calculated in subsection (5)(B), for
the non-renewable generation and purchased
power portfolio from its most recent annual
RES compliance plan filed pursuant to sub-
section (7)(B) of this rule. The positive or
negative cumulative carry-forward amount
shall be calculated by accumulating the annu-
al positive or negative annual carry-forward

amounts. The initial cumulative carry-for-
ward amount shall be equal to the sum of the
annual carry-forward amounts for the period
January 1, 2015, through December 31,
2015. Any annual carry-forward amounts
shall be based on the revenue requirements
analysis included in the utility’s Annual RES
Compliance Plan filed pursuant to subsection
(8)(B) for each respective year.  The positive
or negative cumulative carry-forward amount
shall be included in the cost of the RES-com-
pliant portfolio for purposes of calculating the
retail rate impact, as calculated in subsection
(5)(B). Nothing in this subsection shall
authorize recovery in excess of the one per-
cent (1%) cap, as defined in subsection
(5)(B). 

(H) If in reliance on a calculation of the
RRI as provided for herein, an electric utility
commits to fund a utility-owned renewable
energy resource, or contracts to acquire ener-
gy or capacity from a renewable energy
resource that, based on the relied-upon RRI
calculation would not cause the electric utili-
ty to exceed such RRI, then the prudently
incurred costs of such renewable energy
resource and such energy and capacity shall
constitute RES compliance costs even if
including such costs in later calculations will
cause the electric utility to exceed the RRI
calculated at a later time. To the extent the
prudently incurred costs of a utility-owned
renewable energy resource, or contracted for
energy or capacity from a renewable energy
resource, cause an electric utility to exceed
the RRI calculated at a later time, such excess
sum shall be included in the determination of
the carry-forward amount in accordance with
subsection (5)(G).

(I) Not withstanding anything in subsection
(5)(H), until June 30, 2020, if the maximum
average retail rate increase, as calculated pur-
suant to subsection (5)(B) would be less than
or equal to one percent (1%) if an electric
utility’s investment in solar-related projects
initiated, owned, or operated by the electric
utility is ignored for purposes of calculating
the increase, then additional solar rebates
shall be made available and included in rates
in an amount up to the amount that would
produce a retail rate increase equal to the dif-
ference between a one percent (1%) retail
rate increase and the retail rate increase cal-
culated when ignoring an electric utility’s
investment in solar projects initiated, owned,
or operated by the electric utility.  

(J) Each electric utility shall calculate its
actual calendar year RRI each year and shall
file those calculations as part of its annual
RES compliance plan. The electric utility
may designate all or part of those calculations
as highly confidential, proprietary, or public
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as appropriate under the commission’s rules.

(6) Cost Recovery and Pass-through of Bene-
fits. An electric utility outside or in a general
rate proceeding may file an application and
rate schedules with the commission to estab-
lish, continue, modify, or discontinue a
Renewable Energy Standard Rate Adjustment
Mechanism (RESRAM) that shall allow for
the adjustment of its rates and charges to pro-
vide for recovery of prudently incurred costs
or pass-through of benefits received as a result
of compliance with the RES; provided that the
average annual impact on retail customer rates
does not exceed one percent (1%) over a ten-
(10-) year period as set out in subsections
(5)(A), (B) and (G). In all RESRAM applica-
tions, the increase in electric utility revenue
requirements shall be calculated as the amount
of additional RES compliance costs incurred
since the electric utility’s last RESRAM appli-
cation or general rate proceeding, net of any
reduction in RES compliance costs included in
the electric utility’s prior RESRAM applica-
tion or general rate case, and any new RES
compliance benefits. 

(A) For all RESRAM filings, except the ini-
tial filings by the electric utility, if the actual
increase in utility revenue requirement is less
than two percent (2%), subsection (B) of this
section shall be utilized. If the actual increase
in utility revenue requirement is equal to or
greater than two percent (2%), subsection (C)
of this section shall be utilized. For the initial
filing by the electric utility in accordance with
this section, subsection (B) of this section
shall be utilized as well, except that the staff,
and individuals or entities granted intervention
by the commission, may file a report or com-
ments no later than one hundred twenty (120)
days after the electric utility files its applica-
tion and rate schedules to establish a
RESRAM. 

1. The pass-through of benefits has no
single-year cap or limit.  

2. Any party in a rate proceeding in
which a RESRAM is in effect or proposed
may seek to continue as is, modify, or oppose
the RESRAM. The commission shall approve,
modify, or reject such applications and rate
schedules to establish a RESRAM only after
providing the opportunity for an evidentiary
hearing.  

3. If the electric utility incurs costs in
complying with the RES that exceed the one
percent (1%) rate limit determined in accor-
dance with section (5) of this rule for any
year, those excess costs may be carried for-
ward to future years for cost recovery permit-
ted under this rule. Any costs carried forward
shall have a carrying cost applied to them
monthly equal to the interest on those carried

forward costs calculated at the electric utili-
ty’s short-term borrowing rate. These carried
forward costs plus accrued carrying costs
plus additional annual costs remain subject to
the one percent (1%) rate limit for any sub-
sequent years. In any calendar year that costs
from a previous compliance year are carried
forward, the carried forward costs will be
considered for cost recovery prior to any new
costs for the current calendar year.

4. For ownership investments in eligible
renewable energy technologies in a RESRAM
application, the electric utility shall be entitled
to a rate of return equal to the electric utility’s
most recent authorized rate of return on rate
base. Recovery of the rate of return for invest-
ment in renewable energy technologies in a
RESRAM application is subject to the one
percent (1%) limit specified in section (5) of
this rule.

5. Upon the filing of proposed rate
schedules with the commission seeking to
recover costs or pass-through benefits of RES
compliance, the commission will provide
general notice of the filing.

6. The electric utility shall provide the
following notices to its customers, with such
notices to be approved by the commission in
accordance with paragraph 7. of this subsec-
tion before the notices are sent to customers:

A. An initial, one- (1-) time notice to
all potentially affected customers, such notice
being sent to customers no later than when
customers will receive their first bill that
includes a RESRAM, explaining the utility’s
RES compliance and identifying the statutory
authority under which it is implementing a
RESRAM;

B. An annual notice to affected cus-
tomers each year that a RESRAM is in effect
explaining the continuation of its RESRAM
and RES compliance; and

C. A RESRAM line item on all cus-
tomer bills, which informs the customers of
the presence and amount of the RESRAM
charge.

7. Along with the electric utility’s filing
of proposed rate schedules to establish a
RESRAM, the utility shall file the following
items with the commission for approval or
rejection, and the OPC may, within ten (10)
days of the utility’s filing of this information,
submit comments regarding these notices to
the commission:

A. An example of the notice required
by subparagraph (A)6.A. of this section;

B. An example of the notice required
by subparagraph (A)6.B. of this section; and 

C. An example customer bill showing
how the RESRAM will be described on
affected customers’ bills in accordance with
subparagraph (A)6.C. of this section.

8. An electric utility may effectuate a
change in its RESRAM no more often than
one (1) time during any calendar year, not
including changes as a result of paragraph 11.
of this subsection.

9. Submission of Surveillance Monitor-
ing Reports. Each electric utility with an
approved RESRAM shall submit to staff,
OPC, and parties approved by the commis-
sion, a Surveillance Monitoring Report. The
form of the Surveillance Monitoring Report is
included herein.

A. The Surveillance Monitoring
Report shall be submitted within fifteen (15)
days of the electric utility’s next scheduled
United States Securities and Exchange Com-
mission (SEC) 10-Q or 10-K filing with the
initial submission within fifteen (15) days of
the electric utility’s next scheduled SEC 10-Q
or 10-K filing following the effective date of
the commission order establishing the
RESRAM.

B. If the electric utility also has an
approved fuel rate adjustment mechanism or
environmental cost recovery mechanism
(ECRM), the electric utility shall submit a
single Surveillance Monitoring Report for the
RESRAM, ECRM, the fuel rate adjustment
mechanism, or any combination of the three
(3). The electric utility shall designate on the
single Surveillance Monitoring Report
whether the submission is for RESRAM,
ECRM, fuel rate adjustment mechanism, or
any combination of the three (3).

C. Upon a finding that a utility has
knowingly or recklessly provided materially
false or inaccurate information to the commis-
sion regarding the surveillance data prescribed
in this paragraph, after notice and an opportu-
nity for a hearing, the commission may sus-
pend its RESRAM or order other appropriate
remedies as provided by law.

10. The RESRAM charge will be calcu-
lated as a percentage of the customer’s ener-
gy charge for the applicable billing period.

11. Commission approval of proposed
rate schedules, to establish or modify a
RESRAM, shall in no way be binding upon
the commission in determining the ratemak-
ing treatment to be applied to RES compli-
ance costs during a subsequent general rate
proceeding when the commission may under-
take to review the prudence of such costs. If
the commission disallows, during a subse-
quent general rate proceeding, recovery of
RES compliance costs previously in a
RESRAM, or pass-through of benefits previ-
ously in a RESRAM, the electric utility shall
offset its RESRAM in the future as necessary
to recognize and account for any such costs
or benefits. The offset amount shall include a
calculation of interest at the electric utility’s
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short-term borrowing rate as calculated in
subparagraph (A)26.A. of this section. The
RESRAM offset will be designed to reconcile
such disallowed costs or benefits within the
six- (6-) month period immediately subse-
quent to any commission order regarding
such disallowance.

12. At the end of each twelve- (12-)
month period that a  RESRAM is in effect, the
electric utility shall reconcile the differences
between the revenues resulting from the
RESRAM and the pretax revenues as found by
the commission for that period and shall sub-
mit the reconciliation to the commission with
its next sequential proposed rate schedules for
RESRAM continuation or modification.

13. An electric utility that has imple-
mented a RESRAM shall file revised
RESRAM rate schedules to reset the
RESRAM charge to zero (0) when new base
rates and charges become effective following
a commission report and order establishing
customer rates in a general rate proceeding
that incorporates RES compliance costs or
benefits previously reflected in a RESRAM
in the utility’s base rates. If an over- or
under-recovery of RESRAM revenues or
over- or under-pass-through of RESRAM
benefits exists after the RESRAM charge has
been reset to zero (0), that amount of over- or
under-recovery, or over- or under-pass-
through, shall be tracked in an account and
considered in the next RESRAM filing of the
electric utility.

14. Upon the inclusion of RES compli-
ance cost or benefit pass-through previously
reflected in a RESRAM into an electric utili-
ty’s base rates, the electric utility shall imme-
diately thereafter reconcile any previously
unreconciled RESRAM revenues or
RESRAM benefits and track them as neces-
sary to ensure that revenues or pass-through
benefits resulting from the RESRAM match,
as closely as possible, the appropriate pretax
revenues or pass-through benefits as found by
the commission for that period.

15. In addition to the information
required by subsection (B) or (C) of this sec-
tion, the electric utility shall also provide the
following information when it files proposed
rate schedules with the commission seeking
to establish, modify, or reconcile a RESRAM:

A. A description of all information
posted on the utility’s website regarding the
RESRAM; and

B. A description of all instructions
provided to personnel at the utility’s call cen-
ter regarding how those personnel should
respond to calls pertaining to the RESRAM.

16. RES compliance costs shall only be
recovered through a RESRAM or as part of a
general rate proceeding and shall not be con-

sidered for cost recovery through an environ-
mental cost recovery mechanism, fuel adjust-
ment clause, or interim energy charge.  

17. Pre-existing adjustment mecha-
nisms, tariffs, and regulatory plans. The pro-
visions of this rule shall not affect—

A. Any adjustment mechanism, rate
schedule, tariff, incentive plan, or other
ratemaking mechanism that was approved by
the commission and in effect prior to Septem-
ber 30, 2010; and

B. Any experimental regulatory plan
that was approved by the commission and in
effect prior to September 30, 2010; and

C. The commission’s reports and
orders in file numbers ET-2014-0059, ET-
2014-0071, and ET-2014-0085.

18. Each electric utility with a RESRAM
shall submit, with an affidavit attesting to the
veracity of the information, the following
information on a monthly basis to the manag-
er of the auditing unit of the commission and
to OPC. The information shall be submitted to
the manager of the auditing department
through the electronic filing and information
system (EFIS). The following information
shall be aggregated by month and supplied no
later than sixty (60) days after the end of each
month when the RESRAM is in effect. The
first submission shall be made within sixty
(60) days after the end of the first complete
month after the RESRAM goes into effect. It
shall contain, at a minimum—

A. The revenues billed pursuant to the
RESRAM by rate class and voltage level, as
applicable;

B. The revenues billed through the
electric utility’s base rate allowance by rate
class and voltage level;

C. All significant factors that have
affected the level of RESRAM revenues
along with workpapers documenting these
significant factors;

D. The difference, by rate class and
voltage level, as applicable, between the total
billed RESRAM revenues and the projected
RESRAM revenues; 

E. Any additional information the
commission orders be provided; and

F. To the extent any of the requested
information outlined above is provided in
response to another section, the information
only needs to be provided once.

19. Information required to be filed with
the commission or submitted to the manager
of the auditing unit of the commission and to
OPC in this section shall also be, in the same
format, served on or submitted to any party to
the related rate proceeding in which the
RESRAM was approved by the commission,
periodic adjustment proceeding, prudence
review, or general rate case to modify, contin-

ue, or discontinue the same RESRAM, pur-
suant to the procedures in 4 CSR 240-2.135
for handling confidential information, includ-
ing any commission order issued thereunder.

20. A person or entity granted interven-
tion in a rate proceeding in which a RESRAM
is approved by the commission shall be a party
to any subsequent related periodic adjustment
proceeding or prudence review, without the
necessity of applying to the commission for
intervention; and the commission shall issue
an order identifying them. In any subsequent
general rate proceeding, such person or entity
must seek and be granted status as an inter-
venor to be a party to that case. Affidavits,
testimony, information, reports, and workpa-
pers to be filed or submitted in connection
with a subsequent related periodic adjustment
proceeding, prudence review, or general rate
case to modify, continue, or discontinue the
same RESRAM shall be served on or submit-
ted to all parties from the prior related rate
proceeding and on all parties from any subse-
quent related periodic adjustment proceeding,
prudence review, or general rate case to mod-
ify, continue, or discontinue the same
RESRAM, concurrently with filing the same
with the commission or submitting the same to
the manager of the auditing unit of the com-
mission and OPC, pursuant to the procedures
in 4 CSR 240-2.135 for handling confidential
information, including any commission order
issued thereunder.

21. A person or entity not a party to the
rate proceeding in which the commission
approves a RESRAM may timely apply to the
commission for intervention, pursuant to sec-
tions 4 CSR 240-2.075(2) through (4) of the
commission’s rule on intervention, respecting
any related subsequent periodic adjustment
proceeding, or prudence review, or, pursuant
to sections 4 CSR 240-2.075(1) through (5),
respecting any subsequent general rate case to
modify, continue, or discontinue the same
RESRAM. If no party to a subsequent peri-
odic adjustment proceeding or prudence
review objects within ten (10) days of the fil-
ing of an application for intervention, the
applicant shall be deemed as having been
granted intervention without a specific com-
mission order granting intervention, unless,
within the above-referenced ten- (10-) day
period, the commission denies the applica-
tion for intervention on its own motion. If an
objection to the application for intervention is
filed on or before the end of the above-refer-
enced ten- (10-) day period, the commission
shall rule on the application and the objection
within ten (10) days of the filing of the objec-
tion.

22. The results of discovery from a rate
proceeding where the commission may
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approve, modify, reject, continue, or discon-
tinue a RESRAM, or from any subsequent
periodic adjustment proceeding or prudence
review relating to the same RESRAM, may
be used without a party resubmitting the
same discovery requests (data requests, inter-
rogatories, requests for production, requests
for admission, or depositions) in the subse-
quent proceeding to parties that produced the
discovery in the prior proceeding, subject to
a ruling by the commission concerning any
evidentiary objection made in the subsequent
proceeding.

23. If a party which submitted data
requests relating to a proposed RESRAM in
the rate proceeding where the RESRAM was
established or in any subsequent related peri-
odic adjustment proceeding or prudence
review wants the responding party to whom
the prior data requests were submitted to sup-
plement or update that responding party’s
prior responses for possible use in a subse-
quent related periodic adjustment proceeding,
prudence review, or general rate case to mod-
ify, continue, or discontinue the same
RESRAM, the party which previously sub-
mitted the data requests shall submit an addi-
tional data request to the responding party to
whom the data requests were previously sub-
mitted which clearly identifies the particular
data requests to be supplemented or updated
and the particular period to be covered by the
updated response. A responding party to a
request to supplement or update shall supple-
ment or update a data request response from
a related rate proceeding where a RESRAM
was established, reviewed for prudence, mod-
ified, continued, or discontinued, if the
responding party has learned or subsequently
learns that the data request response is in
some material respect incomplete or incor-
rect.

24. Each rate proceeding where com-
mission establishment, continuation, modifi-
cation, or discontinuation of a RESRAM is
the sole issue shall comprise a separate case.
The same procedures for handling confiden-
tial information shall apply, pursuant to 4
CSR 240-2.135, as in the immediately pre-
ceding RESRAM case for the particular elec-
tric utility, unless otherwise directed by the
commission on its own motion or as request-
ed by a party and directed by the commis-
sion.

25. In addressing certain discovery mat-
ters and the provision of certain information
by electric utilities, this rule is not intended to
restrict the discovery rights of any party.

26. Prudence reviews respecting a
RESRAM. A prudence review of the costs
subject to the RESRAM shall be conducted
no less frequently than at intervals estab-

lished in the rate proceeding in which the
RESRAM is established.

A. All amounts ordered refunded by
the commission shall include interest at the
electric utility’s short-term borrowing rate.
The interest shall be calculated on a monthly
basis for each month the RESRAM rate is in
effect, equal to the weighted average interest
rate paid by the electric utility on short-term
debt for that calendar month.  This rate shall
then be applied to a simple average of the
same month’s beginning and ending cumula-
tive RESRAM over-collection or under-col-
lection balance. Each month’s accumulated
interest shall be included in the RESRAM
over-collection or under-collection balances
on an ongoing basis.

B. The staff shall submit a recommen-
dation regarding its examination and analysis
to the commission not later than one hundred
eighty (180) days after the staff initiates its
prudence audit. The staff shall file notice
within ten (10) days of starting its prudence
audit. The commission shall issue an order not
later than two hundred ten (210) days after the
staff commences its prudence audit if no party
to the proceeding in which the prudence audit
is occurring files, within one hundred ninety
(190) days of the staff’s commencement of its
prudence audit, a request for a hearing.

(I) If the staff, OPC, or other party
auditing the RESRAM believes that insuffi-
cient information has been supplied to make
a recommendation regarding the prudence of
the electric utility’s RESRAM, it may utilize
discovery to obtain the information it seeks.
If the electric utility does not timely supply
the information, the party asserting the fail-
ure to provide the required information shall
timely file a motion to compel with the com-
mission. While the commission is consider-
ing the motion to compel, the processing time
line shall be suspended. If the commission
then issues an order requiring the information
to be provided, the time necessary for the
information to be provided shall further
extend the processing time line. For good
cause shown the commission may further sus-
pend this time line.

(II) If the time line is extended due
to an electric utility’s failure to timely provide
sufficient responses to discovery and a refund
is due to the customers, the electric utility
shall refund all imprudently incurred costs
plus interest at the electric utility’s short-term
borrowing rate. The interest shall be calculat-
ed on a monthly basis in the same manner as
described in subparagraph (A)26.A. of this
section.

(B) RESRAM filing requirements for less
than two percent (2%) actual increase in util-
ity revenue requirements.

1. When an electric utility files pro-
posed rate schedules pursuant to sections
393.1020 and 393.1030, RSMo, and the pro-
visions of this rule, the commission staff
shall conduct an examination of the proposed
RESRAM.

2. The staff of the commission shall
examine and analyze the information submit-
ted by the electric utility to determine if the
proposed RESRAM is in accordance with
provisions of this rule and the statutes gov-
erning the RES and shall submit a report
regarding its examination to the commission
not later than sixty (60) days after the electric
utility files its proposed rate schedules.

3. The commission may hold a hearing
on the proposed rate schedules and shall issue
an order to become effective not later than
one hundred twenty (120) days after the elec-
tric utility files the proposed rate schedules.

4. If the commission finds that the pro-
posed rate schedules or substitute filed rate
schedules comply with the applicable require-
ments, the commission shall enter an order
authorizing the electric utility to utilize said
RESRAM rate schedules with an appropriate
effective date, as determined by the commis-
sion.

5. At the time an electric utility files pro-
posed rate schedules with the commission
seeking to establish, modify, or reconcile a
RESRAM, it shall submit its supporting doc-
umentation regarding the calculation of the
proposed RESRAM and shall serve the OPC
with a copy of its proposed rate schedules and
its supporting documentation. The utility’s
supporting documentation shall include work-
papers showing the calculation of the proposed
RESRAM and shall include, at a minimum,
the following information:

A. A complete explanation of all of
the costs, both capital and expense, incurred
for RES compliance that the electric utility is
proposing be included in rates and the specif-
ic account used for each item;

B. The state, federal, and local
income or excise tax rates used in calculating
the proposed RESRAM, and an explanation
of the source of and the basis for using those
tax rates;

C. The regulatory capital structure
used in calculating the proposed RESRAM,
and an explanation of the source of and the
basis for using the capital structure;

D. The cost rates for debt and pre-
ferred stock used in calculating the proposed
RESRAM, and an explanation of the source
of and the basis for using those rates;

E. The cost of common equity used in
calculating the proposed RESRAM, and an
explanation of the source of and the basis for
that equity cost;



F. The depreciation rates used in cal-
culating the proposed RESRAM, and an
explanation of the source of and the basis for
using those depreciation rates;

G. The rate base used in calculating
the proposed RESRAM, including an updat-
ed depreciation reserve total incorporating
the impact of all RES plant investments pre-
viously reflected in general rate proceedings
or RESRAM application proceedings initiat-
ed following enactment of the RES rules;

H. The applicable customer class
billing methodology used in calculating the
proposed RESRAM, and an explanation of
the source of and basis for using that method-
ology;

I. An explanation of how the proposed
RESRAM is allocated among affected cus-
tomer classes, if applicable; and

J. For purchase of electrical energy
from eligible renewable energy resources bun-
dled with the associated RECs or for the pur-
chase of unbundled RECs, the cost of the pur-
chases, and an explanation of the source of the
energy or RECs and the basis for making that
specific purchase, including an explanation of
the request for proposal (RFP) process, or the
reason(s) for not using a RFP process, used to
establish which entity provided the energy or
RECs associated with the RESRAM.

(C) RESRAM for equal to or greater than
two percent (2%) actual increase in utility
revenue requirements.

1. If an electric utility files an applica-
tion and rate schedules to establish, continue,
modify, or discontinue a RESRAM outside of
a general rate proceeding, the staff shall
examine and analyze the information filed in
accordance with this section and additional
information obtained through discovery, if
any, to determine if the proposed RESRAM
is in accordance with provisions of this rule
and the statutes governing the RES. The com-
mission shall establish a procedural schedule
providing for an evidentiary hearing and
commission report and order regarding the
electric utility’s filing. The staff shall submit
a report regarding its examination and analy-
sis to the commission not later than seventy-
five (75) days after the electric utility files its
application and rate schedules to establish a
RESRAM. An individual or entity granted
intervention by the commission may file com-
ments not later than seventy-five (75) days
after the electric utility files its application
and rate schedules to establish a RESRAM.
The electric utility shall have no less than fif-
teen (15) days from the filing of the staff’s
report and any intervener’s comments to file
a reply. The commission shall have no less
than thirty (30) days from the filing of the
electric utility’s reply to hold a hearing and

issue a report and order approving the elec-
tric utility’s rate schedules subject to, or not
subject to, conditions rejecting the electric
utility’s rate schedules, or rejecting the elec-
tric utility’s rate schedules and authorizing
the electric utility to file substitute rate sched-
ules subject to, or not subject to, conditions.

2. When an electric utility files an appli-
cation and rate schedules as described in this
subsection, the electric utility shall file at the
same time supporting direct testimony and
the following supporting information as part
of, or in addition to, its supporting direct tes-
timony:

A. Proposed RESRAM rate schedules;
B. A general description of the design

and intended operation of the proposed
RESRAM;

C. A complete description of how the
proposed RESRAM is compatible with the
requirement for prudence reviews;

D. A complete explanation of all the
costs that shall be considered for recovery
under the proposed RESRAM and the specif-
ic account used for each cost item on the
electric utility’s books and records;

E. A complete explanation of all of
the costs, both capital and expense, incurred
for RES compliance that the electric utility is
proposing be included in rates and the specif-
ic account used for each cost item on the
electric utility’s books and records;

F. A complete explanation of all of the
costs, both capital and expense, incurred for
RES compliance that the electric utility is
proposing be included in base rates and the
specific account used for each cost item on
the electric utility’s books and records;

G. A complete explanation of all the
revenues that shall be considered in the deter-
mination of the amount eligible for recovery
under the proposed RESRAM and the specif-
ic account where each such revenue item is
recorded on the electric utility’s books and
records;

H. A complete explanation of any fea-
ture designed into the proposed RESRAM or
any existing electric utility policy, procedure,
or practice that can be relied upon to ensure
that only prudent costs shall be eligible for
recovery under the proposed RESRAM;

I. For each of the major categories of
costs, that the electric utility seeks to recover
through its proposed RESRAM, a complete
explanation of the specific rate class cost allo-
cations and rate design used to calculate the
proposed RES compliance revenue require-
ment and any subsequent RESRAM rate
adjustments during the term of the proposed
RESRAM; and

J. Any additional information that
may have been ordered by the commission in

a prior rate proceeding to be provided.
3. When an electric utility files rate

schedules as described in this subsection, and
serves upon parties as provided in paragraph
(A)20. of this section, the rate schedules must
be accompanied by supporting direct testimo-
ny, and at least the following supporting infor-
mation:

A. The following information shall be
included with the filing:

(I) For the period from which his-
torical costs are used to adjust the RESRAM
rate:

(a) REC costs differentiated by
purchases, swaps, and loans;

(b) Net revenues from REC
sales, swaps, and loans;

(c) Extraordinary costs not to be
passed through, if any, due to such costs
being an insured loss, or subject to reduction
due to litigation, or for any other reason;

(d) Base rate component of RES
compliance costs and revenues; 

(e) Identification of capital pro-
jects placed in service that were not antici-
pated in the previous general rate proceeding;
and 

(f) Any additional requirements
ordered by the commission in the prior rate
proceeding;

(II) The levels of RES compliance
capital costs and expenses in the base rate
revenue requirement from the prior general
rate proceeding;

(III) The levels of RES compliance
capital cost in the base rate revenue require-
ment from the prior general rate proceeding
as adjusted for the proposed date of the peri-
odic adjustment;

(IV) The capital structure as deter-
mined in the prior rate proceeding;

(V) The cost rates for the electric
utility’s debt and preferred stock as deter-
mined in the prior rate proceeding;

(VI) The electric utility’s cost of
common equity as determined in the prior
rate proceeding; 

(VII) The rate base used in calcu-
lating the proposed RESRAM, including an
updated depreciation reserve total incorporat-
ing the impact of all RES plant investments
previously reflected in general rate proceed-
ings or RESRAM application proceedings ini-
tiated following enactment of the RES rules;
and

(VIII) Calculation of the proposed
RESRAM collection rates; and

B. Workpapers supporting all items in
subparagraph (C)3.A. of this section shall be
submitted to the manager of the auditing
department and served upon parties as provid-
ed in paragraph (A)20. in this section. The
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workpapers may be submitted to the manager
of the auditing department through EFIS.

(D) Alternatively, an electric utility may
recover RES compliance costs without use of
the RESRAM procedure through rates estab-
lished in a general rate proceeding.  In the
interim between general rate proceedings the
electric utility may defer the costs in a regu-
latory asset account, and monthly calculate a
carrying charge on the balance in that regula-
tory asset account equal to its short-term cost
of borrowing. All questions pertaining to rate
recovery of the RES compliance costs in a
subsequent general rate proceeding will be
reserved to that proceeding, including the
prudence of the costs for which rate recovery
is sought and the period of time over which
any costs allowed rate recovery will be amor-
tized. Any rate recovery granted to RES com-
pliance costs under this alternative approach
will be fully subject to the rate limit set forth
in section (5) of this rule.

(7) Nothing in sections (5) and (6) of this rule
shall relieve the electric utility from review-
ing its initial or ongoing decisions related to
adding renewable resource additions or affect
the commission’s ability to review the pru-
dence of the electric utility’s renewable
resource additions.

(8) Annual RES Compliance Report and RES
Compliance Plan. Each electric utility shall
file a RES compliance report no later than
April 15 to report on the status of both its
compliance with the RES and its compliance
plan as described in this section for the most
recently completed calendar year. Each elec-
tric utility shall file an annual RES compliance
plan with the commission. The plan shall be
filed no later than April 15 of each year.  

(A) Annual RES Compliance Report.
1. The annual RES compliance report

shall provide the following information for
the most recently completed calendar year for
the electric utility:

A. Total retail electric sales for the
utility, as defined by this rule;

B. Total jurisdictional revenue from
the total retail electric sales to Missouri cus-
tomers as measured at the customers’ meters;

C. Total retail electric sales supplied
by renewable energy resources, as defined by
section 393.1025(5), RSMo, including the
source of the energy;

D. The number of RECs and S-RECs
created by electrical energy produced by
renewable energy resources owned by the
electric utility. For the electrical energy pro-
duced by these utility-owned renewable ener-
gy resources, the value of the energy created.
For the RECs and S-RECs, a calculated REC

or S-REC value for each source and each cat-
egory of REC;

E. The number of RECs acquired,
sold, transferred, or retired by the utility dur-
ing the calendar year;

F. The source of all RECs acquired
during the calendar year;

G. The identification, by source and
serial number, or some other identifier suffi-
cient to establish the vintage and source of
the REC, of any RECs that have been carried
forward to a future calendar year;

H. An explanation of how any gains
or losses from sale or purchase of RECs for
the calendar year have been accounted for in
any rate adjustment mechanism that was in
effect for the electric utility;

I. For acquisition of electrical energy
and/or RECs from a renewable energy
resource that is not owned by the electric util-
ity, except for systems owned by customer-
generators, the following information for each
resource that has a rated capacity of ten (10)
kW or greater:

(I) Facility name, location (city,
state), and owner;

(II) That the energy was derived
from an eligible renewable energy technology
and that the renewable attributes of the ener-
gy have not been used to meet the require-
ments of any other local or state mandate;

(III) The renewable energy technol-
ogy utilized at the facility;

(IV) The dates and amounts of all
payments from the electric utility to the
owner of the facility; and

(V) All meter readings used for cal-
culation of the payments referenced in part
(IV) of this paragraph;

J. For acquisition of electrical energy
and/or RECs from a customer generator—

(I) Location (zip code);
(II) Name of aggregated subac-

count in which RECs are being tracked in;
(III) Interconnection date;
(IV) Annual estimated or measured

generation; and
(V) The start and end date of any

estimated or measured RECs being acquired;
K. The total number of customers that

applied and received a solar rebate in accor-
dance with section (4) of this rule;

L. The total number of customers that
were denied a solar rebate and the reason(s)
for each denial;

M. The amount expended by the elec-
tric utility for solar rebates, including the
price and terms of future S-REC contracts
associated with the facilities that qualified for
the solar rebates;

N. An affidavit documenting the elec-
tric utility’s compliance with the RES com-

pliance plan as described in this section dur-
ing the calendar year; 

O. If compliance was not achieved, an
explanation why the electric utility failed to
meet the RES; and

P. A calculation of its actual calendar
year retail rate impact. 

2. On the same date that the electric util-
ity files its annual RES compliance report,
the utility shall post an electronic copy of its
annual RES compliance report, excluding
highly confidential or proprietary material,
on its website to facilitate public access and
review.

3. On the same date that the electric util-
ity files its annual RES compliance report, the
utility shall provide the commission with sep-
arate electronic copies of its annual RES com-
pliance report including and excluding highly
confidential and proprietary material. The
commission shall place the redacted electron-
ic copies of each electric utility’s annual RES
compliance reports on the commission’s web-
site in order to facilitate public viewing, as
appropriate.

(B) RES Compliance Plan.
1. The plan shall cover the current year

and the immediately following two (2) calen-
dar years. The RES compliance plan shall
include, at a minimum—

A. A specific description of the elec-
tric utility’s planned actions to comply with
the RES;

B. A list of executed contracts to pur-
chase RECs (whether or not bundled with
energy), including type of renewable energy
resource, expected amount of energy to be
delivered, and contract duration and terms;

C. The projected total retail electric
sales for each year;

D. Any differences, as a result of
RES compliance, from the utility’s preferred
resource plan as described in the most recent
electric utility resource plan filed with the
commission in accordance with 4 CSR 240-
22, Electric Utility Resource Planning;

E. A detailed analysis providing infor-
mation necessary to verify that the RES com-
pliance plan is the least cost, prudent
methodology to achieve compliance with the
RES;

F. A calculation of the RES retail
impact limit calculated in accordance with
section (5) of this rule. The calculation should
be accompanied by workpapers including all
the relevant inputs used to calculate the retail
impact limits for the planning interval which is
included in the RES compliance plan. The
electric utility may designate all or part of
those calculations as highly confidential, pro-
prietary, or public as appropriate under the
commission’s rules; and
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G. Verification that the utility has met
the requirements for not causing undue
adverse air, water, or land use impacts pur-
suant to subsection 393.1030.4., RSMo, and
the regulations of the division.

(C) Upon receipt of the electric utility’s
annual RES compliance report and RES com-
pliance plan, the commission shall establish a
docket for the purpose of receiving the report
and plan. The commission shall issue a gen-
eral notice of the filing.

(D) The staff of the commission shall
examine each electric utility’s annual RES
compliance report and RES compliance plan
and file a report of its review with the com-
mission within forty-five (45) days of the fil-
ing of the annual RES compliance report and
RES compliance plan with the commission.
The staff’s report shall identify any deficien-
cies in the electric utility’s compliance with
the RES.  

(E) OPC and any interested persons or
entities may file comments based on their
review of the electric utility’s annual RES
compliance report and RES compliance plan
within forty-five (45) days of the electric util-
ity’s filing of its compliance report with the
commission.

(F) The commission may direct the electric
utility to provide additional information or to
address any concerns or deficiencies identi-
fied in the comments of staff or other inter-
ested persons or entities.

(9) Penalties. An electric utility shall be sub-
ject to penalties of at least twice the average
market value of RECs or S-RECs for the cal-
endar year for failure to meet the targets of
section 393.1030.1, RSMo, and section (2)
of this rule.

(A) Any allegation of a failure to comply
with the RES shall be filed as a complaint
under the statutes and regulations governing
complaints.

(B) An electric utility shall be excused if it
proves to the commission that failure was due
to events beyond its reasonable control that
could not have been reasonably mitigated or
to the extent that the maximum average retail
rate impact increase, as determined in accor-
dance with section (5) of this rule, would be
exceeded.

(C) Any penalty payments assessed by the
courts shall be remitted to the division. These
payments shall be utilized by the division for
the following purposes:

1. Purchase RECs or S-RECs in suffi-
cient quantity to offset the shortfall of the
utility to meet the RES portfolio require-
ments; and

2. Payments in excess of those required
in paragraph (C)1. of this section shall be uti-

lized to provide funding for renewable energy
and energy efficiency projects. These projects
shall be selected by the division in consulta-
tion with the staff.

(D) Upon determination by the commission
that an electric utility has not complied with
the RES, penalty amounts shall be calculated
by determining the electric utility’s shortfall
relative to the RES portfolio requirements
(total and solar) for the calendar year. The
penalty amount recommended by the commis-
sion to the court of jurisdiction shall be twice
the average market value during the calendar
year for RECs or S-RECs in sufficient quanti-
ty to make up the utility’s shortfall for RES
total requirements or RES solar energy
requirements. The average market value for
RECs or S-RECs for the calendar year shall
be based on RECs and S-RECs utilized for
compliance with this rule. A recommended
average market value for the compliance peri-
od shall be calculated by the staff. OPC and
any interested persons or entities may file
comments based on their review of the staff’s
recommendation. The commission may issue
an order which establishes a further procedu-
ral schedule, or the commission may deter-
mine the average market value as part of the
complaint proceeding.  

(E) Any electric utility that is subject to
penalties as prescribed by this section shall
not seek recovery of the penalties through
section (6) of this rule or any other rate-mak-
ing activity.

(10) Nothing in this rule shall preclude a
complaint case from being filed, as provided
by law, on the grounds that an electric utility
is earning more than a fair return on equity,
nor shall an electric utility be permitted to
use the existence of its RESRAM as a
defense to a complaint case based upon an
allegation that it is earning more than a fair
return on equity.

(11) Variances. Upon written application, and
after notice and an opportunity for hearing,
the commission may grant a variance from
any provision of this rule for good cause
shown.

(A) The granting of a variance to one (1)
electric utility which affects the required
compliance with a provision of this rule does
not constitute a variance respecting, or other-
wise affect, the compliance required of any
other electric utility.

(B) The commission may not grant a vari-
ance from this rule in total.
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Electric Company
12 Months Ended ________________

Per Books
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

FINANCIAL SURVEILLANCE MONITORING REPORT
RATE BASE AND RATE OF RETURN

12 Months
Electric Ended
Total Electric Rate Base Measurement Basis
Plant in Service

Intangible End of Period $ xxx,xxx
Production - Steam End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Nuclear End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Hydraulic End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Other End of Period xxx,xxx
Transmission End of Period xxx,xxx
Distribution End of Period xxx,xxx
General End of Period xxx,xxx
Total Plant in Service $ x,xxx,xxx

Reserve for Depreciation
Intangible End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Steam End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Nuclear End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Hydraulic End of Period xxx,xxx
Production - Other End of Period xxx,xxx
Transmission End of Period xxx,xxx
Distribution End of Period xxx,xxx
General End of Period xxx,xxx
Total Reserve for Depreciation x,xxx,xxx

Net Plant $ x,xxx,xxx

Add:
Materials & Supplies 13 Mo. Avg. x,xxx,xxx
Cash {from prior rate case including offsets} x,xxx,xxx
Fuel Inventory 13 Mo. Avg. x,xxx,xxx
Prepayments 13 Mo. Avg. x,xxx,xxx
Other Regulatory Assets End of Period x,xxx,xxx

Less:
Customer Advances 13 Mo. Avg. x,xxx,xxx
Customer Deposits 13 Mo. Avg. x,xxx,xxx

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes End of Period x,xxx,xxx
Other Regulatory Liabilities End of Period x,xxx,xxx

Other Items from Prior Rate Case Per rate case method x,xxx,xxx

(A)  Total  Rate Base $ x,xxx,xxx

(B)  Net Operating Income $ x,xxx,xxx

(C)  Return on Rate Base [ (B) / (A) ]
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Overall Cost of Capital
Weighted

Amount Percent Cost Cost
Long-Term Debt $ xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Short-Term Debt xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Preferred Stock xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Other d xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Common Equity xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % a x.xx %

Total Overall Cost of Capital based on Rate Case
Rate of Return on Equity $ x,xxx,xxx 100.00% x.xx %

Actual Earned Return on Equity
Weighted

Amount Percent Cost Cost
Long-Term Debt $ xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Short-Term Debt (1) xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Preferred Stock xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Other d xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % f x.xx %

Common Equity xxx,xxx x.xx % x.xx % a x.xx %

Total Overall Cost of Capital with Actual 
Return on Equity $ x,xxx,xxx 100.00% x.xx % b

a From last general rate case, Report & Order.
b From actual Return on Rate Base, Page 1 "Rate Base"
c Calculated after actual Return on Rate Base, per footnote B, is determined.  
d Other capital structure components from last general rate case, Report & Order
e Actual balance at end of period
f Actual average cost at end of period

Note      Additional breakdown may be added per Report & Order authorizing a
     recovery clause under 4 CSR 240-20

12 Months Ended ________________
Per Books

(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
FINANCIAL SURVEILLANCE MONITORING REPORT

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND RATE OF RETURN

Electric Company
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Electric Company
Quarter Ended and 12 Months Ended ________________

Per Books
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

FINANCIAL SURVEILLANCE MONITORING REPORT
OPERATING INCOME STATEMENT

QUARTER ENDED 12 MONTHS ENDED
Total Electric Income Statement ACTUAL ACTUAL
Operating Revenues

Sales to Residential, Commercial, & Industrial
Customers
     Residential $ x,xxx,xxx $ x,xxx,xxx
     Commercial x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Industrial x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Total of Sales to Residential, Commercial, &
Industrial Customers $ x,xxx,xxx $ x,xxx,xxx
Other Sales to Ultimate Consumers x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Sales for Resale x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Off-System Sales x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Other Operating Revenues  x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Provision for Refunds  x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Operating Revenues $ x,xxx,xxx $ x,xxx,xxx

Operating & Maintenance Expenses
Production Expenses
     Fuel Expense
          Native Load x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
          Off-System Sales x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Other Production-Operations x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Other Production-Maintenance x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Purchased Power-Energy
          Native Load x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
          Off-System Sales x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
     Purchased Power-Capacity x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Total Production Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Transmission Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Distribution Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Customer Accounts Expense x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Customer Serve. & Info. Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Sales Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Administrative & General Expenses x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Total Operating & Maintenance Expenses $ x,xxx,xxx $ x,xxx,xxx

Depreciation & Amortization  Expense
Depreciation  Expense x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Amortization Expense x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Decommissioning expense x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Other x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx
Total Depreciation & Amortization Expense x,xxx,xxx x,xxx,xxx

Taxes Other than Income Taxes xxx,xxx xxx,xxx

Operating Income Before Income Taxes $ x,xxx,xxx $ x,xxx,xxx

Income Taxes xxx,xxx xxx,xxx

Net Operating Income  $ x,xxx,xxx $ x,xxx,xxx

Actual Cooling Degree Days x,xxx x,xxx

Normal Cooling Degree Days x,xxx x,xxx

Actual Heating Degree Days x,xxx x,xxx

Normal Heating Degree Days x,xxx x,xxx
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Electric Company
12 Months Ended ________________

FINANCIAL SURVEILLANCE MONITORING REPORT
Missouri Jurisdictional Allocation Factors

Description Allocation Factor
Plant in Service

Intangible
Production - Steam
Production - Nuclear
Production - Hydraulic
Production - Other
Transmission
Distribution
General

Reserve for Depreciation
Intangible
Production - Steam
Production - Nuclear
Production - Hydraulic
Production - Other
Transmission
Distribution
General

Net Plant
Materials & Supplies
Cash Working Capital per rate case
Fuel Inventory
Prepayments
Other Regulatory Assets Jurisdictional Specific
Customer Advances
Customer Deposits
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes
Other Regulatory Liabilities Jurisdictional Specific
Other Items from Prior Rate Case

Operating Revenues
Interchange Revenues
Production Expenses

Fuel Expense
             Native Load
             Off-System Sales
Other Production-Operations
Other Production-Maintenance
Purchased Power-Energy
             Native Load
             Off-System Sales
Purchased Power-Capacity

Total Production Expenses
Transmission Expenses
Distribution Expenses
Customer Accounts Expense
Customer Serve. & Info. Expenses
Sales Expenses
Administrative & General Expenses
Depreciation & Amortization  Expense

Depreciation  Expense
Amortization Expense
Decommissioning expense

Taxes Other than Income Taxes
Income Taxes
Other Items

xxxx
xxxx
xxxx

Note      Additional breakdown may be added per Report & Order authorizing a
     recovery clause under 4 CSR 240-20
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Electric Company
Quarter Ended and 12 Months Ended ________________

Per Books
FINANCIAL SURVEILLANCE MONITORING REPORT

NOTES TO FINANCIAL SURVEILLANCE REPORT
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AUTHORITY: section 393.1030, RSMo Supp.
2013, and sections 386.040 and 386.250,
RSMo 2000.* Original rule filed Jan. 8,
2010, effective Sept. 30, 2010. Amended:
Filed March 25, 2015, effective Nov. 30,
2015.

*Original authority: 386.040, RSMo 1939; 386.250,
RSMo 1939, amended 1963, 1967, 1977, 1980, 1987,
1988, 1991, 1993, 1995, 1996; and 393.1030, RSMo
2007, amended 2008, 2010, 2013.

*Ruling by the Joint Committee on Adminis-
trative Rules. On July 1, 2010, the Joint Com-
mittee on Administrative Rules voted to disap-
prove subsection (2)(A) and paragraph
(2)(B)2. of 4 CSR 240-20.100. Those portions
contained provisions on geographic sourcing.
The committee considered those portions
which were disapproved to be held in
abeyance and asked that they not be pub-
lished.

Public Service Commission action. On Jan-
uary 26, 2011, the Public Service Commission
filed an order with the Administrative Rules
Division of the Office of the Secretary of State
withdrawing the geographic sourcing provi-
sions found in subsection (2)(A) and para-
graph (2)(B)2. of 4 CSR 240-20.100. This
commission order renewed the request of the
Public Service Commission submitted by let-
ter with its final order of rulemaking on July
6, 2010, that subsection (2)(A) and paragraph
(2)(B)2. not be published in the Code of State
Regulations and that these portions of the
rule not become effective. A copy of this order
appeared in the April 1, 2011, issue of the
Missouri Register (36 MoReg 1002–1007). 

Legislative action. On January 24, 2011,
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 1 regard-
ing 4 CSR 240-20.100 was adopted by the
Senate and was concurred in by the House of
Representatives on February 1, 2011. On
February 16, 2011, the governor sent a letter
to the speaker of the Missouri House of Rep-
resentatives and the president pro tem of the
Missouri Senate serving as notice of his
action on the resolution.  This concurrent res-
olution upheld a ruling issued by the Joint
Committee on Administrative Rules disap-
proving subsection (2)(A) and paragraph
(2)(B)2. of 4 CSR 240-20.100. The concur-
rent resolution permanently disapproves and
suspends the final order of rulemaking for the
proposed amendment to the above stated sub-
section and paragraph. The concurrent reso-
lution and the letter from the governor were
published in the April 1, 2011, issue of the
Missouri Register (36 MoReg 1008–1011).
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